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T H E  D U A L  Q U A N T U M  G R O U P  F O R  T H E  Q U A N T U M  G R O U P  
A N A L O G U E  O F  T H E  N O R M A L IZ E R  O F  S U (1,1) IN  SL(2,  C)
W O LTER GRO EN EV ELT, ER IK  KOELINK AND JOHAN KUSTERM ANS
A b s t r a c t . The quantum  group analogue of the norm alizer of S U (1,1) in S L (2 , C) is an 
im portan t and non-trivial example of a non-com pact quantum  group. The general theory  of 
locally com pact quantum  groups in the operator algebra setting  implies the  existence of the 
dual quantum  group. The first m ain goal of the  paper is to  give an explicit description of the 
dual quantum  group for th is exam ple involving the quantized enveloping algebra Uq(s u (1 ,1)). 
I t tu rns out th a t Uq(su (1 ,1)) does not suffice to  generate the dual quantum  group. The dual 
quantum  group is graded w ith respect to  com m utation and anticom m utation  w ith a suitable 
analogue of the C asim ir operator characterized by an affiliation relation to  a von Neum ann 
algebra. This is used to  obtain  an explicit set of generators. Having the dual quantum  
group the left regular corepresentation of the quantum  group analogue of the norm alizer 
of S U (1,1) in SL(2, C) is decomposed into irreducible corepresentations. Upon restricting  
the irreducible corepresentations to  Uq(su(1 ,1))-represen tation  one finds com binations of the 
positive and negative discrete series representations w ith the strange series representations 
as well as com binations of the principal un ita ry  series representations. The detailed analysis 
of th is exam ple involves analysis of special functions of basic hypergeom etric type and, in 
particu lar, some results on these special functions are obtained, which are sta ted  separately.
The paper is split into two p a rts ; the first p a rt gives alm ost all of the  sta tem ents and the 
results, and the sta tem ents in the first p a rt are independent of the  second part. The second 
p a rt contains the  proofs of all the  statem ents.
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P r e a m b l e
The proofs of the statem ents in the paper are technical. To enhance the readability of the 
paper, the paper is essentially split into two parts. The first part contains all the statem ents 
and can be read independently from the second part containing the proofs. Moreover, Section
6 is independent of the remainder of the paper, and in Section 6 we state explicit results for 
special functions of basic hypergeometric type. This section is meant for people interested in 
special functions. For the convenience of the reader we have added an index, which includes 
references to notations frequently used.
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
On the one hand, the general theory of quantum  groups has its roots in approaches in the 
axiomatizations of generalizations of groups such th a t the Pontryagin-van Kampen duality 
for locally compact abelian groups extends to this wider class. On the other hand, a large 
class of explicit and interesting quantum  groups arose from various cases, e.g. R-matrices 
as solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation and the RTF-formalism. For the quantum  groups 
related to compact groups arising in this way the duality is formulated on the level of Hopf 
algebra duality between the quantized function algebra and the quantized enveloping algebra. 
For the historic development of the general theory for locally compact quantum  groups we 
refer to the papers -especially the introductions- [39], [40], [46], and books [15], [52]. For the 
development of quantum  groups involving the Yang-Baxter equation and the RTF-formalism 
we refer to the books [9], [16], [25]. It has turned out th a t many of the examples arising 
in this way fit into the general theory of quantum  groups, especially for the quantum  group 
analogues of compact groups. These quantum  groups can usually be analyzed in an algebraic 
way. For quantum  group analogues of non-compact groups the situation is not so clear.
As it turns out the Hopf algebra arising from the standard R-m atrix for SL(2, C) has three 
different ^-structures [45], and we consider a ^-structure making the Hopf algebra into a Hopf 
^-algebra as the choice of an appropriate real form. The compact case, corresponding to 
the quantum  group analogue of S U (2), has been studied extensively, see [9], [16], [25] and 
references given there. This is also the basic example of a quantum  group having an intim ate 
link with special functions of basic hypergeometric type [17], see [9], [16], [25], [49], as well as 
[28]. Then there is the non-compact case associated to the non-compact group S U (1,1) and 
a non-compact case associated to the group SL(2, R). Although S U (1,1) =  SL(2, R) as Lie 
groups the corresponding Hopf ^-algebras for the deformed case are different. The subject of 
this paper is the Hopf ^-algebra associated to the group S U (1,1), in which the deformation 
param eter q is real. For the case of the Hopf ^-algebra associated to SL(2, R) the deformation 
param eter is on the unit circle, and the situation changes dramatically, see [9] and for recent 
progress on the level of associated special functions see van de Bult [7].
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In this paper we focus on the Hopf ^-algebra associated to S U (1,1), which is recalled in 
Section 3. We also recall tha t Woronowicz [56] showed th a t there was no way to extend 
the comultiplication of this Hopf ^-algebra in analytic way, i.e. to the level of operators on 
Hilbert spaces. Based on work of Korogodsky [37] and Woronowicz [57] it is possible to show 
th a t there exists a quantum  group analogue of the normalizer of S U (1,1) in SL(2, C) in 
the context of the definition of Kustermans and Vaes [40], [41] (see also [39] and [54] for an 
introduction) on the level of a von Neumann algebraic quantum  group. This has been shown 
in [30], where special functions of basic hypergeometric type proved to be essential in the 
construction. The purpose of this paper is to give an explicit description of the dual quantum  
group and to decompose the left regular corepresentation into irreducible corepresentations 
for this explicit quantum  group. In the decomposition of the left regular corepresentation 
we see the analogy with the group case, since in the left regular representation of the group 
S U (1,1) =  SL(2, R) only discrete series representations and principal unitary series occur. 
However, in the quantum  group case the discrete series are no longer split up into a positive 
discrete series and a negative discrete series.
Some of these results have been announced in [31], and in this paper we give full proofs of 
these statements. This paper can be read independently from [31]. After browsing the paper 
it should be clear to the casual reader th a t making the general quantum  group machinery 
work for this specific case is a very technical business. However, we believe tha t this is 
worthwhile since S U (1,1) =  SL(2, R) is one of the most im portant non-compact Lie groups 
[13], [21], [26], [34], [42], [50] and any reasonable quantum  group theory has to have the 
example of a quantum  group analogue of S U (1,1). Moreover, we hope th a t understanding 
this example may also lead to other non-trivial examples of non-compact quantum  groups 
and related quantum  homogeneous spaces, such as quantum  group analogues of SU (n, 1), 
and related homogeneous spaces SU (n, 1)/S (U (n) x U (1)). Moreover, in the operator algebra 
context K -theory is available, and the first step in this direction is taken [12]. In particular, 
one can ask for a K-theoretic approach to discrete series representations in this setting. We 
expect th a t the link with special functions can lead to new and deep results in the theory of 
special functions, and we have included some highly non-trivial examples in Section 6, but 
we expect th a t the relation is deeper and not yet fully exploited. E.g. the link with twisted 
primitive elements, suitable C artan type decompositions and (associated) spherical functions 
and corresponding transform  as indicated in [33] can be studied from an operator algebraic 
point of view, see also [11, Ch. 3] for a more general study of the Plancherel measure in 
this context. Having the decomposition of the left regular representation available it is now 
also natural to consider other questions, e.g. can we decompose tensor products, describe 
the intertwiners in terms of special functions, etc? We are confident th a t the interpretation 
of discrete series representations in this context gives a solution to indeterminacy problems 
related to certain tensor product decompositions of infinite dimensional representations of 
Uq(su (1 ,1)), see cf. [19], [18] for cases where the indeterminacy is absent.
We now describe the contents of the paper. In Sections 2-3 we recall the necessary back­
ground on general locally compact quantum  groups in the von Neumann algebraic setting and 
the specific example th a t we study. In Section 2 we recall the Kustermans-Vaes approach to 
locally compact quantum  groups on the von Neumann algebraic level, which is the framework
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for this paper, and Section 2 is mainly based on [41]. Next in Section 3 we give a concise de­
scription of the Hopf *-algebra and the quantum  group analogue of the normalizer of SU(  1,1) 
in S L (2,C) in the context of Section 2. Section 3 is based on [30]. In Section 4 we give an 
explicit description of the dual quantum  group in the case of the quantum  group analogue 
of the normalizer of SU(  1,1) in S L (2,C). In particular we show tha t the generators of the 
quantized universal enveloping algebra Uq(su( 1,1)) can be realized as unbounded operators af­
filiated to the von Neumann algebra of the dual quantum  group. We discuss how the (suitable 
extension of the) Casimir operator can be used to find sufficiently many generators. It turns 
out th a t the self-adjoint extension of the algebraically defined symmetric, but not essentially 
self-adjoint, operator is characterized by affiliation to the von Neumann algebra for the dual 
quantum  group. We also show th a t comultiplication defined on the von Neumann algebraic 
group coincides with the comultiplication of the Hopf *-algebra Uq(su(l, 1)). In Section 5 
the decomposition of the left regular corepresentation is presented, it involves analogues of 
the principal unitary series representations and discrete series representations. In Section 6 
we collect some interesting new (as far as we are aware) results for special functions of basic 
hypergeometric type which are byproducts of the approach taken. In particular, the results 
discussed in Section 6 can be read independently by someone only interested in special func­
tions, but the proofs are dependent on the rest of the paper. Sections 4-6 describe the results 
of this paper in detail and form the core of the paper. All the main results and its background 
can be obtained from Sections 2-6. The gist of the main results are obtained when reading 
only this part of the paper, which can also be viewed as a very extended introduction. The 
proofs of all statem ents in these sections are given in the remainder of the paper consisting 
of Sections 7-11. In Appendix A we recall some notation and terminology of von Neumann 
algebras, whereas we recall the necessary details of the special functions involved in Appendix 
B. In Appendix C we discuss a specific example of a Jacobi operator, whereas Appendix D 
contains nitty-gritty proofs of some intermediate lemmas.
2. V o n  N e u m a n n  a l g e b r a i c  q u a n t u m  g r o u p s
In this section we recall the definition of the von Neumann algebraic quantum  groups and 
related results. So we work with a theory on the quantum  group analogue of locally compact 
groups in the realm of operator algebras. We summarize the main features, and we discuss 
the group case for a unimodular Lie group G. The proofs of all statem ents can be found in the 
papers [40], [41] by Kustermans and Vaes. Introductory texts on this subject are [39], [54], see 
also [52], In Section 3 we describe the example we study, namely the von Neumann algebraic 
quantum  group associated to the normalizer of <S'C/(1,1) in SL(2,  C), which is essentially 
recalling the results of [30].
D efin itio n  2.1. Consider a von Neumann algebra M  together with a unital normal *-ho- 
rnornorphism A : M  —>• M  ® M  (the comultiplication) such that (A ® Id)A =  (Id ® A )A  
(coassociativity). Moreover, if  there exist two normal semi-finite faithful weights ip, ^  on M  
such that
<p((uj ® Id)A (x)) =  <p(x)u( 1), V u; G M +, V x  G (left invariance),
^ (( Id  ® u)A(x))  = r(p{x)u{ 1), V w G  M +, V x  G M.^ (right invariance),
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then (M, A) is a von Neumann algebraic quantum group.
Note th a t we suppress p  and ip from the notation (M, A) for a von Neumann algebraic 
quantum  group.
The notation in Definition 2.1 follows the standard notation for weights, tensor products 
and preduals, see e.g. [22], [51], which are briefly recalled in Appendix A. We recall here 
the basic constructions for weights, since the related modular objects play an im portant role, 
see [51]. In particular, a weight is a map p: M + —>• [0,oo], M + being the cone of positive 
elements in M,  such th a t p(x  +  y) =  p(x)  +  p(y) and p(Xx) = Xp(x) for A >  0. Then 
M.+ =  {x G M+ | p(x) <  oo}, J\f = {x G M  \ p(x*x) <  oo} is a left ideal and M. is the linear 
span of M + in M.  Then M. =  N * N , and p  extends uniquely to M.. The weight p  is faithful 
if p{x) 7  ^ 0 for all non-zero x  G M +. The weight p  is semifinite if A4 is <r-strong-* dense 
in M + or (M)"  = M.  The weight p  is normal if </?(supa Xa) =  supA p(x\)  for any bounded 
increasing net {xa}asa in M+, and this can be reformulated in various different ways. Normal 
semifinite faithful weight is abbreviated to nsf weight.
A GNS-construction for a weight is similar to a GNS-construction for a state. A GNS- 
construction for a weight p  is a triple (H , tt, A) consisting of a Hilbert space 1-L, a ^hom om or­
phism 7r : M  —> B  (H) and a linear map A : J\f —> % such tha t
(1) A(A0 is dense in H;
(2) (A(a), A(6)) =  p(b*a) for all a,b G J\f]
(3) t t ( x )  A (a) = A (xa) for all x  G M, a G Af.
In case p  is a nsf weight, the representation tt is injective, normal and nondegenerate, and A 
is closed for the <r-strong-* topology on M  and the norm topology of %. In case we want to 
stress the dependence on the weight p  we use the notation M.v , J\fv , 7rv , Av as in 
Definition 2.1.
The weight p, respectively ip, in Definition 2.1 is the left, respectively right, Haar weight 
for the von Neumann algebraic quantum  group (M , A ). It can be shown tha t the left and 
right Haar weights are unique up to a constant.
In this paper, we mainly deal with the von Neumann algebra M  and the corresponding 
von Neumann algebra M  for the dual von Neumann algebraic quantum  group, see Theorem
2.3, and the weights do not play a big role, but the associated modular operator, modular 
conjugation and modular automorphism group plays an im portant role. In order to obtain the 
properties of these operators, consider the GNS-representation for p  and the antilinear map 
from A(A/'n A/"*) C % to itself defined by A(x) i—> A(x*). This map has polar decomposition 
J V 1/2, where J : H —> H  is an antilinear isometry and J 2 =  Id. J  is the modular conjugation 
and the (generally unbounded) self-adjoint operator V is the modular operator associated 
with the weight p>. Then
J n ( M ) J  =  7t(M)', V ii7 r ( M ) V ii =  t t (M ),  ¿ g R. (2.1)
Here tt(M)' = {x  G B{H) \ xy  =  yx  Vy G is the commutant of tt(M).  For a nsf
weight 7r is faithful, and then we identify t t(M) with M,  so th a t (2.1) gives J  M  J  =  M ' , 
V rtM V _ii =  M, t G R. Then ot{x) =  V %tx V ~ %t, x  G M,  defines a strongly continuous 
one-parameter group a of ^-automorphisms on M  for the nsf weight p>. It is the modular 
automorphism group a =  for the nsf weight p.
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Having the GNS-construction for the left invariant nsf weight <p we define
r ( A ( o ) 0 A(6)) =  (A ® A) (A (6) (a ® 1)),
then W  is a unitary operator on % 0 V., which is known as the multiplicative unitary and is 
instrum ental in the development of locally compact quantum  groups, as pointed out initially 
in [5]. Identifying M  w ith 7r(M ), we obtain A(x)  = W*( 1 ® x )W  for all i  6 M , so tha t the 
multiplicative unitary implements the comultiplication.
R e m a rk  2.2. To see how groups are included in this definition take a group G, which for 
convenience we assume to be a unimodular Lie group. Then the von Neumann algebra M  = 
L°°(G) is acting by multiplication operators on the Hilbert space L 2(G), defined with respect 
to the left Haar measure dig. So we consider M  as a subalgebra of B (L 2(G)). Then p ( f )  =  
f Gf (g ) d ig for ƒ G L°°(G) f l  L 2(G) = M ,  and the corresponding GNS-construction of p  is 
(L2(G ),Id ,A ) where A: J\fv = L 2(G) f l  L°°(G) —> L 2(G), x  x. In this case the predual is 
M* =  L l (G) C M* by considering L l 3 ƒ (L°°(G) 9 x JG f(g)x(g) dig) and M  = (M*)* 
and the <r-weak topology is the a(M,  M*)-topology. For f , h  G L 2(G) a normal functional 
uofth is defined as the m atrix element uufth(x) = (x f , h) = JGx(g)f(g)h(g)dig.  In this case the 
multiplicative unitary W  is
W : L 2(G) 0  L 2(G) ^ L 2( G x G ) 4  L 2(G) 0  L 2(G) = L 2(G x G)
(W*f)(g, h) = f{g,gh),  (W f ) { g , h ) =  f {g ,g~ lh).
Particular to the unimodular Lie group case is th a t the antipode S : M  —>• M,  (Sx)(g ) =  
x(g~l) is bounded, but in the general case it is not. To indicate how the antipode can be 
obtained from the invariant weight in the general case note th a t
/  x(h~1g)y(g)dig = / x(g)y(hg)dig
J G  J G
so tha t
S: (Id 0 </?)(A(x)(l 0 y)) (Id 0 </?)((l 0 x)A(y)).
This in particular gives the key to defining the antipode S' on a von Neumann algebraic 
quantum  group as an unbounded operator. A basic result is a polar decomposition of the 
antipode. To be precise, there exists a unique *-anti-automorphism R: M  —> M  and a unique 
strongly continuous one-parameter group of ^-automorphisms r :  E  —> A ut(M ) satisfying
S  = Rr-i/2, R 2 =  Id, rtR  = Rrt Vi G R. (2.2)
R  is known as the unitary antipode, and r  the scaling group. One can show th a t ipR is a right 
invariant nsf weight, and one can make the choice tp = <pR for the right Haar weight, which 
we assume from now on.
An interesting result in the theory of locally compact quantum  group is duality, see Theo­
rems 2.3 and 2.4. For the dual locally compact quantum  group we have
M  = {(uj 0 Id)(WO | u  G B(U)*} C B{U),  (2.3)
where the closure is with respect to the <r-strong-* topology and % is the GNS-space for the 
left invariant weight ip.
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T h e o re m  2.3 ([41]). M  is a von Neumann algebra acting on %, and there exists a unique 
normal injective *-homomorphism A : M  —)■ M  ® M,  A(x) =  YjW(x ® 1 )W* E for x  G M.  
Moreover, (M , A) is a locally compact quantum group; the Pontryagin dual of (M, A) or the 
dual locally compact quantum group.
Here E: Ti ® Ti —>• Ti ® Ti denotes the flip operator E: a ® 6 6 ® a.
In particular, the dual locally compact quantum  group comes with two nsf weights (p and 
ip. Let J  and V  be the modular conjugation and modular group for the left invariant dual 
weight Cp. Then, in the realization of M  on the GNS-space % we have for the unitary antipode 
as in (2.2) the relations
R(x) = J x * J ,  V x g M ,  R(x ) = J x*J, V i g M .  (2.4)
It follows from Theorem 2.3 th a t the multiplicative unitary for the dual von Neumann 
algebraic quantum  group is W  = EW ^E. The multiplicative unitary W  G M  ® M,  where we 
consider M  acting on the GNS-space H  for the left invariant weight <p. Moreover,
(2.5)
A unitary corepresentation U of a von Neumann algebraic quantum  group on a Hilbert space 
H  is a unitary element U G such th a t (A®Id)([7) =  U1 3 U23 G where
the standard leg-numbering is used in the right hand side. In particular, it follows from the 
pentagonal identity W 1 2W 1 3 W 23 = W 2 3 W 12 and A(x)  = W*{ 1 x)J*V th a t the multiplicative 
unitary W  defines a unitary corepresentation of M  on the GNS-space. This corepresentation is 
the analogue of the left regular representation of a Lie group G on the Hilbert space L 2 (G). A 
closed subspace L C H  for the unitary corepresentation is an invariant subspace if (a; ®Id)([7) 
preserves L for all uj G M*. In particular, it follows from Definition 2.3 th a t an invariant 
subspace is precisely the closed subspace invariant for the action of the dual von Neumann 
algebra M,  since it is generated by (o;®Id)(W/ ), u  G M*. A unitary corepresentation U in the 
Hilbert space H  is irreducible if there are only trivial (i.e. equal to {0} or the whole Hilbert 
space H)  invariant subspaces. In particular, {(u;® Id)([/) | oj G M*}" =  B ( H ) implies th a t U 
is an irreducible unitary corepresentation.
The nice feature of the von Neumann algebraic quantum  groups is the following theorem, 
due to Kustermans and Vaes [40], [41], which is a far-reaching generalization of the Pontryagin- 
van Kampen duality.
T h e o re m  2.4. (M, A ) =  (M, A).
R e m a rk  2.5. We finish by discussing some of the above in the case of a unimodular Lie group 
G continuing Remark 2.2. Identify u  G M* with a function k G L 1(G), then {u ® Id)(W ) G 
B ( L 2 (G)) is the convolution operator ƒ 1—>• k * ƒ, (k * f)(g) = JGk(s ) f (s~ 1g) d[S. Then the 
product in M  corresponds to the convolution product, and the dual left invariant weight on 
such a convolution operator is evaluation of the kernel at the identity of the group G. To 
see th a t the corepresentation associated to the multiplicative unitary corresponds to the left
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regular representation, say A, we check
( ( ( ^ / i J 2 0ld)(W O ) = (W{fi  0  / 3), / 2)i ih) = j G(w ( f i ® f s ) ) (g ,h ) f 2 {g)dig
= [  h (g)  M g )  h ( g - lh) dl 9  = ( \ ( f j 2) f 3) (h).
J G
Since the normal functional corresponds to / i / 2 G L 1(G), the required result follows.
3. T h e  q u a n t u m  g r o u p  a n a l o g u e  o f  t h e  n o r m a l i z e r  o f  SU(  1 ,1 )  i n  S L ( 2 ,C )
In this section we recall the von Neumann algebraic quantum  group for which we calculate 
the dual von Neumann algebraic quantum  group, and for which we decompose the left regular 
corepresentation. Except for the last paragraph, all the results described are taken from [30].
The Lie group SU(  1,1) =  S L (2,R) is one of the most im portant non-compact Lie groups. 
On the level of Hopf algebras, a classification of real forms of the quantized universal enveloping 
algebra Uq(sl(2, C)) results in three different real forms, i.e. Hopf ^-algebras; the compact case 
Uq(su(2)) for 0 <  q <  1, which is extensively studied [9], [16], [25], [43]; the non-compact case 
[7g(si(2,R)) with q on the unit circle, see e.g. the previously mentioned books and [7]; and 
the non-compact case Uq(su( 1,1)) for 0 <  q <  1. In these cases there is a related dual Hopf 
*-algebra which is a deformation of the algebra of polynomials on the related group. We 
refer to the books [9], [16], [25], [43], as well as to [8], [45], [33] for more information and 
references. However, as Woronowicz [56] proved, there is no C*-algebra interpretation for the 
related Hopf *-algebra with a well-defined comultiplication. Later, Korogodsky [37] indicates 
how the ill-defined comultiplication could be avoided. W ith the introduction of the theory of 
von Neumann algebraic quantum  [40], [41] it is natural to ask whether or not this im portant 
example can be incorporated in the theory of von Neumann algebraic quantum  groups. As it 
turns out the answer is yes, and the key to the solution is using special functions.
All statem ents of this section are proved in [30], except (3.6) for which a direct proof is 
given.
Throughout the paper, we fix a number 0 <  q <  1. Define Aq to be the unital *-algebra 
generated by elements a ,  7  and e  and relations
c ^ a  — 7 t7  =  e  — q2 7 t7  =  e  7 t7  =  7 7 '*'
c f y  = q-ycx a 7 t =  q-y^cx (3.1)
e ' = e e 2 =  1 cxe = ecx ■ye = e-y
where |  denotes the ^-operation on Aq (in order to distinguish this kind of adjoint with 
the adjoints of possibly unbounded operators in Hilbert spaces). In case we take e  =  1 in
(3.1) we obtain the *-algebra which is usually associated with the algebra of polynomials on 
the quantum  analogue of SU(  1,1), see [45], [38], [33]. The additional generator e  has been 
introduced by Korogodsky [37].
For completeness we give the Hopf *-algebra structure on Aq. By Aq © Aq we denote the 
algebraic tensor product. There exists a unique unital ^-homomorphism A  : Aq —> Aq © Aq
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such th a t
A (a )  =  a ® a  +  g ( e 7t)®7  A  (7 ) =  7 ® a  +  (eal )  © 7 A (e ) =  e ® e  (3.2) 
The counit e: Aq —> Aq and antipode S : Aq —> Aq are given by
S ( a )  =  e a f % f) =  e a  5 (7 ) =  - q j  5 ( 7 t) =  - ~ 7t 5 (e )  =  e
Q (3.3)
e (a )  =  1 £(7 ) =  0 e(e) =  1
This makes Aq into a Hopf *-algebra.
To see th a t for q =  1 we ob ta in  the  Hopf *-algebra of polynom ials on the  group SU(  1,1) 
(when restric ting  to  the  sub-Hopf *-algebra Aq given by e  =  1) and on the  norm alizer 
Nsl (2 ,c ) (SU(1 ,  1)) of SU{ 1,1) in SL{2, C) we recall
SU(  1,1) =  ( »  e  SL(2,C) | 9*./9 =  J =  ° , )  1 =  (  ( l  ^  | o , c e C ,  |a |2 -  |c|2 =0 — 1 J J I \ c a
and we let a(g) = a, 7 (g) = c. Similarly,
JVSL(2, c ) ( ^ ( l , l ) )  = { g e S L ( 2 , C )  \g*Jg = ± J }
a  C V  _  ^  _  r , I ,2 I 1 2 1 -1 \ 1 1 i s  { 0  - li a, c G C, e G { ± l} , |a| — |c| — — S '[/(l, l)  U S '[/(l, l)  ^  ^
and we put oc(g) = a, 7 (g) = c, e(g) = e.
The following result by Woronowicz [56] states th a t one cannot expect a suitable quantum  
group on an operator algebra level arising from Hopf *-algebra A lq (i.e. with e  =  l in (3.1)). In 
Theorem 3.1 a representation of A lq consists of two closed operators a  and 7  acting in a Hilbert 
space H  such th a t the domains of a, 7 , a*, 7 * are equal, say D, and such th a t the relations in
(3.1) are represented in a weak sense, e.g. a  7  =  5 7  a  is translated by (jv,  a*w) = q(av, 7 *u>) 
for all v ,w  G D, etc.
T h e o re m  3 .1 (Woronowicz [56]). For (a 1 ^ f 1), resp. (a2 , j 2), closed operators on an infinite 
dimensional Hilbert space H 1, resp. H 2, representing the relations, there exist no closed 
operators a, 7  acting o n H l ® H 2 representing the relations and extending a 1 ®a 2 +  g (7 1)*®7 2, 
7 10 O!2 +  (q!1)*®7 2, such that a*, 7 * extend ( a 1)*®(Q!2)*+q,7 1®(7 2)*; (7 1)*® (a2)*+Q!1®(7 2)*-
Theorem 3.1 is a negative result, but Korogodsky [37] pointed out how to proceed by adding 
the additional generator e.
It is not hard to represent the commutation relations (3.1) by unbounded operators acting 
on the Hilbert space H  = L 2 (T) © L 2 (Iq), where Iq = — qN U qz and equipped with the 
counting measure. Here T = { z g C | | z |  =  1} denotes the unit circle, N =  {1, 2, • • • } and 
No =  {0,1, 2, • • • }. If p G Iq, we define 8p(x) = 8 XtP for all x  G Iq, so the family {5P \ p G Iq} 
is the natural orthonormal basis of L 2 (Iq). For L 2 (T) we have the natural orthonormal basis 
\ m  e z } ,  w ith (  the identity function on T. Then © 8P \ m  G Z, p G Iq} is an 
orthonormal basis for H.  Define linear operators a 0, 70, e0 on the space E  of finite linear
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combinations of ( m ® 8P by
Q¡o(Cm ® Sp) =  V sgn (p) + p ~2 C®fiqp ,
7 o (C  ® Sp) = P ' 1 Cm+1 ® Sp, e0( C  ® 5P) = sgn(p) ( m ® V
for all p G Iq, m  G Z. The actions of cuj and 7o on E  can be given in a similar fashion by 
taking formal adjoints, and these satisfy the relations (3.1), and give a faithful representation 
of the algebra Aq. Then [30, §2] the operators cuo, 7o are closable with densely defined closed 
unbounded operators a , 7  as their closure. Moreover, the adjoints a* and 7 * are the closures 
of o¡¿, 7 o- Let e be the closure of eo, then e is a bounded linear self-adjoint operator on H. 
As discussed by Woronowicz [57] and in [30], it is not sufficient to consider the von Neumann 
algebra generated by ck, 7  and e in order to obtain a well-defined comultiplication. Consider 
the linear map T : ( m ® 8 P 1—> ( m ® 8 _pi T  G B(H),  where we take 8 P =  0 in case p Iq, and 
let u be its partial isometry.
D e fin itio n  3.2. M  is the von Neumann algebra in B ( H ) generated by a,  7 , e and u.
By definition, see Appendix A.4, a  and 7  are affiliated to M.
It can be shown [30, Lemma 2.4 (3)] th a t M  = L°°(T) ® B (L 2 (Iq)). We define the operators
$ (m ,p , t): ( r ® 8 X i-)- 8 xt ( m+r ® 8 P, m , r  G Z, p , t , x  G Iq.
A straightforward calculation gives
$ (m i ,p i , i i )  ®(m2 ,P2 , t2) = 8P2M®(mi + m 2 ,P i, t2), ®(m,p,t)* = ® (-m ,p , t )
In particular the finite linear span of the operators $ (m ,p , t) form a u-weakly dense *- 
subalgebra in M.
In order to show th a t M  is the von Neumann algebra of a von Neumann algebraic quan­
tum  group we need to define the comultiplication A and the left and right invariant nsf 
weights ip and ip such th a t the requirements of Definition 2.1 are met. We start with the 
construction of the left invariant nsf weight by writing down its GNS-construction. Define 
Tr =  Tr¿co(T) ® TrB(¿2(/q)) on M,  where Tr¿co(T) and TrB(¿2(/q)) are the canonical traces on 
L°°(T), i.e. Tr¿oo(T)( /)  =  f T f ( ( ) d (  with normalization Tr¿oo(T)(l) =  1, and on B (L 2 (Iq)), 
normalized by TrB(L2 (Iq))(P) =  1 f°r any rank one orthogonal projection. Note th a t Tr is a 
tracial weight on M  so in particular its modular group is trivial. For Tr we have the following 
GNS-construction:
• a Hilbert space fC = H  ® L 2 (Iq) = L 2 (T) ® L 2 (Iq) ® L 2 (Iq) equipped with the orthonor­
mal basis { f mpt | m G Z , p , i G  Iq}',
• a unital ^-homomorphism 7t: M  —>■ B(fC), tt(a) = a ® Id¿2(/ ) for a G M;
• Ati-: A/iy —^ /C, a 1—>• J2peIq(a ® ldL2(Iq^ ) f0tPiP.
We define the left invariant nsf weight p  formally as p(x) = T r(17 1 x  (7 !) with the operator (7 ) 
affiliated to M.  We proceed by defining the set D as the set of elements o f i G M  such tha t 
x\^f \ extends to a bounded operator on H , denoted by x |7 |, and such th a t x\^f\ G A/rr, and for 
x  G D we put A(x) =  A tt(^ |7 |)- The set D  is then a core for the operator A which is closable 
for the <r-strong-*-norm topology.
D efin itio n  3.3. The nsf weight p on M  is defined by its GNS-construction (/C, 7r,A ).
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R e m a rk  3.4. From the general theory of nsf weights as recalled in Section 2 we know th a t p 
comes with a modular automorphism group a, a modular conjugation J  and modular operator 
V. In particular, as established in [30, §4], we have:
• a t (x) =  |y |2itx|Y|-2it for all x  G M , t G R;
• $ (m ,p ,t)  G N  and A ($ (m ,p ,t))  =  |t |- 1f mpi;
•  $ (m ,p ,t)  G and p ($ (m ,p ,t) )  =  111- 2^ m,o^p,t;
•  $ (m ,p , t) is analytic for a and az ($ (m ,p , t)) =  |p- 1t |2iz$ (m ,p ,t)  for all z G C;
• J  fm.pt f-m,t,pi
• fmpt in the domain of V and V  fmpt =  |p- 1t |2 fmpt.
R e m a rk  3.5. Note th a t in particular we can use n to identify M  C B ( H ) with its image 
n (M ) C B(K ). From now on we use this identification, and we work with M  realized as von 
Neumann algebra in B(K).
In [30, §4] it is observed tha t the right invariant weight ^  =  p, so it remains to construct 
the comultiplication which we give using the multiplicative unitary W G B (K  0  K). We give 
an explicit expression for W * G B (K 0 K )  in terms of basic hypergeometric series ap in (7.10). 
The functions ap(-, •) are recalled in Definition 6.2, and the unitarity of the multiplicative 
unitary W is closely related to orthogonality properties of these functions ap. Then the 
comultiplication is given by, recall Remark 3.5 th a t we view M  C B(K ),
A(x) =  W*(1 0  x)W, x G M. (3.5)
In fact, this formula has led to the definition of the multiplicative unitary in (7.10), since the 
functions ap are interpreted as Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the tensor product decompo­
sition of the representations considered in (3.4). We refer to [30, §3] for a more elaborate 
discussion of this motivation.
T h e o re m  3.6. The pair (M, A) is a von Neumann algebraic quantum group.
Theorem 3.6 is [30, Thm. 4.9], and the really hard part is to prove the coassociativity 
Id 0  A o A =  A 0  Id o A. For this part the choice of sign s(-, •) in Definition 6.2 of the function 
ap is essential. It should be noted th a t the results are obtained in different order in [30] than  
presented here.
All of the above is included in [30], but we additionally need the action of the dual modular 
conjugation J  in the GNS-space K. Explicitly, we have
J  fm,p,t =  sgn(p)x(p) sgn(t)x(t) ( - 1 ) m f-m,p,t, P,t  G Iq, m  G Z. (3.6)
This can be proved from the results in [30] as follows. Since the right invariant weight equals 
the left invariant weight, we have JA(x) =  A(R(x)*) for x G N , see [41, Prop. 2.11]. Using 
[30, Prop. 4.14] for the explicit expression of the unitary antipode R we see th a t applying this 
expression with x =  $ (m ,p , t) gives (3.6).
4. T h e  v o n  N e u m a n n  a l g e b r a  f o r  t h e  d u a l  q u a n t u m  g r o u p
The general theory as described in Section 2 shows th a t there is a dual von Neumann 
algebraic quantum  group associated to  the von Neumann algebraic quantum  group (M, A) 
associated to the normalizer of S U (1,1) in SL(2,  C), see Theorem 2.3. Since we have the
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von Neumann algebra M  explicitly given by Definition 3.2 and Theorem 3.6 it is natural to 
ask for an explicit description in terms of generators for the von Neumann algebra M  of the 
dual von Neumann algebraic quantum  group. On the level of Hopf algebras, there is a duality 
between A lq and the quantized universal enveloping algebra Uq(su( 1 , 1)), see [45] and [9]. So 
it is natural to expect th a t the quantized enveloping algebra Uq(su( 1,1)) plays a role in an 
explicit description of M,  but also th a t Uq(su( 1,1)) will not suffice to describe M.  This is 
made explicit in Theorem 4.13.
Let us first recall the quantized universal enveloping algebra Uq(su( 1,1)) in order to fix 
the notation. The study of [/g(s u ( l , l ) )  goes back to Vaksman and Korogodskii [53], and 
Masuda et al. [45], see also Burban and Klimyk [8]. Its representation theory is also needed 
in this paper, and we recall the irreducible admissible representations in Section 8, where we 
decompose the GNS-space with respect to the Uq(su( 1, l))-action. For general information on 
quantized universal enveloping algebras one can consult e.g. [9], [16], [25], [43], [49].
Recall th a t Uq(su(l, 1)) is the complex unital *-algebra generated by K, K -1 , E and F 
subject to
K2 — K -2
KK“1 = 1 = K -1K, K E  = q E K ,  KF =  g-1FK, FE -  EF = -----------— (4.1)
q - q
and where the ^-structure is defined by K* =  K, E* =  F. Since we assume 0 <  q < 1, the 
^-structure is easily seen to be compatible with (4.1). (We identify (A , B , C , D ) of [33] by 
(K, E, —F, K -1) and compared to the notation of [45] we have e =  E, ƒ =  —F and k =  K.) 
The algebra Uq(su( 1,1)) has more structure, since it can be made into a Hopf *-algebra. 
For completeness we recall the action of the antipode S and the comultiplication A on the 
generators;
S(K) =  K 1, S(E) =  - q - 1 E, S(F) =  - qF,  S ^ “1) =  K. (4.2)
and
A(K) =  K ® K, A(E) =  K ®  E + E 0 K “1 
A(F) =  K ® F + F ® K-1, A(K -1) =  K-1 ® K-1. ^
The Casimir element
n  = ^  ((q - 1 -  q)2 FE -  q K 2 -  g ^ K “2) =   ^((g“1 -  q)2EF -  q K ~ 2 -  q~lK2) (4.4)
is a central self-adjoint element in Uq(su( 1,1)). In fact, we use a slightly renormalized version 
of the operator used in [45]. If C denotes the element introduced in [45, Part II, (1.9)], one 
has f l  = —\{q  — q~ 1 ) 2 C — 1. The Casimir element f I generates the center of Uq(su( 1,1)).
In order to represent the algebra Uq(su( 1,1)) on the Hilbert space K  of the GNS-represen- 
tation some care has to be taken, since the operators are in general unbounded. We define the 
dense subspace /Co of /C as the linear subspace consisting of finite linear combinations of the 
orthonormal basis elements f mpt, see the definition in Section 3. Equivalently /C0 can also be 
viewed as the linear span of elements of the form ( m ® ƒ with m  G Z, ƒ G fC(Ig x Iq), where 
fC(Iq x Iq) is the space of compactly supported function on Iq x Iq. Note th a t /Co is dense 
in /C and th a t /C0 inherits the inner product of /C, so we can look at the space of adjointable
operators £ + (/Co) for /Co, see [48, Prop. 2.1.8]. Recall tha t 
£ + (/Co) =  { T : /Co —> /Co linear | 3 S : /Co —> /Co linear so th a t (Tx, y) =  (x, Sy) Vx, y G /Co} 
The ^-operation in £ + (/Co) will be denoted by 
D efin itio n  4 .1 . IUe define operators E0, K 0 in £ + (/C0) by
(q -  q~l) E 0 fmpt = sgn(i) q ~ ^  \p/t\* \ J \  +  n{q~lt) f m-\,P,q-H ,A r .
, v , , ,1 /--------- T T  ^-  sgn(p) g 2 \t/p\* V l  +  K(p) f m-i,qP,t
and K 0 f mpt = q ~ f  \p/t\s f mpt for all rri G Z , p , t  G Iq.
Here sgn denotes the sign, and n(x) =  sgn(x)x2, see Definition 6.1.
Definition 4.1 is motivated by formal calculations based on [45, Part II (1.11), (1.12)].
One easily checks th a t = K 0 and th a t K 0 is invertible in £ + (/C0). Also E 0 G £ + (/C0) 
and
(q -  q~l) El  f mpt = sgn(t) q ~ ^  \p/tfi \ / \  +  n(t) f m+i,P,qt
/ \ m-1-1 . , | 1 j z ~ V * /
-  sgn(p) q 2 11 j p | V 1 +  «(9 p) Jm+l,q-ip,t
for all m  G Z, p , t  G Iq.
At this point we observe th a t modular conjugation J  preserves /Co, since J  f mpt = f - m,t,P 
see Remark 3.4, and it follows straightforwardly
J E I j = - E 0 and J K 0 J  = K q 1 in £+(/C0). (4.7)
Using (2.4) we see th a t (4.7) is in correspondence with (4.2).
The next proposition shows th a t E 0 and K 0 do satisfy the defining relations (4.1) for the 
*-algebra Uq(su( 1,1)).
P ro p o s it io n  4.2 . We have
K 0 E 0 = q E 0 K 0 and E ]0 E 0 -  E 0 E ]0 =  ~  K \ .
q -  q~l
and the elements from { K™Eq(eI ) 1 \ m  G Z, k, I G N0 } are linearly independent.
Proposition 4.2 implies th a t there exists a unique unital ^-representation p: Uq(su( 1,1)) —>■ 
£ + (/Co) so th a t E 4 £ ? o  and K i—^ K 0, hence /Co is turned into a Uq(su( 1, l))-module. Define 
U to be the unital *-subalgebra of £ + (/Co) generated by K 0, K q 1 and E0. This is a *- 
representation of Uq(su(l, 1)) by unbounded operators in the sense of [48, Ch. 8], so th a t 
in particular each element of U is closable. The Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, see e.g. 
[9], implies th a t the ^-representation Uq(su( 1 , 1)) —> £ + (/C0) is faithful and U is a concrete 
realization of Uq(su( 1,1)).
An essential role in the representation theory of Uq(su( 1,1)) is played by the Casimir 
operator (4.4). An elaborate discussion about its role in decomposing /Co into irreducible 
Uq(su(l, l))-modules is given in Section 8. We define the Casimir element Qo G U C £ + (/Co) 
as Qo =  piS^)i i-e.
«0 =  \  ( (q ~  q-'  f  El  E„ -  q K* -  q- '  ¡ Q 2 ) =  i  ( (q -  q ~ Y  -  q A'2 -  q A'0“2 ) .
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By Definition 4.1 and (4.6) we have the explicit expression
2 Ho f mp t  =  —Sgn(pt) V ( 1  +  k(p))( 1 +  «(*))
----------------------------------------  (4*o)
+  (9m“ V | i |  +  ? _m_1i |p | )  f m p t  -  Sgn (pi) V ( 1  +  ^ ( ? _1p ) ) ( l  +  K(?_1i) )  f m , q- l p , q - H
for all m  E Z and p , t  E Iq.
Recall th a t we are using a renormalized version (and terminology) of the operator used in 
[45]. The renormalization is chosen in such a way th a t the continuous spectrum  of the relevant 
self-adjoint extension of Qo is given by [—1 , 1] and the point spectrum  of this extension has a 
maximal degree of symmetry with respect to the origin.
Not K 0, E 0 and Q0 are the operators relevant to the dual locally compact quantum  group 
(M , A) introduced in Section 2, but rather the right closed extensions of these operators. Now 
K 0 is essentially self-adjoint, so it is clear what extension of K 0 to use. At this moment, it is 
not clear what kind of extension of E 0 we need, but Proposition 4.4 shows th a t the closure of 
E 0 is the natural extension in this setting. Next the Casimir operator is discussed.
D e fin itio n  4.3. We define the densely defined, closed, linear operators E  and K  in K as the 
closures of E 0 and K 0 respectively.
One expects at least th a t K  and E  are affiliated to the dual von Neumann algebra M . This 
is indeed the case.
P ro p o s it io n  4.4. K  is an injective positive self-adjoint operator in K. The operators K  and 
E  are affiliated to the von Neumann algebra M .
Note th a t the spectrum a(K)  consists of U {0}. Moreover, E* is the closure of Eq, and 
there exists a characterization of E  given in Proposition 8.4.
Next we want to define the Casimir operator on K  as the right extension of Qo- Since 
Qq =  Q0, it is natural to look for a self-adjoint extension of Qq to be this right extension. But 
Qo is not essentially self-adjoint, which is discussed in Section 8, thus, unlike the cases E  and 
K,  we can not merely use the closure of Qo-
D efin itio n  4 .5 . We define the Casimir operator Q as the closure of the operator
i  ( (q -  q- '  f  E ‘E -  q K 2 -  q~l K ~ 2 ) .
At this point it is not clear th a t Definition 4.5 makes sense.
T h e o re m  4.6 . The Casimir operator Q is a well-defined self-adjoint operator. The Casimir 
operator commutes strongly with the unbounded operators E  and K . Moreover, the Casimir 
operator Q is the unique self-adjoint extension of Qo that is affiliated to the von Neumann 
algebra M .
The proofs of these statem ents are given Section 8. At the same time it will emerge th a t Q 
is not the closure of Q0-
The Casimir element Qo belongs to the center of tl, and hence commutes with E q and Ko in 
C+{JCo). On the Hilbert space level, this result has an analogue to the extent th a t the Casimir 
operator Q strongly commutes with E  and K,  see Theorem 4.6. However, since (M, A) is
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a quantization of the normalizer of 577(1,1) in S L (2,C ), and not of SU(  1,1), it is to be 
expected th a t the Casimir operator does not commute with all elements of M.  Indeed, the 
Casimir operator satisfies a graded commutation relation with the elements of M,  i.e. there 
exists a decomposition M  = M + © M_ such tha t the Casimir operator commutes with the 
elements of M + and anti-commutes with elements of M_, see Proposition 4.8.
In order to formulate the graded commutation relation involving the Casimir operator we 
provide K  and M  with a natural Z 2-grading.
D e fin itio n  4.7. We define the closed subspaces /C+ ,/C_ Ç  K as
/C± =  Span{ \ m  E h ,p , t  E Iq so that sgn(pt) =  ±  },
So 1C = ]C+ © 1C-. We define the a-weakly closed subspaces M +, M_ Ç  M  as
M + =  { x E M  | x  /C± Ç  /C± } and M_ =  { x E M  \ x  /C± Ç  1CT } .
Then M + is a von Neumann algebra, and M_ is a self-adjoint subspace so th a t M± M T Ç M_ 
and M_ M_ Ç M+. In order to get a real Z 2-grading on M,  we need the following result.
P ro p o s it io n  4.8 . M  = M+ © M _. Let x  E M+ and y E M - ,  then xQ  Ç Q x and y Q E —Qy.
Proposition 4.8 implies th a t E  and K  do not suffice to generate M  because of Theorem 
4.6. In order to determine M,  Proposition 4.8 also provides the key ingredient once we have 
determined the spectral decomposition of explicitly. Indeed, Proposition 4.8 implies th a t 
elements of M  can be described by mapping (generalized) eigenvectors for the eigenvalue A 
of the Casimir operator to (generalized) eigenvectors for the eigenvalue ± A  of the Casimir 
operator. For this we have to study the Casimir operator restricted to suitable invariant 
subspaces on which the spectrum of has simple spectrum, which is done in Section 8.
We define bounded operators on the Hilbert space K  of the GNS-representation using the 
multiplicative unitary W  E  7>(/C ©  /C). Using the normal functionals o j f>g E 7>(/C)* defined by 
Uf,g(x) = {x f , g ), f , g  ElC, we define
Q(Pi ,P2,  n) =  ( u ftg ©  Id)(IU*) : 1C ->■ /C, ƒ  =  f 0,Pl,î ,  g =  f n,P2,i -  (4.9)
P ro p o s it io n  4.9. The operators Q(pi,p2 ,n) E B{JC), p i ,p 2 E Iq, n E  Z ; are in M  and the 
linear span is strong-* dense in M. Moreover, Q(pi,p 2 ,n) E  Msgn(pip2).
Proposition 4.9 is the key to the proof of Proposition 4.8, and describes sufficiently many 
elements of M.
Since the operators Q(pi,p2 ,n) span M  linearly, we calculate the structure constants.
P ro p o s it io n  4.10. For p i ,p 2 , r \ , r 2 E Iq, n ,m  E Z, we have Q(pi,p2, n) Q(r\, r2, m) =  0 in 
case \ — \ ^ q m or\ — \ ^ q n. In case I — I =  qm and 1 — 1 = qn we have' pi ' /  ^  I 7*2 1 ' ^  'Pi'  ^  1 T2 ' ^
Qipi,p 2 ,n )Q {r i , r 2 , m ) =  axi(ri,pi) aX2 (r2 ,p2) Q(xu x 2, n +  m)
XI,X2 €lq
where the coefficients aXi(ri,Pi), i = 1,2, are defined in Definition 6.2.
Since M'  =  J M J ,  see (2.1) for the dual von Neumann algebra, Proposition 4.9 leads to the 
following.
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C o ro lla ry  4 .11. The operators JQ{pi,P2 , n )J  G B{JC), P\,P2 G Iq, n G Z ; are in M 1 and the 
linear span is strong-* dense in M ' .
The main problem in proving Proposition 4.9 is th a t the operators Q(p\,p2 ,n) do not 
preserve the dense subspace /C0. We have the following polar-type decomposition of these 
operators.
L em m a  4.12. For fixed p i ,p 2 G Iq, n G Z ; there exists an orthogonal projection P  =  
P(pi ,p 2 ,n) G B{JC), a continuous function H(-) = H(--,pi,p2 ,n) and a partial isometry 
U =  so that
Q(pi,p 2 ,n) = UH(Q) P.
Since the elements H(Q) and P, as element of the spectral decomposition of K,  are in the von 
Neumann algebra generated by E  and K,  we only need to incorporate the partial isometries. 
Now we can state the main theorem of this section, which gives an explicit description of the 
von Neumann algebra for the dual locally compact quantum  group.
T h e o re m  4.13. The von Neumann algebra M  is generated by K , E, Uq ~ , Uq+ .
It is interesting to connect the comultiplication of the dual quantum  group as in Theorem 
2.3 with the comultiplication (4.3) of the quantized universal enveloping algebra.
P ro p o s it io n  4 .14. We have A (K) = K  © K , and
KoQ Eo + E0 Q K q 1 C A (E) and K 0 © E ]0 +  E ]0 © K ^ 1 C A (E*).
In Proposition 4.14 the left hand side denotes the algebraic tensor product of the unbounded 
operators which are defined on the domain /C0 © /C0 C /C © 1C. So we see th a t the comul­
tiplication of the dual quantum  group corresponds to the comultiplication of the quantized 
universal enveloping algebra, see (3.2). Note th a t for an element x  affiliated to M  we can 
calculate A(x) as an affiliated element of M  © M.
We can also calculate the comultiplication on the elements Q(p\,p 2 ,n) spanning M,  see 
Proposition 4.9, using the pentagonal equation.
P ro p o s it io n  4 .15. For p \ ,p 2 G Iq, n G Z ; we have
&{Q(Pi,P2 ,n)) = Q(p,P2 , n - m ) ® Q ( p i , p , m ) ,
p£lq
where the sum converges in the a-weak-topology of M  © M.
The action of the unitary antipode R  and of the ^-operator on the generators Q(pi,p 2 ,n) 
of M  is given in Corollary 7.4.
5. T h e  d e c o m p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  l e f t  r e g u l a r  c o r e p r e s e n t a t i o n
As remarked in Section 2 the multiplicative unitary acting in the GNS-representation of 
the left invariant weight is the analogue of the left regular representation. For the Lie group 
SU(  1,1) =  S L (2,R ), the decomposition into irreducible representations involves the principal 
unitary series and the discrete series, see e.g. [13], [21], [34], [42], [50]. The decomposition is
obtained by considering the action of the Casimir operator, since its eigenspaces give invari­
ant subspaces as the Casimir operator is a central element. Our next goal is to decompose 
the left regular corepresentation given by the multiplicative unitary W  acting in the GNS- 
representation K  into irreducible corepresentations. We want to proceed in a similar fashion, 
but as follows from Proposition 4.8 we need to combine two eigenspaces of the Casimir oper­
ator. We first consider the discrete part, and next the continuous part.
In Section 8 we decompose the GNS-space K  into irreducible representations for Uq(su( 1,1)) 
by decomposing the action of the Casimir operator, and since its generators are related to 
affiliated operators to M  we expect th a t this is a building block in the decomposition. In 
this section we describe the decomposition explicitly, and for each corepresentation in the de­
composition of the left regular corepresentation we indicate its decomposition as Uq(su( 1,1))- 
representation using its representations as described in Section 8.4.
In order to find the decomposition of the left regular corepresentation we have to look for 
invariant subspaces of (us ® Id)(W/ ), oj G M*, which are the generators of M.  By Proposition 
4.8 we can restrict to eigenspaces for the Casimir operator for the eigenvalues A and —A. By 
considering combinations of such eigenspaces in suitable invariant subspaces for the Casimir 
operator we can determine invariant subspaces, hence irreducible corepresentations occurring 
in the decomposition of the left regular corepresentation. In this approach we have to dis­
tinguish between eigenvalues A of the Casimir operator £1 satisfying |A| >  1, leading to the 
analogue of discrete series representations of SU(  1,1), and those satisfying |A| <  1, leading to 
the analogue of principal unitary series representations of SU(  1,1). The case A =  0 has to be 
considered separately.
In Section 5.1 we discuss the analogue of the discrete series representations, and in Section
5.2 we discuss the analogue of the principal unitary series representations. For the precise 
description of the results we need to use some notation th a t is used in the proofs.
5.1. U n ita ry  c o re p re se n ta tio n s : d is c re te  series. In order to be able to describe the 
results we need to consider the discrete spectrum  of the Casimir operator. The complete 
spectrum  of the Casimir operator is described in Section 8, where for suitable il-invariant 
subspaces fC(p,m,£,rq) C /C the spectral decomposition of Q|K.(p,m,£,rf) is discussed in detail. 
The spectrum  is simple and consists of a continuous part [—1,1] and a discrete part depending 
on fC(p,m,£,rq) for p G qz , m  G Z, £,rj G {±1}- We refer to (7.1) for the definition of these 
subspaces. Throughout this subsection we fix p  G q1 , A G — q~N U q~N and set x =  ¡jl{A) =  
|(A + A -1)- Thus, x  is an isolated point of the spectrum  of the Casimir operator Q if x  G <7d(n), 
see Section 8.3. We denote e^{p ,  x) G D(Q)n/C(p, m, e, rj) to be the eigenvector of the Casimir 
operator Q for the eigenvalue erjx in the subspace fC(p,m,£,rq) of the GNS-space. We note 
th a t e^ (p ,  x) ^  0 if and only if Q has an eigenvector with eigenvalue eqx  inside /C(p, m, e, rq). 
By the results proved in Section 8.3 the eigenspace of Q restricted to fC(p,m,£,rq) is at most 
one-dimensional, so th a t ef^(p,x)  is defined up to phase-factor after putting \\ef^(p, x) || =  1. 
The precise choice is given in Section 10.1.
Recall we have to find closed invariant subspaces for the action of M,  and we can define 
closed invariant subspaces in terms of the eigenvectors of the Casimir operator Q. This is 
straightforward once we have described the actions of the generators of M  on the eigenvectors 
of Q in Lemma 10.1.
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L em m a 5.1. We define the closed subspace Cp>x of 1C as
£ P,x =  Span{ e £^( p , x )  \ m  e  Z,e,r] e  { - ,+ } } •
The space Cp>x is an invariant subspace of the corepresentation W  of (M, A). I f  CPyX ^  {0} 
we say that that (p,x) determines a discrete series corepresentation of (M, A). The element 
Wp>x =  W \m c  is a unitary corepresentation of (M, A) on Cp>x.
Using the explicit actions of the generators of M  as described in Theorem 4.13 on the 
eigenvectors of the Casimir operator we can classify the values of (p , x) such th a t Cp>x is a 
discrete series corepresentation of (M, A). The result is the following.
P ro p o s it io n  5.2. Consider p G qz and x  = ¡i{A) where A G - q 2Z+1p U q2Z+1p and |A| >  1. 
Let j , l  G Z  be such that |A| =  ql~2:jp~l =  ql+2lp, so I < j .  Then (p,x) determines a discrete 
series corepresentation of (M, A) in the following 3 cases, and these are the only cases:
(i) I f  x  > 0, in which case
{ em+ (P)x ) I m  G Z } U { e“ + (p, x ) \ m E Z , m < l } U {  e+_ (p, x) \ m  G Z, to >  j }
is an orthonormal basis for Cp>x.
(ii) I f  x  <  0; I > 0 and j  > 0; in which case
{ e“ + (p, x) | to G Z } U { e^+ (p, i )  | m G Z , m < ( }  U { x ) I m  G Z, to >  j  }
is an orthonormal basis for Cp>x.
(iii) I f  x  < 0; I < 0 and j  < 0; in vMch case
{ e ^ ( p ,  x) | to  G Z  } U { e“ _ (p, i )  | m G Z , m < ( }  U { em+ (P)x ) I m  e  Z, to  > j  }
is an orthonormal basis for Cp>x.
Proposition 5.2 gives a complete list of discrete corepresentations occurring in the left 
regular corepresentation. In each of the cases listed in Proposition 5.2 we can consider the 
representation of M  as a representation of Uq(su( 1,1)) (by unbounded operators in the sense 
of [48]), and then, by comparing the action of E  and K  as given in Lemma 10.1, with the 
listing in Section 8.4, we see tha t CPtX in case (i), (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 5.2 corresponds 
to
1 1 t \ \ ® D i < s , (D + (5.1)2 (x(p)—i)+j>£(p) ^x(p)+j v 1
as Uq(su( 1, l))-module, where the decomposition corresponds to the order of the orthonormal 
basis. The notation for the Uq(su( 1, l))-modules is as in Section 8.4. Here xip) G Z is defined 
in Definition 6.1 and e(p) =  \x{p)  mod 1, so t{p) =  0 for p G q2Z and t{p) =  |  for p G g2Z+1; 
see (8.25). So we see th a t a discrete series corepresentation in the left regular corepresentation 
decomposes in the same way as sum of three Uq(su( 1 ,1)^representations involving a strange 
series representation in combination with a positive and negative discrete series representation.
P ro p o s it io n  5.3. Assume that (p,x) determines a discrete series corepresentation of(M,  A). 
Then WPtX is an irreducible corepresentation of (M, A).
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5.2. U n i ta r y  c o re p re s e n ta t io n s :  p r in c ip a l  se r ie s . Next we discuss the irreducible corep­
resentations of (M , A) in the left regular corepresentation W  corresponding to the continuous 
spectrum  of the Casimir operator Q. We cannot obtain these representations by restriction 
to closed subspaces, so we have to use another approach.
Motivated by Lemma 10.1 and the admissible irreducible representations of Uq{su{ 1,1)) as 
discussed in Section 7.1 we define for x  =  cos 9 G [—1,1] and p G q1  a Hilbert space CPtX by
£p,x
where each space ¿2 tV(p, x) denotes a copy of £2 {Z) with standard orthonormal basis {e^(p ,  x) \ 
m  G Z}. We define operators K, E, Uq ~, Uq + on CPtX by
K  eemv (p, x) = p^ qm eemv (p, x ) , 
fa“ 1 -  'j)Ee'„;'(p,x) = +  eripq2m+'e‘e \ e " ’+l(i.i,x),
u s~  4 ;’'(p, x) = v  ( -  i f “  eZr«(p, x ) ,
Here x(p) =  l°gç(p) is defined in Definition 6.1 and v(p) is defined in (10.1). Explicitly, for 
p = q2k or p = q2k~l with k E Z we have v(p) = k. The operators E  and K  are unbounded 
closable operators with dense core the finite linear combinations of the orthonormal basis 
vectors ef£(p,x),  m  G Z, e,rj G { — ,+}■ The operators Uq ~ and Uq+ are bounded; they are 
isometries.
P r o p o s i t io n  5 .4 . The operators E , K , U q ~,Uq + defined by (5.2) generate a von Neumann 
algebra MPtX that is isomorphic to M . Consequently, (5.2) determines a unitary corepresen­
tation WPtX of (M, A ). The corepresentation WPtX is reducible, and its decomposition into 
irreducible corepresentations is given by
Wp>x = Wp X © W 2X, in case x / 0 ,  or p G q2Z+1,
WPfl =  Wpto © Wp’o © WpQ © W 2to, in case p G q2Z.
R e m a rk  5 .5 . Denoting the corresponding invariant subspaces by CJpx and Cp q of Propo­
sition 5.4, which are described explicitly in Section 10.2, we can consider these irreducible 
constituents of Proposition 5.4 as representations of Uq{su{ 1,1)). If we consider the irre­
ducible representations W ^x, j  =  1,2, of M  as representations of Uq(su(l, 1)), they decom­
pose into irreducible principal series Uq{su{ 1 ,1)^representations as 7ib(-x),e(p) ®^ b(x),e(p), where 
b(x) is determined by ¡jl{q2tb(~xï) =  x  and t{p) =  \x{p)  m°d  1> as in the decomposition of 
the discrete series subcorepresentation of W  into Uq{su{ 1, l))-modules in Section 5.1 and the 
representations of Uq{su{ 1,1)) are described in Section 8.4. Similarly, it follows th a t for x  =  0 
and t{p) =  0, the irreducible representations q, j, k =  1, 2, of M  can be considered as 
irreducible principal series representations 7rfe(0);o of Uq{su{ 1,1)), where 6(0) =  — This
follows directly from the explicit description of the spaces C? and in Section 10.2 and
(5.2) compared to the listing of irreducible representations of Uq{su{ 1,1)) in Section 8.4.
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In Section 8 we discuss for suitable ^-invariant subspaces fC (p ,m ,£ , rq) C /C the spectral 
decomposition of Q |¡c(p,m,e,ri), and we denote by tCc(p, m ,  e, rq) C  /C(p, m ,  e , rj) C  /C the subspace 
corresponding to the continuous spectrum  [—1 , 1] of Q|K.(p,m,£,rf)-
P ro p o s it io n  5.6. For p G q1  let fCc(p) C  /C be the subspace defined by
K c ( p ) =  ®  1Cc{p,m,£,'q),
then
For direct integrals of (co)representations we refer to [48, Ch.8].
5.3. D e co m p o s itio n  o f th e  left re g u la r  c o re p re se n ta tio n . Since /C =  /Cc © /Q  with /Q, 
respectively K,c, the subspace corresponding to the discrete, respectively continuous, spec­
trum  of the Casimir operator, we find by combining Propositions 5.3 and 5.6 the following 
decomposition of the left regular corepresentation W  of (M, A).
T h e o re m  5.7.
W  ~  ©  (  [  W r>x d x  ®  ©  ^ P,X f 1
p£qz 1 xe ad(Qp)
where Qp = \^>c(p,m,£,i7) and Od denotes the discrete spectrum.
£,V&{~, + } 
m ^ L
It is well-known th a t in the decomposition of the left regular representation of SU(  1,1) =  
S L (2,R) the discrete series representation and the principal unitary series occur, and in 
this sense Theorem 5.7 is the appropriate analogue of this result. In case of the group 
S '[ /( l , l )  =  S L (2,R) we also have complementary series representations, which do not oc­
cur in the decomposition of the left regular representation, but which can be obtained by 
continuation from the principal unitary series representation. For the quantum  group ana­
logue of the normalizer of SU(  1,1) in S L (2,C) we have a similar result. So we can obtain 
unitary complementary series corepresentations of (M, A), and the approach is sketched in 
Section 10.3.
6. R e s u l t s  f o r  s p e c i a l  f u n c t i o n s  o f  b a s ic  h y p e r g e o m e t r i c  t y p e
This section is separately readable from the remainder of the paper. This section is meant 
to give a couple of examples of rather complicated identities for special functions of basic 
hypergeometric type i</?i and type 2P 1, see [17]. We assume th a t the reader of this section is 
familiar with the notation for basic hypergeometric series [17], but the definition is recalled 
in Appendix B. In the first subsection we introduce the notation for special functions, and 
we recall some elementary properties. The first subsection introduces notation and special 
functions th a t are used throughout the paper, whereas the following subsections give explicit 
highly non-trivial results for these special functions. These identities follow from the quantum 
group theoretic interpretation.
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6.1. D e fin itio n  o f som e sp ec ia l fu n c tio n s . The set of natural numbers (without 0) will 
be denoted by N and No =  N U {0}. We write, as in Section 3, Iq = —gN U gz . We use the 
following functions frequently.
D efin itio n  6.1. (i) x : -  5Z U g2 -> Z such that x (x ) =  l°gg(M ) f or aM x  £ ~QZ U 
(ii) k: E  —> E  such that n(x) =  sgn(x) x 2 for all x  G R;
(in) u: — gz U gz —> R + such that v{t) =  g|(xW-i)(x(i)-2) j-Qr an  ^ ^  _ cj i  y  ^ .
(iv) s: E 0 x E 0 —;► {— 1 , 1} is defined such that
, . [ —1 if  x > 0 and y <  0 
s (x ,y ) =  <
| l  if  x  <  0 or y > 0
for all x ,j/  G M0 =  R \{0}.
(v) (i : C \  {0} —> C \  {0} such that /i(y) = \{y  +  y ~l ) for all y E C \  {0}.
For a,b, z G C, we define
* { l  'q' Z) =  E  (g; q)(q- X  ^  =  (6; «)«. ;q,z). (6.1)
This is an entire function in a, b and z. Here we have used the standard notation for basic 
hypergeometric series [17], or see Appendix B .l.
We use the normalization constant cq = (V2q  (q2, — q2] q,2)00)_1. Then the following defini­
tion is [30, Def. 3.1], and the notations as in Definition 6.1 are used.
D efin itio n  6.2. I f  p G Iq, we define the function ap : Iq x Iq —> E  such that ap is supported 
on the set { (x, y) G Iq x Iq | sgn(xy) =  sgn(p) } and is given by
aP(x, y) = cq s (x ,y ) ( - 1) ^  ( s g a ( y ) ) x{x) \y\ u(py/x ) J '^ ^ 9 °^°V (-« 0 * 0 ;  r ) « ,
x ^  (  2 j K(/ V) ; ^2’ q2 < x /p)\ q 2 K{x/y)
for all (x,y)  G Iq x Iq satisfying sgn (xy) =  sgn(p).
The functions ap(x ,y ) for p , x , y  G Iq have been introduced in [30, §3], motivated by their 
occurrence as Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Depending on the choices of the sign, these func­
tions can be identified with well-known special functions of basic-hypergeometric type. In 
particular, for sgn(x) =  sgn(y) the functions ap(x ,y ) can be identified with the g-Laguerre 
polynomials in case sgn(x) =  sgn(y) =  — and with the associated big g-Bessel functions in 
case sgn(x) =  sgn(y) =  + , see [10]. The g-Laguerre polynomials correspond to an indetermi­
nate moment problem, and the big g-Bessel functions form a complementary orthogonal basis 
to the orthogonal polynomials for an explicit solution to the moment problem corresponding 
to R am anujan’s iV’i-summation formula, see [10] for details. For sgn(x) =  —sgn(y), the func­
tions ap(x, y) can be matched with Al-Salam-Carlitz polynomials and g-Charlier polynomials, 
see [27] for their definition.
For completeness we recall the orthogonality properties of these functions, see [30, Prop.
3.2, 3.3]. For 9 G — gz U qz we define l e =  { (x, y) G Iq x Iq \ y =  9x }.
P rop osition  6.3. Consider 0 G — qz U qz . Then the family { ap\ie \ p Iq such that sgn(p) =  
sgn(6l) } is an orthonormal basis for l2 (£e). In particular,
Op(x, 9x) ar(x, 9x) =  8 Ptr, p , r  G I q.
x £ l q so that O x £ lq
P rop osition  6.4. Consider 0 G —q^Uq7, and define J  =  qz C Iq if  9 > 0 and J  = —qN C Iq if
0 < 0. For every (x,y)  G ie we define the function e(x>y) : J  —> E  such that e(x>y){p) =  ap(x ,y ) 
for all p G J. Then the family {e(x>y) \ (x,y)  G ie } forms an orthonormal basis for l2 (J). In 
particular,
^ 2 a p(x,0x) ap(y,0y) =  8Xiy, x , y  G I q. 
p £ j
For convenience we state the following symmetry relations for the functions ap(x,y),  see 
[30, Prop. 3.5]:
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ap(x,y)  =  (—l) x<-yp')sgn(x)x(-x) ciy(x,p );
ap( x , y )  =  sgn(pi)x ^ s g n ( x ) x ^ s g n ( y ) x ^ a p (y ,x )]  (6.2)
aP(x,y) = (—l) x(a:p)sgn (y)x{v) ax(p,y)-
6.2. S um m ation  and transform ation  form ulas for ap (x, y ) .  The functions ap(x, y) ,  which 
as noted above are closely related to some well-known orthogonal polynomials of basic hy­
pergeometric type, are used in the definition of the so-called multiplicative unitary W,  see
(7.10). In the general theory of locally compact groups, the multiplicative unitary W  plays an 
im portant role. In particular, it satisfies the pentagonal equation, a relation th a t is essential in 
proving Propositions 4.10 and 4.15. The result in these propositions lead to operator identities 
in suitable Hilbert spaces, and taking m atrix coefficients then essentially lead to Theorems 
6.5 and 6.8 in this section. The details of the proofs are given in Section 11.1.
6.2.1. Representing the structure of M . By taking the non-trivial structure constants of Propo­
sition 4.10 and considering m atrix coefficients at both sides we obtain the following theorem.
T heorem  6.5. Forp\ ,p2, r\, r2 G Iq, l , n ,m  G Z, e,rj G {±} and with z  G Iq so that sgn(z) =  e 
and erjpqlz  G Iq and with w G Iq so that sgn(u>) =  esgn(ripi) and £r]sgn(ripir2p 2 )pql+m+nw £ 
Iq we have
^   ^ {%} 'w) O'x ( j " l j P l )  ^|a;|sgn(r2p2)p92i+ m+n (^*21 P 2 )
x aeWqlz { \ A ^ { r2P2 )pq2l+m+n^g^{riPiT2P2 )sripql+m+nw) = 8 \ri\p>q- 2i-m 8 \EL\p>q- 2i-2m-n
x £ l q so that  s g n (x )= sg n (r ip i)  
and  |x |sg n (r2P 2 )p^2Z+m+n
x ^ 2  az ( r i , u ) a u ( 'p i ,w ) a ertpqiz (r2,£ rnsgn (r i r2)pql+mu)
u £ l q so that  sgn (w )= sgn(ri)£  
and £7]sgn(rir2)pqlJrrau £ lq
X aeïlsm(rir2)pqi+mu{p2) Sgn(rlp l r 2p 2)er]pql+m+nw),
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where the series on both sides converge absolutely.
R em ark 6.6. (i) The formula of Theorem 6.5 contains many special cases involving g-Laguerre 
polynomials, big g-Bessel functions, Al-Salam-Carlitz polynomials and g-Charlier polynomials 
as special cases by suitable specializing the signs in the formula. Note moreover th a t in all 
cases the sums are essentially sums over qz  or gN. For each particular choice of the signs the 
square roots occurring in Definition 6.2 in Theorem 6.5 will cancel or can be taken together. 
It would be of interest to find a direct analytic proof.
(ii) As stated before, the functions ap(x ,y ) can be interpreted as Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
related to representations of the quantized function algebra, which has no classical counterpart. 
For the case of the quantum  SU(2) group the corresponding Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
are Wall polynomials, which are special cases of little g-Jacobi polynomials and also can be 
interpreted as g-analogues of Laguerre polynomials, see [35]. The classical Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients also satisfy summation formulas involving the product of four Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients, see e.g. [55, Ch. 8.7], but the structure of the summations is quite different. 
Relations as in Theorems 6.5 and 6.8, if proved directly, might give a hint of proving directly 
th a t the corresponding g-analogues of the Racah coefficients are zero at the appropriate places, 
leading to a direct proof of the coassociativity for M,  see the discussion [30, p. 289].
Theorem 6.5 can be used to obtain positivity results for sums where the summands have 
four of the functions ap(x,y).  The result is contained in Corollary 6.7. We give the case 
corresponding to the g-Laguerre polynomials explicitly, and we refer to Askey [2, Lecture 
5] for more information on the related positivity results for the Laguerre polynomials. The 
g-Laguerre polynomials are defined by,
Ln \ ^ q )  = (g(g. qyn n m  ( ^ +1 -,q ,-ql+ax^j , (6.3)
in this application we only consider the case a  =  0.
C orollary 6.7. Forr \ ,r 2 G Iq, l ,m  G Z and with z G Iq so thatsgn(z) = £ and £rq\^\q~m~lz  G 
Iq and we have
(^sgn(r1))x(i’i) (r7sgn(r2))x(-i’2') (£??)x(-^
^ 2  X2 ax(r 1, r  1 ) ax(z , z) axq- m{rz{(r2, r 2) axq- m{^ , (er?| — |q~m~lz, £r]\ — \q~m~lz) > 0
and for a G Z and n\, n 2 , 11 3 , n4 G No we have
E 1 L'°'(qk' q ) ? ) « ) < ’(«**; «> > °-
fcez v y ’ y *
Note tha t the sum is closely related to one of the orthogonality measures for the g-Laguerre 
polynomials, which correspond to an indeterm inate moment problem. A similar positivity 
result can be obtained for the g-Bessel functions involved.
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6.2.2. Representing the comultiplication in M . The explicit expression for Â in the dual quan­
tum  group M  as given in Proposition 4.15, or better the expression (7.23) in the proof of 
Proposition 4.15, leads to a formula for its m atrix elements. The result is the following theo­
rem.
T heorem  6.8. For fixed r G qz , rrii, m 2, M, n G Z ; p i ,p 2 G Iq, £ i , e 2, r ) i , r )2, a  G { ± }  and for 
z\, z 2 ,w \ ,w 2 G Iq satisfying
sgn(zi) = £i} (i = 1,2), e m q ^ r z !  G I g, G I g,
r\p\
sgn(wi) =  sgn(pi)ei, sgn(w2) =  cr£2, asgn(pi)£ir]iqmi+MriWi G /,
asgn{p2 )e2 r,2 q-2m^ m2- M^ ^  G Iq
r\p\
and such that aZl(pi,w\)  /  0 we have
- \ a epivlqmlrzi(a\pi\rq2mi+M,£ir]iasgn(pi)wirqmi+M) aZ2 (a\'pi\rq2mi+M ,w2) 
w 2
X a e 2 V 2 =
y ^ \  aZ2 (£iî]iqmirzi ,y) aW2 (sgn{pi)a£ir]iqmi+Mrwi, y)
y
y,xÇ.Iq so that  sg n (y )= £ 2 ??l and, 
sgn(p ip 2 )qn xwi/zi<=Iq, e ^ r n ^ q ^ i ^ l y x / r z i & I q
X a  „ z2 \P2 \q- 2 m i -rn2- n { x , £ i £ 2m r n q ~ m i ~ m 2 —  ) ax(p2 ,sgn('pip2 )qn— )
2V2 ~^fHq rz  i z\
, nxwi _mi_moyx .
x  a CTsgn(P2)£2%^ ç- ^ i - m2- M ( s g n ( p iP 2 ) g  — , £ i £2V i V2q 2~ )rlPl I 1^ I
where the left-hand-side is considered to be zero in case a\pi\rq2mi+M ^  Iq. The series con­
verges absolutely.
R em ark 6.9. (i) First note th a t the largest part of Remark 6.6(i) is also applicable to Theorem 
6.8, except for the fact th a t the summation is more involved. Viewing the summation as a 
sum over an area in Iq x Iq C R 2 (with x  on the horizontal axis and y on the vertical axis), we 
see th a t the summation area is a subset of Iq x Iq bounded by a vertical line and a hyperbola. 
Depending on the sign choices there are eight possibilities for the location of the vertical line 
and the hyperbola.
(ii) Theorem 6.8 follows from the operator identity in Proposition 4.15, but the single term  
in the left hand side of Theorem 6.8 corresponds to summation on the left hand side of 
Proposition 4.15, whereas the double sum on the right hand side of Theorem 6.8 corresponds 
to the single term  on the right hand side of Proposition 4.15.
(iii) Since the results in Theorems 6.5 and 6.8 both reflect the pentagonal equation for the 
multiplicative unitary, one might expect the resulting identities to be equivalent by using the 
orthogonality relations of Propositions 6.3 and 6.4. However, this is not the case as follows 
by considering the dependence of both results on the free parameters.
6.3. Form ulas involving 2</?i-series. In Section 9 we show tha t with respect to the spectral 
decomposition of the Casimir operator the operators Q ( p i ,p 2,n)  generating M ,  see Propo­
sition 4.9, act by multiplication by a 2pi-series up to a sign-change in the argument. Since 
we also have another explicit expression for the action of Q ( p i ,p 2 , n) by Lemma 7.1, we have 
two different explicit expressions for the action of Q ( p i ,p 2,n) .  This leads to the following 
theorem, where the functions '1' are essentially ipi-functions as defined in (6.1). Actually, we 
have w ritten out two of several options depending on several sign choices.
T heorem  6.10. Let m , n  E Z, p i ,p 2 E qz and A G T.
(i) For k G Z,
CO j
Y ,  ( - l ) i+fc+ra(p 2 9 2ra' 2fc-3)  Ql2( - Q 2l~ 2mP 2/p i - ,Q 2)oo
l  =  — CO
2 —2m—2n, „2\ / V “ > 1  A/p2, ^ “ > 1  / P 2 A _ 2 ^ - 2 1
2—2 m —2n
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( - 2 - 2 n  \  'd  _
^  ) 9 Joo 2 <fl ^ q 2 2 2n  ’ ^ ^
f  _  2-21 \  /  _  2 - 2 l + 2 m  2 /  2 \
w  iT r / y  2 2+2fc / 2 \ viv / "  P i  ¥ 2  2 2 + 2 k —2 m —2n  / 2 \
X  ^  ( ^ 2 + 2 f c - 2 i  i , 9  +  M  J  *  q 2 + 2 k - 2 n - 2 l  ^  ^  M J
_  ^ 2 k „ 2 n - 3 k n - k l i n 2 „ 2  / ^ 2 .  ^  ( p V ' "  A / p 2 , P i ? 1“ ™ A / p 2 i ? 2 ) n
— F2 y y w > y / / ^ y  )oo, ^-„\ / i_„> / 2\
( P 2 ? 1 X/pi,p 2 qi nX/pi,q2)n
x v / f i
Q
w ( 2 - 2 m . 2 ,  m ( p i q l + n X / p 2 , P i q l + n / p 2 X  2 _  2_ 2fc
X V? i Q )oo 2 'p l  I q 2 -2 m  ’ ^ ’ Q
where the sum converges absolutely.
(ii) Assume q~mp 2 / p i  < 1 and q~m~np 2/p i  < 1, ¿/¿en for k G N0;
p 2iq2(k-i)q(i-k)(i-k-i) i q ~ 21 , q 1+np 2X / p i , q 1+np 2/ p i \  2 2
t i  ^  V <z2- 2mPl/P ? , o ; 9 ’ '9
X *  I 9 21 -a 2 / » ^  *  f ^  - (,2 _  4+2k-2m-2n, :
I ~ 2 + 2 k - 2 l  ’ Q ’ ^  / ^ 1  I 1 n 2-\-2k—2 n —2l ’ ^  ^
y2 . „2
g Z - | - Z K —  Z t  -  -  "  /  \
q 2 n ( k - m + l ) q - n ( n - l ) p 2 k - 2 n { q 2m p 2i / p 2. _ g 2 / p 2 .  g 2 )
v  / 2+2n 2n I Q1 nP 2 X / p i ) q l > 2/ p l A  2 2 2
X (g + ; Q )co 2P 1 ( ç2+2ra ; 9 , - 9  M
( q 2k,ql np 2 X/pi,ql np2/piX 2 2 
3¥?2V q2- 2m- 2np 2 / p j , 0  , q , q
where the sum converges absolutely.
R em ark 6.11. (i) The 2(/?i-function inside the sum in Theorem 6.10(i) is essentially the 
little g-Jacobi function fi(ii(X)] q2~2m~2n, q1~np i /p 2] —q2 \q2), see (B.28), and the summations 
formula remains valid if //(A) is a discrete mass point of the corresponding orthogonality
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measure u, see Appendix B.5. In Theorem 6.10(ii) the 3</?2-series is essentially an Al-Salam- 
Chihara polynomial, and the same remark applies using the orthogonality measure described 
in Appendix B.4. Note tha t the 3(/vseries can be transformed to  a 2pi-series by (B.6).
(ii) If we multiply the formula (i) by fi'(n(X)] q2~2m~2n, q1~np i /p 2 ]—q2 \q2) and we use the 
orthogonality relations, see Appendix B.5, it follows th a t the above identity is equivalent to 
an integral identity of the form ƒ  2p i 2^1 2^1 du = ^  The integral can be w ritten as an 
integral over [—1,1] plus an infinite sum. The same remark applies for (ii) but this time using 
the orthogonality relations, see Appendix B.4, for the Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials.
(iii) Note th a t we can view the 'I'-functions as g-analogues of the Bessel function, cf. the 
discussion in Section 6.1, and since we can do the same for the 2Pi-series involved in (i) we 
may also consider Theorem 6.10(i) as an identity for g-Bessel functions.
The following result follows from the structure constants formula of Proposition 4.10. Note 
th a t Theorem 6.5 also follows from Proposition 4.10, but now we use again the fact th a t we 
can realize Q(p\,p2 , n ) as multiplication operators by a 2Pi-series up to a sign-change in the 
argument.
T heorem  6.12. Let A 6 T, Pi,P2 ,iri,'ir 2 £ Iq, n ,m  G Z; and assume that \ — \ =  qm and
1 — 1 =  qn. ThenI 7*2 I ^
sgn(ri)^(-1_sgn(-pl')')sgn(r2)^(-1_sgn(-P2')')+rar™P2 lr i r 2lz/(r i)z/(r 2)zy(Pi)zy(P2) 
x(q2, - s g n ( r i ) r 2, - sgn(r 2 )rl, - s g n ( r2)g2/ r 2> ~ ^ { P 2 )q2 /p2] q2)oo
(—sgn(riP i)g-m -ra-1/A, — sgn(riP i)g3+m+raA, — sg n (rir2)Ag3-ra/p iP 2; q2)00
X
X
( — s g n ( r i r 2p iP 2) ç " 7'+ " '- 1 / A ,  - s g n ( r i r 2p i p 2) ? 1 _ m _ n A , - s g n ( r i r 2) p i \ p 2 \q~n~ 1 / X, ; q2) c 
( - s g n ( r i r 2)pip2qn~1 / X, - X q 3~m/ r i r 2, - r i r 2qm~1 /A; q2) oc 
(- s g n (r ir2)Ag3+ra/pi|p2|, - r i | r 2|g-m-V A , -A g m+3/ r i | r 2|; q2) ^
2+2n 2 / s g n ( r i r 2)p2Ç1+ra/ p i A , s g n ( r i r 2 ) p 2ç 1+raA /p i  2 ( ^
x(sgn (p,p2)4 + sgn {pW2)qW„
v \ 2+2m 2\ ( r 2 ql+m/ r lX,r2 ql+mX/rl 2 ( \ (? \
X  (sgn(rir2)g ; q ) 00 2<Pi [ , , 2+2 m ; 9 > - sSn (r 2) ^\  sg n (rir2)g + r |  /
=  Y h  x 7 + n \x i \ 2v ( x i ) 2v ( x i P i / r i ) v ( x 2 P 2 / r 2 ) ( s g n - ( r2p 2 ) q ~ 2m~ 2n) x{xi)
(x 1, x2) e A
x (- s g n ( r ip i)x 2, —sgn(r2p 2)^ i, - s g n ( r2p2)g2/ ^ ,  sg n (rir2p ip2)g2+2m+2ra; q2)oo
/  s g n ( r i r 2 P i P 2 ) q 1+m+n /  X , s g n ( r i r 2 P i P 2 ) q 1+m+nX  9 , , ( / 2
Sg n ( n r 2p ip 2) ^ - + -  ;<72, - Sg n ( r 2P2) ^
\sgn(ripi)q2rl/p l  ’ ’ x\  J \ sgn(r 2p 2 )q2r%/p
where the sum converges absolutely. Here A  C Iq x Iq is given by
A  = | ( x i , x 2) G Iq x Iq I sgn(xi) =  sgn(piri), sgn(x2) =  sgn(p2 r2), |x i| =  |x2| | .  
From Theorem 6.12 we obtain another positivity result.
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C o r o l la r y  6 . 1 3 . L e t p i , p 2 E I q and  A 6  Ï ,  then
0 <  J ] / / ( x ) 2 ( - x 2; q 2) co 2 V 1  i 9 2, - | â )
x£q‘
x  „ ; 5 2 j Sg n ( p l ) < ? M)  *  . ^ , sg n (P 2 ) < M
6.4. B iorth ogon ality  relations for 2P i_functions. We have explicit expressions for the 
m atrix elements of the principal series corepresentations WP>X1 p E qz , x  = ¡jl{A) G [—1,1], 
in terms of 2t/?i-functions. Unitarity of Wp>x leads to orthogonality relations for the m atrix 
elements. By analytic continuation these orthogonality relations remain valid for other values 
of A.
Let m  G Z and A G C \  {0}, and define s( ■, •; A, m) : Iq x Iq —> C by
s(pi,p2] A, m) =c^\pip2 \p fpiv2)+my{pip2 qm+l)y{pi)y{p2 ) \ / ( -« (P 2), - « ( P 2); q2)°c
(g2, —q2 / k(p2), -  Aq3 ~m/p 21 K(p2), - p 21 K('p2 )qm~1 /X ,q 1~m/K(p2 )X; g2)oox
(«(pi)g1+m/A, - q ~ m~1/ A, —g3+mA; g2)c
w  / N 2+ 2m 2 \ /'/i(p2)g1+mA,/i(p2)g1+m/A 2 q2
x (h p ip 2) ç + ; g ) c o 2^ i  , n ;?>■/i(pip2 )q2+2m ’ ’ «(p2) /
for p i ,p 2 G Iq. From this expression it is not clear tha t the function is defined for all values 
of p2 G but an application of Jackson’s transform ation formula [17, (III.4)] shows how to 
extend to all values of P 2 G Iq.
T heorem  6.14. The following biorthogonality relations hold:
Y  s(pl ,p 2 -, \ ,m)s(pl ,p,2 ; \ - 1 ,m) = SP2tP>2,
Pi €/ <<?
Y  s(pl ,p2-,X,m)s(p,l ,p2-,X 1,m) =  5pi)p/.
P 2 & I q
R em ark 6.15. The two biorthogonality relations Theorem 6.14 are actually equivalent. Also, 
for A G T the biorthogonality relations are orthogonality relations.
P r o o f s
7. E x t e n s i o n s  o f  t h e  g e n e r a t o r s  o f  Uq(su( 1,1))
7.1. D ecom p osition  o f th e  G N S-sp ace. The operators K 0 and E0, and therefore also Qo> 
are defined on the dense subspace /C0 of the Hilbert space /C of the GNS-construction for the 
left-invariant weight p. In order to obtain the right closures of the operators K 0 ,E 0, Q0 we 
first give a convenient decomposition of /Co.
Let p E qz , m  E Z and £,rj E { — ,+ } , and define
J(p , m,£,rj) = { z E Iq \ £1] qmpz E Iq and sgn(z) =  e},
JC0 (p,m,£,ri) = span{ f - m,eVq™pz,z I z G J(p,m,£/q)  }.
We denote by fC(p,m,£,rq) the closure of lCoip,m,£,rj) inside /C. Then fC(p,m,£,rq) = 
£2 (J{p,m,£,rj)),  and we consider v G fC(p,m,£,rq) as a function v: J (p ,m ,£ , rq) —> C by 
setting
v(z) = {v, f-m,eVq™pz,z), z E J(p,m,£,'q).  (7.2)
By convention, for z G ±qz \  J (p ,m ,£ , rq) we set v(z) =  0. Note th a t J (p ,m ,£ , rq) =  /+  =  qz 
if £ = rj =  + . If e =  — or rq =  —, then J (p ,m ,£ , rq) is a bounded g-halfline with 0 as only 
accumulation point. In this case J (p ,m ,£ , rq) is of the form eC(p,m)q^  for some constant 
C ip, m)  G qN depending on p and m. Explicitly,
J 1, if (e =  - ,  r) =  + ) or (e =  - ,  r) = -  and qmp < 1),
| q~mp~l if {e =  + , r] = —) or {e =  —, rj = — and qmp >  1).
In particular, the sign of the bounded g-halfline is determined by e. Note th a t for the modular 
conjugation J  we have
J . /C(p, 171, £, Tj) y /C( —, m,Tj,£ ), J  f —m,eriqrapz,z fm,rieq^rap^1(eriqrapz),eriqrapz- (^-3)
P
We have an algebraic direct sum decomposition
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/C0 =  /C0 (p,m,£/q).
p£qz ,m&L
By Definition 4.1 and (4.6) the actions of K 0, E 0 and Eq on the basis elements of K-oip, m ,  £, rj) 
are given explicitly by
K o  f —m,£,rjqmpz,z Q \ f p  f —m,e,rjqmpz,z ■>
(Q Q ) E o f  —m,£,r]qmpZ,Z £q (jpq) 2 \ j  \  £Z2q 2 ƒ —m—l,er]qrn+1p(z/q),z/q (^ " -4 )
-  riq~m ( p q ) ~ * y / l  +  rjq2mp 2z 2 f - m- i , s m ^ p z , z ,
(Q Q ) E q ƒ — m,e,rjqmpz,z £q (j?/q) 2 a / I  £Z2 f —m-\-l,er]qrn~1p(zq),zq (^-5)
-  m ~ m { p / Q ) ~ ^ V l  +  r)q2m~2p 2Z2 f -m + l , eVq™-lpz,z,
so th a t
Ko  =  qm ^ l d :  JC0( p , m , £ , r ] )  ->• tC0( p , m , £ , r j ) ,
E 0 : K,0( p , m , £ , r j )  ->• fC0{ p , m + l , e , r j ) ,
E j0 : K-o(p ,m,£, 'q)  ->  /C 0 ( p ,  m - 1 ,  e, rj),
: / C o (p, m, £, rj) ->• /C 0 ( p ,  m, £, rj).
For the action of Q o  c>n the basis elements, see (4.8).
Proof of Proposition 4-2. We need to show th a t the relations
K oEo =  qEoKo,  E ]0E 0 -  E 0E ]0 =  ^  ~  K \
q -  q ~ l
(7.6)
are valid when acting on the basis elements f m pt  of /Co. The first relation follows immediately 
from (7.6). Using (4.5) and (4.6), we obtain
{ q - q ~ l)2 { E lE Q- E l E Q) f mpt
qm |^ | (g_1(l +  n(p)) -  q( 1 +  n{q~lp)))
+  q~m \j\ (?(1 +  K(q~H)) -  q ~ \  1 +  n(t) ) ) f mpt
= ( q - q ~ 1) \q-m \l+\ - q m \~\] fmpt,1  t  p  J
and then Definition 4.1 proves the second relation.
In order to prove the linear independence of the operators K'q E k (Eq) 1 , n G Z, k, I G N0, we 
assume th a t the sum
Y ,  c ^ K S E t H E l ) '
n&L 
k , l£  N 0
with only finitely many non-zero coefficients cnku equals zero as operator on /Co- By (7.6) we 
have
: K„(p, m , £. i,) - f  M p ,  m - l  +  t ,  £. ■/).
So for fixed r e Z ,  the sum J2k- i= r cn .u  (<lm+rp i ) nE o ( E l y : fCQ(p, m, £, //) fCQ(p, rn + r, £, //)
equals zero. We fix such an r  and we take e =  +  =  rj. From (7.4) and (7.5) we see tha t 
Eo{El)k~r f - m ,q™p z ,z = Y^sZ-k aTpz f - m - r , g ™ + rPzg°,zg° for certain coefficients a™pz. Let k0 be 
the maximum of the k ’s such th a t Cn^k-r 7^  0, then it follows tha t
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( Cn,k,l{q + P 2) Eq(EI)  f - r n , g " ‘pz,z  1 J - m - r , g m^ rp z g - K 0 ,Zg
\ n&L 
k , l£ N o ,k —l=r
=  £ > , . * , t o - ,  (9 mV ) " ( £ i 0( £ ! , ) k° - r r,qm+Tpzq k0 ,zq k0
The coefficient a™pkzQ =  (Ek°(El)k° r f ~ m ,qmPz,z ,  f - m - r , qm+rPz q- ko,zq- ko) can be explicitly calcu­
lated from (7.4) and (7.5) as the product of ( ( E l ) k ° ~ r f - m ,qmPz ,z ,  f - m + k 0- r , qm - ko+rpzq ,z)  and
(E0 f _/fl 1 k( 1_r qn> |i,i 1 rpzq z ■ f —Tri_f q,n rpzq ^ zq G^'} • These m atrix coefficients are non-zero for all
p, m, z and can be calculated explicitly in terms of g-shifted factorials. This leaves us with 
the identity '^ 2 n&z cn,k0 ,k0-r{qm+rP2) =  0 for all m  and p, from which we conclude th a t the 
coefficients cn>k0,k0- r  are zero. □
After these considerations we can start considering the closures of E 0 and K 0. From 
the results in Appendix A. 2 it follows th a t the closure of K 0 is given by the direct sum 
of qm^ p  I d l ^ ^ ,  see also (7.19).
Let us now consider the closure of E q .  Since
{E0 v,w} = {v, E \w) ,  \ / v ,w E ]C  0, (7.7)
we see th a t /Co G D(Eq), so  th a t Eq is densely defined. This means th a t Eq is closable, and 
its closure is E  = (Eq)*, and similarly for Eq. From (7.7) one obtains
Eq C ( E ly  = >  E  C (E ly ,  and E j0 C E*. (7.8)
Moreover, putting E ^  = E \ ^ p m e^  we see from the explicit action (7.4) of E 0 on the basis
elements of /Co th a t the closure of -Eokoip.m,^) gives E ^ :  fC(p,m,£,rq) 1C(p,m + 1 ,e,rj). 
It follows th a t
E =  ®  E iSn.  ( 7 -9 )
£,V&{-, + } 
p £ q z , m e Z
and s o d  G D(E)  if and only if Pp’^ v  G D(Ep’J}n) for all e,rj G {±}, p G qz , m  G Z, where 
Pp’m ^  B(1C) is the orthogonal projection onto fC(p,m,£,rq), see Appendix A.2. The operator 
E*, and the closures of Eq and (Eq)* have similar decompositions.
Examining coefficients in (7.4), we see th a t extends to a bounded operator
Ep]m- fC(p,m,e,rj) —>■ 1C(p,m + 1 ,e,rj) unless e =  +  =  rq. Similarly, from (7.5) it follows 
th a t extends to a bounded operator K,{p,m,e,rj) —> lC(p,m — 1 , £ , rq) unless
£ =  +  =  rj, and this bounded operator is indeed equal to the adjoint (Ep'j}n_ i)* : 1C(p, m, £, rq) —> 
fC(p,m — 1 ,£,rj). The case e =  +  =  rq is more delicate, and we study this case later on in 
Section 7.4.
7.2. T he m u ltip licative unitary and related  operators. Next we study the operators 
Q(pi,p 2 ,n) E B(K),  defined by (4.9), restricted to the subspaces lC(p,m,£,rq). The definition 
of the operators Q(p\,p2 ,n) involves the multiplicative unitary W  G B (1C ® /C). A for our 
purposes useful description of W  in terms of the functions ap(-, ■) can be found in [30, Prop. 4.5, 
4.10];
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y , z £ l q
sgn(p2¿2)yzqrn‘2 /pi&Iq
at2 (Pi, y)aP2 (z, sgn('p2 t 2 )yzqm2 /pi)
(7.10)
X f m 1+m2-x(PlP2/t2z),z, t1 ®  fx(PlP2/t2z),sgn(p2t2)yzqm2/p1, y
The functions ap(-, •) are defined in Definition 6.2. For convenience we state the corresponding 
result for W  as well, which follows directly from (7.10):
as (sgn(rp2 t2) spiqm2 , t 2) ar (pi, p2)
(7.11)
sga(rp2t2)sp1qm 2 £ l q
X f m i —x{sp2/ t2) , sgn(rp2t2)spiqm 2, t i  ® f m , 2 + x { sP2/t2) ,r ,s-
L em m a 7.1. Let p G q1, p \ ,p 2 G Iq, n, m  G Z ; and £ ,rq G { — ,+}• I f  q2mp ^  q~n \p2 /pi\, then
Q(pi,p2 ,n)(]C(p,m,£,r])) = {0}.
I f  q2mp = q~n\p2 /pi\, then
Q(rp i ,p 2 ,n): )C(p,m,£,'q) )C(p,m + n,sgn('pi)£,sgn('p2 )rq),
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and Q(j?i,P2 ,n) is given explicitly by 
Q(pi,p2 , n ) f  = ( - i ) ™ \v')x(piP2)+mMqmp
/  (£,Tj,)X^ W'> f ( z ) / \ f m / / m' \ \ f
x {---- y —  “ÜT pz ,£r]q  p w ) J f _ ml£lrfqmlpww,
w £ j ( p , m / ,s' ,7Y) z£ j(p ,m ,s ,7])
where ƒ G /C(p, m, e, rj), e' = sgn(p!)e; rf =  sgn(p2 )v, rn! = m  + n.
Recall here th a t f ( z ) =  { f , f - m,£mmpz,z) for ƒ G fC(p,m,£,rq) using the convention (7.2). 
We prove Lemma 7.1 at the end of this subsection. First we look at a few consequences.
By the definition of /C±, see Definition 4.7, we have /C± =  ® p€gz meZ £7?=± /C(p, m, e, rj), and 
then Lemma 7.1 implies th a t
Q i .P l ,  P2,  Tl) ■ K--S  ^ ^ sgn (p  lP2)e> ^  ^  { ? + }*
This proves the last statem ent of Proposition 4.9 assuming we know th a t Q(pi,p 2 ,n) G M.  
Recall the action (3.6) of the dual modular conjugation J , so tha t
T f  — rnnT-+x{pz)cX{z)(_-]\m f  (7 19)
°  J —m,£7]qrnp z , z  '1 °  V J —{—m),£7]q rnpqZrnz , z  Vi *± ^v
and thus J: fC{p,m,e,rj) —>■ K,(q2mp, — m, e, rj). Now Lemma 7.1 implies the following. 
C orollary 7.2. Let p G q1 , Pi,P2 E Iq, m, n G Z and £,rj G { —, +}. I f  p ^  9_ra|p2/p i |,  ¿/¿en
JQ(pi ,p 2 ,n)J(]C(p,m,£,r])) = {0}.
I fP = Q~n \p2 /pi\, then
JQ(pi,P2 ,n )J:  K(p,m,£, 'q) K-(q2np ,m  -  n,sgn('pi)£,sgn('p2 )rq)
and
j Q ( p l , P 2 , n ) j f = ( - i ) ”Y ' +xip>l1^  Y  Àqmp ' \w\
w £ j ( q 2np , m —n ,s / ,7f )
X ( J y y ( £ v ) x{z]api(z ,w )ap2 (£vqmpz,£lvlqm+npw)) fn -m,e'v'q™+™Pw,w,
V L2- '
z£j(p,m,£,7])
where f  G 1C(p,m,£,'q), d  =  sgn(pi)e and rj' =  sgn(j>2)v-
Again we postpone the proof until the end of this subsection.
Let us state the m atrix elements of Q(j?i,P2 ,n) and J  Q(pi,p2 ,n) J  explicitly;
w
( Q  ( p i  i P 2 , n )  f u v w , f i r s )  8 U—lin,8 l ,x(piv/p2 W)^r,sgn(vW)sp2 qu/pi  ~  "^W ( .P i, s )  Clv {jp2 , T ) ,
{JQ(Pl , P2 , Tl) J  fuvw, firs) &l—U,n^ l,x(p2w/piv)^r,sgn(vw)sp2q^u ^Sgn(i>)X^  ^ (7.13)
x sgn(w)x(î,) sgn(w)x(w)( - l ) i+“ — aw(ply s) av(p2, r),
s
to which one may apply the symmetry relations (6.2).
The remainder of this subsection is devoted to the proofs of Lemma 7.1 and Corollary 7.2.
Proof of Lemma 7.1. We start by considering m atrix elements of the more generally defined 
operator
( « / W . . / W ,  ® H ) 0 n  €  B (K ) f
with m i, m 2 G Z and Pi,P2 , ¿i, t 2 G Iq. For n\, n 2 G Z and r\, r 2, Si, s2 G Iq we have
f n i , r i , s i , f n
fm i,p i , t i  ®  fn i , r i , s u  fm,2,P2,t2 ®  f n 2,r2,S2 /
^ t i , t 2 ^ n i — n2,m,2—m i ^ n 2 , x { p i r l / s lP2)^r2 ,sgn (r is i )s2P 2qn i  / p i  
S i
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X a Sl(p i ,  s 2) « n ( P 2 ,  S g n ( r i s i ) s 2p 2grai/P i)>
where we used expression (7.10) for W * .  The dependence on t i , t 2 G I q and m i , m 2 G Z of the 
right hand side occurs only in the first two Kronecker deltas, so by (4.9) we have
(U}fmllP1 ,t1 ,fm2 ,P2 ,t2 0 ld)(V T) =  Stlit2Q(p1 ,p2 ,m 2 - m 1). (7.14)
We see th a t it suffices to restrict to the case t \  =  t 2 =  1, rrii =  0, m 2 = n, and we switch to the 
basis elements of fC(p,m,£,rq), see Section 7.1, i.e., we replace (n \ ,r i , s i )  by (—m,£rjqmpz, z) 
and (n2, r2, s2) by (—to', dr)'qm p'z! , z1), where p,p'  G qz and e, r], d,  r] G {+, —}. Then we find
( Q ( P 1 j P 2 ,  n ) f -m ,s r ]q rnp z ,z ,  f - m !  ,e'rj qm' p 'z '  ,z^)
%
az(j?i, z') a£ïiqmpz(p2 ,£r]z'p2 q-m/pi).à n , m ' - m $ - m 1 , m + x ( p ip / p 2 ) à e/v /qm' p/ ,errP2 q - m / p i
The first two Kronecker deltas always give zero unless to' =  n + m  =  —to — x(pip/p2)j or 
equivalently q2mp = q~n\p2 /pi\, which is the first statem ent of Lemma 7.1. Assuming th a t this 
condition is valid we see the th ird  Kronecker delta becomes ô£/v/p/t£vsgn(pip2)p. Since p,p'  G qz , 
we find th a t we need p = p' and e'rj =  sgn{pip2 )£r]. Assuming these conditions and using the 
last symmetry of (6.2) we find th a t
{QiPliP^i n ) f - m , e r j q m p z , z ,  f - m ' , s ' r ] ' q m 'p ' z ' , z ' )
( _ i r +»(£y ) * < ^ ( , / ) * W + ™ + » - J ^ -ap, ( z , z ' ) a r,(et,q"'pz,e'tfqm:p'z').
Now the product of the functions ap is zero unless d  =  s g n ^ ^ e  and rj = sgn{p2 )r], see 
Definition 6.2. So in case q2mp = q~n\p2 /pi\ we find Q(j?i,p2 ,n) : fC(p,m,£,rq) K.(p,m + 
n, esgn(pi), rjsgn{p2)) and with to' =  to +  n, d  =  esgn(pi), rj =  rjsgn{p2) we find
Q(p i ,P 2 ,n )  =  (-1)"* ' (,/)«">+”■' ^
qmp \z\
( £ iv i ) x { z r) f (7-15)
X -------Ü7j-------api(z , z l)ap2 (£r]qmpz,dr]l qmp z l) f _ r
z /£ j ( p , m / ,e; ,7f )
-m ! , s /7j/ qm p z ;,z; *
This gives the required expression leading to the last statem ent of Lemma 7.1 after taking 
into account q2mp = q~n\p2 /pi\- □
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Proof of Corollary 7.2. The first statem ents are immediate from Lemma 7.1 and (7.12), and 
assuming the condition p = q~n\p2 /pi\ we get, with e' =  sgn(pi)e and rf =  sgn(p2)r/,
JQ (puP2-n) j  =  (£(,)*<'> ,,” ‘+ *< » > (-1 ) ’“ ^ r -  n
qmp \z\
X  ^  ^ | 1 Q'Pi ^  ) ^ P 2 ( ,^V Q p Z ^ S T ]  q  p  Z  )  f —(jn—n),£ , rf qrn~^ n p z f ,z f
z '  £ j ( q ‘2np , m —n,£ / ,tj')
using (7.12), (7.15) and J(q2mp,n  — m,£',r]') = J(q2np ,m  — n,E!,r{). This implies the last 
statem ent of Corollary 7.2. □
7.3. A  basis for th e  dual von N eum ann algebra. In this subsection we give a proof of 
Proposition 4.9 and Corollary 4.11. For this we use the description of M  as in (2.3).
Lem m a 7.3. The operators Q(p\,p2 ,n ) , p i ,p 2 E Iq, n E Z, are in M, and the linear span of 
the operators Q(pi,p 2 ,n ) , P 1 / P 2 E Iq, n E Z ; is strong-* dense in M. Moreover, for x  E M  
there exists a net {xi}i&i in this linear span such that Xi —>■ x in the strong *-topology with
ll^ill <  I N I .
Lemma 7.3 proves Proposition 4.9 except for the last statem ent, which was proved in Section
7.2 after Lemma 7.1. By the general Tomita-Takesaki theory, see [51, Vol. II], cf. (2.1), we 
have th a t the commutant satisfies M 1 = J  M  J, and so Corollary 4.11 follows.
Proof. By (2.3) and Theorem 2.3 we have to consider
0 W ) ( » ' )  =  0 I d ) ( ( . / 0 . 7 )  W-  ( J S  J ) )
= J ( o j u  f f  ® Id )(W*) J
v J  J m-^ , p i  ,t-^ ■,’J  J m.2)P2>^2 '  '
=  sgn (pi)x(pi) sgn {j>2 )x(p2) sgn (i i )x(il) sgn (i 2)x(*2 + n i 2  J  {ujf_rni^ tlj _ rn2^ t2 ® Id)(V T ) J
using (2.5), J 2 =  Id, ( J ƒ, Jg) =  (g, ƒ), J  being antilinear, and (3.6). It follows from the proof 
of Lemma 7.1, in particular from (7.14), th a t we can restrict to the case t\ =  t2 =  1, rrii =  0, 
m 2 =  —n. By (2.3) and J 2 =  Id we see tha t, up to a sign, Q{pi,p2 ,n) equals J  (o;®Id)(W/ ) J  
for oj E £>(/C)*. Recall from (2.4) th a t the unitary antipode R  for the dual quantum  group 
is given by R(x) = Jx*J,  so th a t for x E M  we have J x  J  =  R(x*) E M.  Now we see th a t 
Q('pi,p2 ,n) E M.
In order to prove the density statem ent, we recall th a t there exists a dense *-subalgebra Mf 
of the predual M* such such th a t {(a; ® Id)(W ) | oj E  Mf } is a-strong-* dense *-subalgebra 
of M,  see [41, p. 79]. The subspace Mj consists of those normal functionals oj such th a t ojo S  
is again a normal functional, where oj(x) =  oj(x*), and the ^-operator for oj E Mf defined as 
oj* =  oj o S. Now we apply the Kaplansky density theorem, see e.g. [51, Vol I, Ch. II, Thm. 
4.8], to obtain a net {oji}i&i  in M j with the properties || (oj^  ® Id)(W/ )|| <  ||x*|| =  ||x|| for all
i  E I  and such th a t (o;i ®Id)(W/ ) —> x *  in the strong-* topology, so th a t also (cc>i ®Id)(W/ *) —> x  
in the strong-* topology.
Let L  be the linear span of the normal functionals ojf t j  t for p i ,p 2, t\, t 2 G Iq and 
m i,m 2 G Z, then L  is norm dense in M* and ojf>g =  oj9 j  so L is closed under oj i—> oj.  Now
define the index set Iq = I  x N, and make this a directed (or upward filtering) set by the 
product order, i.e. (i\, k \ )  < (i2, k 2) whenever i\ < i2 in I  and k \  < k 2. For j  = (i, k )  G lo we 
can pick r]j  G L  such th a t || ( 77^  ®Id)(W/ *) — (o;i ®Id)(W/ *)|| <  l / k  and || (r j j  ®  Id) ( H ^ * )  || <  | |x | | .  
For such j  G Io  set X j  =  (r j j  ®  Id)(Vl^*) in the linear span of the operators Q ( p i , p 2, n ) ,  
P1 /P2 £ Iq, n G Z, and the net {xj} jGi0 satisfies all required properties. □
C orollary 7.4. With R  the unitary antipode for the dual locally compact quantum group we 
have
R(Q('Pi,P2 ,n)) = ( ~ l ) n sgn('pi)x{pi)sgn('p2)x{p2) Q(p2 ,pi,n),
Q(pi,p2 ,n)* = (—l) rasgn(p!)x(pi)sgn(p2)x(p2) J Q (p 2 ,Pi,n) J.
Proof. Note th a t the statem ents are equivalent because Q(pi,p2 ,n) G M  by Lemma 7.3 and 
Rx  = Jx*J  for x  G M,  see (2.4).
For ƒ, g  G /C we set T  =  (o;/;fl®Id)(W/ *). Then T *  =  (u;flj® Id)(W / ), so th a t (J®  J)(W*)(  J®  
J) = W  gives
r  =  j ( U j ! i J i 0 i d ) ( r ) j
as in the first part of the proof of Lemma 7.3. Specializing ƒ =  fo,P1,i, g =  fn,P2,1 gives 
T  =  Q(pi,p 2 ,n), and using the action (3.6) of J  on f mpt we obtain
Qijpi,p2 ,n)* =  ( - l ) rasgn(pi)x(pi)sgn(p2)x(p2)J  (^ f -n,P2 ,i,f0,P1,i ® Id){W*) J  
=  ( - l ) n sgn(pi)x(pi) sgn{j>2 )x[p2)J Q(p2,Pi, w) J, 
where the last equality follows from (7.14). □
We finish the subsection by establishing the structure constants for the operators Q(pi,p2, n) 
as a linear basis for M.  First observe tha t as elements of B{JC)
(("ƒ,, 0  Id)(H’*)) ((W{,„ 0 ld)(H--)) =  (H , , S ^ , ,a 0 ld)(H'2*sH-’1-s)
for arbitrary vectors ƒ, g, £, rj G 1C. Using the pentagonal equation W 1 2 W 1 3W 23 = W 2 3 W 12 this 
can be rewritten in the compact form
((^La ® Id)(W/ *)) ((uj£>r} ® Id)(W/ *)) =  (uw(z<g>f),w(v<g>g) <S> Id)(Id  ® W*). (7-16)
Proof of Proposition 4-10. We start with the choice ƒ =  fo,Pl,i, g =  fn,P2,i> £ =  fo,ri,i, V = 
fm,r2 ,1, so th a t the left hand side of (7.16) equals Q(pi,p2, n) Q(r  1, r2 ,m).  In order to evaluate 
the right hand side of (7.16) we use (7.11), which leads to
E E \ y m \ a Xi(r i ,p i )aX2 (r2 ,p2)
XI,yi €iq X2,y2&Iq
so that sgn(xip i )y ir i£ lq so that sgn(x2p2)y2r2€ l q
x ayi(sgn(xi'pi)yiri,l) ay2 (sgn(x2 'p2 )y2 r2 qn,l )  (7-17)
X {f—x(yiPl),sgn(xipi)yiri,lj fm-x(y2P2),sgn(x2p2)y2r2qn,l)
X ^ f x ( y i P i ) , x i , y i ’fn+x(y2P2),x2,y2 ® I d ) ( V K  ).
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The inner product in the summand of (7.17) leads to 6 —x(yipi),m—x(y2p2 )^ sg'n(xipi)yiri>sg'n(x2p2)y2r2qn ? 
whereas, by (7.14), the last term  in the summand is 8 yi>y2 Q (x i ,x 2, n +  xipz) ~  x(Pi))- Com­
bining this we see th a t the last two terms in the summand of (7.17) equal
^X(p2),m+x(pi) s^gn(iKipi)ri,sgn(iK2P2)»"2<?n 2^/1,2/2 Q ( %  1> %2i n  m ) i 
which is zero in case |^ |  ^  qm independent of x\, yi, x 2, y2.
Assuming \^ \  = qm and inserting this into (7.17) leads to
Y axi(ri/pi) aX2 (r2 ,p2) Q (x i , x 2, n +  m)
x i , X2 elq
X (  Y y l a yi(sgn(xipi)yir i , l )ayi(sgn(x2p 2 )y2 r2 qn, l ) y  7^' 18^
y i  £ l q so th a t
sg n (x 1p 1)y 1r 1=sgn(x2P2)yir2q"& Iq
where empty sums are zero. For the expression in (7.18) to be non-zero result we re­
quire sgn(xi) =  sgn(ripi) and sgn(x2) =  sgn(f2P2), see Definition 6.2. Then we see th a t 
sgn(xipi)j/iri =  yi\r\\ and sgYL{x2p 2 )y\r2 qn =  yi\r2 \qn, and so the inner sum is zero unless 
|^ |  =  qn. In this case the inner sum equals
Y yifavMril1))2 = Y  («i(?/i, yikil))2 = i,
yi&Iq so th a t  yi&Iq so th a t
yi\ri\&Iq yi\ri\&Iq
where the first equality follows from the symmetry relations (6.2), and the second equality is 
a special case of Proposition 6.3 (with p =  1 and 9 =  |ri|) .
Collecting the results finishes the proof of Proposition 4.10. □
7.4. A ffiliation o f K  and E  to  M.  The purpose of this subsection is to prove Proposition
4.4. First we focus on the operator K.
By Definition 4.3 K  is the closure of (Ko,)Co), with K 0 given by Definition 4.1. Since K 0 
acts diagonally on basis elements f mpt, m  E Z, p , t  E Iq, we find from Definition 4.1
D ( K ) =  {  Y Cm p t f m p t \  Y \C™-Pt\2(l ~ m  ~t  < ° ° } >
K  ^  ^  ^ Cm p t  f m p t ' j  ^  ^ q  2 ~  Cm p t  f m p t -
m & L ,p , td Iq m & L ,p , td Iq
It is now straightforward from (7.19) to check th a t K  is an injective positive self-adjoint oper­
ator, establishing the first statem ent of Proposition 4.4. We now prove the second statem ent 
for the operator K .
P rop osition  7.5. K  is affiliated to M .
Proof. Note th a t K  restricted to K,o{p,m,£,r]) acts as qmy/pld  by Definition 4.1 and (7.1). It 
follows th a t fC(p,m,£,rq) C D(K).  So JQ(j>i,p2 , n )J  f mpt E D ( K ) by Corollary 7.2 and
K ( J Q ( p i ,p 2 , n )J  fmpt) =  J Q (p i ,p 2 , n ) J K  f mpt
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since the action of K  on fC(p,m,£,rq) is the same as on fC(q2np ,m  — n, sgn(pi)e, sgn{p2 )r]) in 
case p = q~n\p2/pi \ ■ In case this is not true, both sides equal zero.
Since /C 0 is a core for K ,  we can take for ƒ G  D ( K ) a sequence /C 0 9 ƒ* —>• ƒ and K  f i  —>■ 
g = K f .  Then J  Q(pi,p2, n )J  fi -> J  Q(pi,p2, n )J  ƒ by continuity, and K J  Q(p1 }p2, n ) J f i  = 
JQ (p i ,p 2 , n ) J K f i  —> J Q ( rp i ,p 2 ,n )Jg .  Since K  is closed, we conclude JQ (p \ ,p 2 , n )J  f  G 
D ( K ) and K  JQ (p i ,p 2 ,n )J  f  = J  Q(pi,p2 , n )J  K ƒ. This means
J Q ip i ,p 2 , n ) J K  C K  JQ (p i ,p 2 ,n) J ,
so K  commutes with the generators of M ' , see Appendix A.3.
To see th a t K  commutes with an arbitrary element T  G M ' , pick Tj from the linear span 
of JQ (p i ,p 2 ,n) J  such th a t T* —> T  strongly, see Corollary 4.11. Take any ƒ G D(K),  so 
th a t T i f  —> T f  and since T * /  G D ( K ) (by TiK  C  KTi)  we have K T i f  =  TiK ƒ  —> T K f  
by the strong convergence. Again by the closedness of K  we conclude th a t T f  E D ( K ) and 
K T f  = T K f ,  or T K  C  K T . Since T  G M'  is arbitrary, K  is affiliated to M,  see Appendix
A.4. □
In order to show th a t E  is affiliated to M  we need to  work more carefully. We start with a 
useful property of the operator E0.
Lem m a 7.6. L e tp \ ,p 2 E Iq and n G Z. Then
( JQ (p i ,p 2 , n ) J v ,E lw )  = ( J Q (p i ,p 2 , n )J E 0 v,w), \ /v ,w  E / C 0 .
We relegate the proof of Lemma 7.6 to Appendix D .l, since it is a tedious check.
By Lemma 7.6 we have for the closure E  of E 0 the equality
( J  Q{pi,p2 , n ) J v ,E lw )  = ( J Q (p i ,p 2 , n ) J E v ,w )
for v ,w  E /C0. Now fix v = f-m,emmpz,z £ /Co(p,Tn,£,v) and P11^  u =  JQ {pi ,p 2 ,n)Jv.  It 
follows th a t u E D((Eq)*) and
(El)*u = J Q (p i ,p 2 , n ) J E  f - m,eVq™pz,z. (7.20)
This equality can be extended in the following way.
Lem m a 7.7. Let u = J Q (p \ ,p 2, n )J  f - m,er]qmpz,z, then ((Eq)*u , w ) = (u,E*w) for all w E 
D(E*).
Before proving Lemma 7.7 we show how it implies tha t E  is affiliated to M,  which finishes 
the proof of Proposition 4.4.
P rop osition  7.8. E  is affiliated to M .
Proof. Since E  is the closure of E0, it follows from Lemma 7.7 th a t u E D(E**) = D(E),  and 
E  J  Q ( j > l , p 2 , n ) J  f —m,er]qrnpz,z — E u  — (-E"o) ^  ^  Q ( P h  P2i Tl) J  E  f —m,er]qrnpZ,Z
by (7.20). This shows th a t E J Q (p i ,p 2 , n )J  = JQ (p i ,p 2 , n )J E  on /C o .  Now the proof is 
finished as in the last stage of Proposition 7.5 using the closedness of E,  /C 0 being a core for
E, and the strong-* denseness of the operators JQ (p i ,p 2 ,n )J  in M'  by Corollary 4.11. □
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Before we tu rn  to  the proof of Lemma 7.7, recall the decomposition (7.9) of E  into operators 
Ep]m'- fC(p,m,e,rj) —>■ K.(p,m + 1 ,£,rj). The operators E ^  are bounded, unless e =  +  =  rj. 
We study the case e =  +  =  rj by considering truncated inner products. Define for x  G qz a 
truncated inner product by
{v,w)x = ' Y  v(z)w(z),  v ,w  E K-(p,m,+,+).  (7-21)
z<x
For x —> oo this gives back the inner product on K,(p,n, +, +). Let us remark th a t all 
coefficients in (7.4) and (7.5) remain bounded for z —>• 0, z G q1, so we do not need to consider 
a truncated inner product of the form (7.21) with the terms z < y cut off, for some y G qz , 
y < x.
Lem m a 7.9. Let w G D(E*) fl /C(p, m ,+ ,+ ) ,  u G D((Eq)*) fl /C(p, m  — 1, + , + ) ; then, with
H7x  G q  ,
((El)*u, w)x -  (u , E*w)x = ------ ^  q - u (x/q) w{x)
q — q~l q
using the convention (7.2).
Proof. By (7.4) and (7.5) for the case e =  +  =  r], using the boundedness of the coefficients as 
z —> 0, z G qz , we obtain
(q -  q~l) ( ( (E ]0)*u, w)x -  (u , E*w)^j
=  ^  (q " 1 - 1  (pq) 2 \ / 1 +  z 2 q~ 2 u( - )w(z)  — q1~m(pq) ~ 2 \A  +  q2m~2p 2 z 2 u(z)w(zŸj
z£q^yz<x  ^
— (qm(p/q)2 V l +  z 2 u{z)w{qz) — q~m(p/q)~2 \A  +  q2m- 2 ,p2 z 2 u (z)w(z)j
z£q^,z<x
=  gm_1(pg )^ \A  +  x 2 q~ 2 u ( - )w(x)
q
giving the required expression. □
The following result will be useful when we want to take the limit x —> oo, x  G qz , in the 
previous lemma. Recall the convention (7.2).
Lem m a 7.10. (i) Let v = Q{pi,P2 , n ) f - my£ripqmZyZ and assume q2mp = q~n \p2 /pi\, so that 
v G K,(p,m + n,£sgn{pi),rjsgn{p2 )) is non-zero. I f  sgn{pi)£ =  +  =  sgn(p2)??, then there 
exists a continuous function h: E >0 —> K. such that xv (x)  = h(x~2) for x  G Iq . In case 
m  +  n =  0; h: E>o —> K. is differentiable, in particular at 0.
(ii) Let u = J  Qipi,P2 , ri) J  f —m,erjpqmZiZ and assume p = q~n \p2 /pi\, so that u G tC(q2np ,m  — 
n,£,sgn{pi),r]sgn{p2 )) is non-zero. I f  sgn{pi)£ =  +  =  sgn(p2)??, then there exists a 
continuous function h : E > 0 —> K. such that xu(x)  =  h(x~2) for  i  G / ?+ . In case m  — n  =  
0 , h: R>0 —> K. is differentiable, in particular at 0.
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Proof. We prove the second statement; the first statem ent is proved in the same way. It 
follows from Corollary 7.2 or (7.13) th a t u G K,(q2np , m  — n,e,  +  , + ) and for i G / |
xu(x)  = ( _ l ) mf +xM(£??)xW l ^ 2l api(z,x) aP2 (6 z , 6 'x)
qmp\z\
where 9 =  £rjqmp , 0' =  qm+np. Lemma B .l gives ap( z , x ) =  xxi<plz  ^f i (x~2) as well as ap(z,x) = 
x x (z / p) f 2 (x~2) for certain differentiable functions ƒi , ƒ2: R>o —> K- using the last equation of 
the symmetry relations (6.2) and then Lemma B .l. Now we find, with C  a generic non-zero 
constant not depending on x,
xu{x)  = C x xl-z/pi)h { x ~ 2) {e'x)xl-P2 /ez]f 2 {{e')-2 x - 2) = C x xl-p2/pie)h { x ~ 2) f 2 {{6 ' ) - 2x - 2)
= C x ^ M x - ^ M i d ' ^ x - 2)
using \p2 /0pi \ = qn~m as follows from the assumption qnp =  \p2 /pi\. This proves the statem ent 
in case m  — n > 0, since we can take h(t) = C t d m~n) f ^ t )  f 2 ({9')~2 t). In case n = m  the 
statem ent on the differentiability of h follows immediately.
Similarly, we find, for other functions ƒi , / 2,
xu{x)  = C w x{pi/z)h { x - 2) {6 'x)x{-dz/p2) f 2 {{6 ' ) - 2 x - 2) = C x x{pid/p2)h { x ~ 2) f 2 {{e')-2 x - 2)
= C x ^ M x - ^ M i d ' ) - ^ - 2)
using \p2 /0pi\ = qn~m again. This proves the statem ent in case m  — n < 0, since we can take
h(t) = c t l (-n- ^ f 1( t ) f 2((e')~2t). □
We are now ready to prove Lemma 7.7.
Proof of Lemma 7.7. We set p' = q2np, ml =  m  — n, e' =  s g n ^ ^ e , rj' =  sgn(p2 )rj, then 
u =  J Q (p i ,p 2, n) J  f - m>£mmpz,z £ /C(p', ml, e', ?/) by Lemma 7.2. Using the decomposition of 
(fit)-, cf. (7.9),
f j ? U *  _  ¿ T s  f  i, ,
J° \K.0(r,l,a,f3);
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(£ « )* =  ©  W
cv,/3€{ —,+} 
rGq1, l£Z
we find u G TO/+1 e/ ,/))*)• Using th e similar decomposition for E* we find th a t w 1 =
Pp/’m'+iw e  where Pp'^  G B{JC) is the orthogonal projection onto JC(p,m,£,r])
as in Section 7.1. This gives
{(Eh)’u , w)  -  { u , E ' w)  =  { ( E l |Ko(p, m,+1,,,„,,)•«,«/) -  ( M < ; i ) V ) .
In case e' =  — or r( =  —, £ y ’^ / is bounded. Therefore ( £ y ’„/)* is the unique continuous 
extension of E l L  . . , M , ,,, so (-EnL , , ,, n , A)* =  El,’\  and hence the right hand sideu l/Co(p‘' , m ' ' ,rf ) 7 v u I /Co(p' , m ' ' ,r?' ) 7 p  , m  o
is zero, as required.
It remains to  consider the case e' =  +  =  ?/. In this case we consider the truncated inner 
product. Using Lemma 7.9 we find for x  G q 1  =  / + ,
< ( ^ 1  K0(p',m'+1,+ , + ) ) * “ ’ “  i U ’
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and we need to show th a t the right hand side tends to zero as x —> oo through ƒ+. Since 
w ' G K { p ' ,m! +  1, + , + ) =  i 2 {Iq ) it follows th a t w'(x) —> 0 as x —> oo, so the required result 
follows from Lemma 7.10 which implies |  u(x /q ) is bounded as x —> oo in ƒ+. □
7.5. T h e com u ltip lication  on M.  In order to calculate the action of the comultiplication of 
the dual quantum  group on the elements Q(pi,p2, n), we note th a t this can be done in greater 
generality. First observe
W  {{ujftg 0 ld)(W*) 0 ld)W* = {ujftg 0 Id 0  Id)(W2 3 W?2 W;3)
= {ujftg 0  Id 0  Id )(W*3 W*2). ( '22)
The first equality is straightforward, and the second follows from the pentagonal equation for 
the multiplicative unitary, see Section 2. Using an orthonormal basis {e^} for the Hilbert 
space K, so th a t we have (x,y) = J2 k(x,ek)(ek,y)  we get
£  A {{ujftg 0  Id)(IU*))E =  (uf ,g 0  Id 0  ld)(W*3 W*2)
=  ! > / «  ®  « ) ( » ' ■ )  0  ( « M  0  W ) ( W " ) .  < 7-2 3 )
k
using the definition of A and notation as in Theorem 2.3.
Proof of Proposition 4-15. We use the general formula (7.23) with ƒ =  g =  fn,P2,i , the
orthonormal basis f m,P,t i j n ,  E Z, p , t  G Iq) and next (7.14) to rewrite the right hand side in 
terms of the operators Q(pi,p2, n). The series converges in the von Neumann algebra M 0 M , 
so th a t we find convergence in the <r-weak topology. □
Next we prove the link between the comultiplication A of the dual quantum  group M  and 
the comultiplication (3.2) A  of the Hopf *-algebra Uq(su( 1,1)) as given in Proposition 4.14.
Proof of Proposition 4-H- The comultiplication for the dual locally compact quantum  group 
is given by A(x) =  E l f  (x0 l )W* E, x  G M,  see Theorem 2.3. We use the same formula for the 
elements K  and E  affiliated to M , see Proposition 4.4. In order to prove th a t A (K) = K  0 i i  
we need to show YjW{K ® 1)W* E =  K ® K ,  . . r l l i / x  1)11' \  l\ l\ \  l\ / \ . S., 
it suffices to check tha t (K  0 1 )W* = W*(K  0 K ).
Now by (7.10) and (7.19) we check this formula first by evaluating it on the orthonormal 
basis of K  0  1C. So for arbitrary mi,m' 1 , m 2 , m 2 G Z, pi,p'i,p2 ,p '2 £ Iqi mi ,m ' 1 , m 2 ,m '2 G Iq
(K 0  !)(ƒ„„, 0  = J\f2\ «-i~*
A / /
x  ^1>*2 ^ | p i + S , m 2w 2 ^ s g n i p ' ^ q ^ i ^ / p u p y t ' z  1^1 a t,1 ( P u t 2) ap[ ( P 2 , P 2)
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and similarly
I ' f
X ^!>i2 ^|pipi/p2iiUm2 ^sgn ip^^ ip^P i.P ;! /* ;!  1^1 a i'i O9! > h )  <Vi (P2, P 2) •
These expressions are equal by inspection using the Kronecker deltas. The linear span of 
elements fm,P,t forms a core for the operator K. So it follows tha t
{W*(fmi,putl 0  f m ' M ) ,  (K  0  l)w) =  {W*(K  0  K ) ( f m t l  0  f m'M ),w)
for all w G D (K  0 1). Hence, © X 0) C (K  0 1)W*, thus K(g)K C l f ( i f 0 1)W* using
th a t X  is self-adjoint and tha t the closure of K 0 © K 0 equals K  0 K.  Since both  operators 
are self-adjoint, this inclusion is an equality. This proves the statem ent for A (K).
Let us now prove the more complicated second statement. Choose G Iq and
m i,m i G Z. Take also p 2 ,p2 , t 2 , t '2 G Iq and m,2 ,m 2 G Z. Since E 0 C E  and Eq C E *, (4.6) 
and (7.10) imply tha t
(q ~ Q ) (-Eo © Kq + Kq © Eo)(fmitPlttl 0 fm'1,’pl1,t1^) ■, fm2,p2,t2 ® fm!2,p'2,1?^)
=  < W 2 ^ ^ p ' J p ^ q ^  ^ l W 1 - l , m 2W 2 Kgn(p '1t'1)qm l p 2/ p 1,p'2/t'2
X s g n ( i i ) g “ 5(™i+™i-i) / | ^ 1 |  0  +  ^ ( g - i ^ )  | ! i |  a t, ( p i , )  Qp, (p 2, p'2)
y h
-  fit!  ,t2 i l + S - l W + S  ^ s g n  (p>1t>1)qmll - 1p 2/pi,p>2/t>2
x s g n ( p i ) ^ (mi" mi - 1) x/ 1 +  «(Pi) l |f l at>MPiA) a-p’M i , ^ )  7^ 2 4 ^
+  ^ i . i a ^ p x p z / p a i / l , ^ - 1 ^ i W 1 - l )m 2W 2 S sgn(p'1t'1)qm i - 1p 2/ p 1,p'2/t'2
X sgn(i/1) g i (mi“m'i“ 1) V7! +  «(?_ 1*i) I77I a g -iiiiP b i^ O p iiP a ,^ )
y P l^ l  2^
-  ^ I , i 2 ^ p i p i / p ^ l , ^ - 1 ^ l W 1 - l )m 2W 2 S sgn(p'1t'1)qm l - 1p 2/ p 1,p'2/t'2
sg n (Pi) g5 (mi+mi _1) V71 +  « (p i )  It t I ^ ( P i ^ ^ C p ^ p ' a )y P 1P 1 r2X
(7.25)
and
(q — q ) (W  (-E ® l)(fm2 ,p2 ,t2 ® fm'2 ,p'2 ,t'2))
=  < W 2 ^ p ^ / p ^ , ^  ^ m i + m ' - l . m a + m ^  Kgn(p '1t'1)qm i p 2/ p 1,p'2/t'2
X sgn(ii) g - i(m2+1) , / S  y /1 +  k (î2) l^ la t /  ip i ,^ )  ap^ (p2 ,p2)
V C2 ^2
^ l .*2 ^ p i p i / p a t i l , « ^ - 1 ^ l W 1 - l )m 2W 2 S sgn(p'1t'1)qm l - 1p 2/ p 1,p'2/t'2
x sgn(p2) gKm2+1) , / ¡ 5 f  ^ 1  +  K(q-lp2) | ^ K / ( p i , i 2) aP[(Q~1P2 ,P2) ■
V P  2 H
One sees immediately th a t the right hand side of (7.25) and agrees with the first two terms on
the right hand side of (7.24) agree. Thus in order to prove th a t the left hand sides of (7.25)
and (7.24) agree it suffices to show that, under the conditions t\  =  t2, mi + m!l =  m 2 + m!2 + 1 ,
\pip'i/p2 t'i \ = qm2~l and s g n ^ t^ )  qmi~l p 2 /p\  =  p 2 / t 2,
1 /---------------------  / i
0 =  sgn{p2) q~^~ \t2 /p2\* V 1 +  «(g-1^ )  at/i(pi, t2) ap/i{q~ p2 ,p2)
m -^ — — 1 i  ,----------------------------
-  sgn(pi) q 5 \tip'i/pit'i \ 2 V 1 +  «(pi) ^ ( g p i , 4 )  ap[(p2 ,p2)
7.26
+  sgn(i'i)ç 5 liiP i/P i^ il2 v l  +  «(?_ lii) aq-H^ipi,^) ap/i{j>2 ,p'2)
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-  sgn(pi) q 5 iM i/ P iP i l2 V 1 +  «(P i) ^ ( p i , ^ )  aqp[(p2,p 2)
For this purpose we can use the g-contiguous relations
sgn(p) \ / \  +  k(p) aqp(x,y) = sgn(x) v 7! +  ^(g“ 1^ ) ap(g_1x,y) -  ^  ap(x,y)
and
sgn(p) \ / l  +  n(q~lrp) aq-ip(x,y) = sgn(x) ^ 1 +  k(x) ap(qx,y) -  —  ap(x,y)
for all x , y ,p  G / g which follow from Lemma B.2 and the symmetry relations (6.2). If one uses 
the first equality to replace aqp,1 {p2 )pl2) and the second one to replace (pi, t2) one checks 
th a t the above equality holds. Thus, we see th a t (7.26) holds.
The linear span of elements f m,P,t forms a core for E*. So it follows tha t
(■W*(frni,P1,t1 ® fm^p^t'J, (E * ® l)i>) =  (W*(E0 © Kq +  K 0 1 © Eo)(fmitPlitl © fm^p^t'J,v)
for all v G D(E* © 1). Hence, W*(E0 © K 0 +  K ^ 1 © E0) C (E © 1)W*, or
i?o © -Ko +  X j "1 © -So C W ( E  ®  1)W* ==> X o Q S o  +  SoQ Xq- 1 C E ^ g l ^ ’ E  =  A ( £ ) .
The last statem ent of Proposition 4.14 is proved in the same way. □
8. T h e  C a s i m i r  o p e r a t o r
8.1. D efin ition  o f th e  C asim ir operator. In this section we prove Theorem 4.6. In order 
to show th a t the Casimir operator Q as defined in Definition 4.5 is well-defined, we need to 
study the commutation relation between K  and E.
Lem m a 8.1. /ƒ s G M, then K lsE  =  qts E  K ts. Consequently, K  and E*E strongly commute.
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Proof. By Definitions 4.1, 4.3 and Proposition 4.4, we find K ls f mpt = q~^%sm\p/t\2 %s f mpt 
for m  G Z and p , i  G Iq. So the vector K %s f mpt G D(E)  and K tsE  f mpt =  q%s E  K %s f mpt 
by Definition 4.1. Since E  is the closure of E0, with domain D(E 0 ) the finite linear span 
of the f mpt, and K ls is bounded, this implies K lsE  Ç  <fs E  K ls. Using Proposition 4.4 we 
multiply this result with the bounded operator K ~ %s from the left and from the right to find 
E  K ~ ls C qls K ~ ls E,  and since s G 1  is arbitrary we have K lsE  =  qls E  K ls.
Taking adjoints we get K lsE* =  q~ls E* K ls, and consequently K lsE*E  =  E*E K ls, so K ls 
commutes with all spectral projections of the self-adjoint operator E*E. In particular, K  and 
E*E  are resolvent commuting, hence they strongly commute, see Appendix A.3. □
Lemma 8.1 leads to a proof of a part of Theorem 4.6.
P rop osition  8.2. The Casimir operator il as defined in Definition 4-5 is a well-defined self- 
adjoint operator. Moreover, is affiliated to M  and commutes strongly with K  and E*E.
Proof. Since K  and E*E  are strongly commuting self-adjoint operators, see Appendix A.3, 
we see th a t the closure il of
\  ( ( q - q - l )J‘ E ' E - q K * - q - l K - * ) .
is a well-defined self-adjoint operator. Moreover, by Appendix A.4 and Proposition 4.4, the 
operators K 2, K ~ 2 and E*E  are affiliated to M . It follows th a t il is affiliated to M  and tha t 
il commutes strongly with K  and E*E. □
In order to show th a t il also strongly commutes with E  we first need some preliminary 
results. Along the way we also prove the last statem ent of Theorem 4.6.
Recall the decomposition of the Hilbert space K  into components /C(p, m, e, rj) with p G qz , 
m  G Z and £,rj G { —, +}, and the corresponding decomposition (7.9) of the operator E  into 
operators E ^ .
Lem m a 8.3. Let p G qz , m  G Z and e, rj G { —, +}. Then
n 2 m  r  _  n - 2 m r - l
( E £’V Y  E£’v = E£,ri ( E £,ri Y  A- - __ - __-___- _Trl\  p , m )  p ,m  p , m — 1 \ p , m — 1 /  1 \  ^L‘
Proof. Proposition 4.2 implies th a t
q 2 m  p  — q - 2 m  p - i
E q\lCo(p,m-\-l,e,r]) E q\/Co(p,m,e,r]) — E q\/Co(p,m— l,e,rj) E q\/Co(p,m,e,r]) ~ ~Cj~^ (®‘I)
If e =  — or rj =  —, the lemma follows from this equality by the continuity of the operators 
involved.
It remains to deal with the case e =  rj =  + . From (8.1) we see th a t the operators
2 m  _  - 2 m  - 1
Si  =  ( O *  S2 =  (E++_ty  +  a -  a-1 M
are both self-adjoint extensions of S  := El\/c0(Pim+i,+,+) Eohc0(p,m,+,+)- We will prove th a t they 
are the same by linking S' to a Jacobi operator, which is studied in Appendix C.
Set 9 =  qmp. By (4.5) and (4.6), we get for v G /C o (p , m, + , + ) and x  G /+ ,
(q -  q~ 1 ) 2 (Sv)(x) = [qm + 1  9(1 + q~2 x 2) +  q - {m+1) 9~l (1 +  92 x 2) } v (x )
— a/(1 +  q~2 x 2) (1 +  92 q~2 x 2) v(q~1x) — a/(1 +  x2) (1 +  ^ a ;2) 'y(gx)
Let {efc}fc€z be the standard orthonormal basis of ¿2 (Z), and let /C(Z) be the dense subspace 
consisting of finite linear combinations of the e^’s. For k E Z we denote f k =  (ƒ, ek)i2^  
for any ƒ G £2 (Z). We define the unitary transform ation U : £2(Z) —> K,(p,m, +, +) so tha t 
(Uf)(qk) =  f k for all ƒ G /C(Z) and k e  Z. So U*SU G End(/C(Z)) is given by
(g -  g“ 1)2 ( U*SUf)k = [qm+l 9(1 + q2(-k~V) + q-(m+i) q-i  ^  +  Q2 q2k) j j k
~ \](  1 +  g2(fc_1)) (1 +  92 q2(k~1')) f k_i -  +  92fc) (1 + 92 q2k) f k+1
for all ƒ G /C(Z), k  E Z. After a close inspection, one sees tha t
[ƒ*£[/ =  (g -  g- 1)“ 2 ( (gm+1tf +  q-m~l9- 1) Id -  2 L )
where L =  L(q2+2\m\, 9~l , — q2 \ q2) is the Jacobi operator of Appendix B.5, see (B.35).
If m  /  0, then c =  g2+2H  <  which by Theorem B.15 implies th a t L and thus S' is 
essentially self-adjoint. Therefore Si =  S'2 in this case.
Now assume th a t m  =  0, so c = q2. In this case L is not essentially self-adjoint, but we can 
use Theorem C .l to prove th a t Si and S'2 are equal. From Proposition 7.8 or Proposition 4.4 
we know th a t E  is affiliated to M,  implying tha t E*E  and EE* are also affiliated to M.  This 
guarantees th a t
J Q ( l ,p ,  0 ) J X  C X  J Q ( l ,p ,0 ) J  
for X  =  E*E  and X  =  EE*, see Appendix A.4. Since /o)P,i belongs to D(E*E ) and D(EE*),  
it follows th a t the vector w :=  J  Q(l,p ,  0) Jfo,P,i belongs to D(E*E ) and D(EE*).  As a 
consequence, w belongs to D ( ( E ^ ) * E ^ )  =  D(S\)  and to D ( E ^ l (-E ^i)* ) =  D(S 2 ).
As in the proof of Lemma 7.10(ii) we see th a t Corollary 7.2 implies
w = JQ (p i ,p 2 ,n) J  = Y  -a i ( l , x )a p ( p ,x )  fo,Px,x/  -J ~£‘
x&J(p,0,+,+)
so th a t xw(x)  =  a i( l ,  x) ap(p, x) =  h(x~2). By Lemma B .l the function h: E>o —> IR is 
differentiable and h(0) 7  ^ 0.
So U*w belongs to D(U*SiU) and D(U*S2 U) and (U*w)_k = (q2)f  h(q2k) for all k G Z. 
Since U*S\U and W S 2 U are both  self-adjoint extensions of the operator
( q - q - 1 ) - 2 {(qm+l9 + q~m- l9~l ) Id -  2 L )  .
Theorem C .l now guarantees th a t U*SiU =  C/*S'2C/ and we are done. □
Using Lemma 8.3 we can describe the relation between E* and E q, and we can give a 
characterization of the operator E.
P rop osition  8.4. (i) E* is the closure of E q.
(ii) E  is the unique closed, linear operator in K so that E 0 C E  and E$ C E*.
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Proof. To prove the first statem ent, choose p G qz , m  G Z and £,rj G { —, +}. By Lemma 8.3 
there exists a constant c g R  such tha t
(Ep%)* ( K Z - i  r  + c Id - (8.2)
Thus, D( (Ep’^ )* Ep’jQ = D(KE ep '^ n_l (KE ep '^ n_l)*) and since these sets form a core for Ep^  
and (-E^’^ j-i)* respectively, (8.2) implies th a t D(Ep’J!n) = D((Ep^n_ i)*) and ll-E-’p^wH2 =  
|| (-E-p’m-i)* v ||2 +  c ||w||2 for all v G D(Ep,r1n). Because JCo(p,m,e,rj) is a core for E ^ ,  this 
in tu rn  guarantees th a t JCo(p,m,e,rj) is a core for ( -E ^ -i)* . In other words, (EpJ!n_ i)* is the 
closure of i?oko(p Thus,
E "  =  ®  ( £ S - i ) * =  ®  3
p € q z , m e Z  p € q z , m e Z
£ , » 7 € { - , + }  £ , î7 € { - , + }
=  (  |/Co(p,m,e,?7) ^ =  E {
0  | / C 0 ( p , m , e , 7 7 )
p€gz,m€Z 
e,’?€{ — ,+}
For the second statem ent, we take a closed linear operator F  in K  such tha t E 0 C F  and 
Eq  C F*. Since, by definition, E  is the closure of E 0 and F  is a closed extension of E 0, we 
must have th a t E  C F. By part (i) we know th a t E*  is the closure of Eq.  Since F* is a closed 
extension of E l ,  this implies tha t E*  C F* and by taking the adjoint of this inclusion, we see 
th a t F  C E .  Thus, F = E .  □
We define, for p G qz , m  G Z, e, rj G { —, +}, self-adjoint operators in ZC(p, m, e, rj) by
OS, = \  ((« -  ‘r V)\E;%r E'pII. -  (92m+1P +  • (8 -3 )
Now we have the following decomposition of the Casimir operator;
a =  ®  « t x ,  ( 8 -4 )
e,’?€{ — , + } 
p€gz ,m&L
see Appendix A.2.
L em m a  8.5. Let p G gz , to  G Z,£,rj G { — ,+}•
(i) I f  (e = — or rj = —) or (e = rj =  +  andrn ^ 0 ) ,  then is the closure of the essentially 
self-adjoint operator Q0|ic0(p,m,e,v) ■
(ii) a self-adjoint extension of Q0|k:0(p,o,+,+)-
Let us remark th a t is n° t closure of ^ o k 0(p,o,+,+)-
Proof. Take p G qz , m  G Z and £,rj G { —, +}. If e = — or rj = —, then (4.8) and (7.1) imply 
th a t ^ o k 0(p,m,£,77) is bounded, hence essentially self-adjoint, and must be the closure of
^0 \lCo(p,m,£,r]) ■
Now assume th a t e = rj =  +  and set 9 =  qmp. As in the second half of the proof of Lemma
8.3, one sees th a t Qo\iCo(p,m,e,r]) is unitarily equivalent to —L, where L = L(c ,d ,z  \ q) is the 
Jacobi operator of Appendix C in base q2 and with parameters c =  g2+2H , d =  Q~l q\m\+l anc[
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r  =  — q2. If to 7  ^ 0, this implies, see [29, Prop. 4.5.3] and Appendix C, th a t i^o\/c0(p,m,e,r]) is 
essentially self-adjoint and must be the closure of i^o\/c0(p,m,e,r])-
If to =  0 the reasoning of the last part of the proof of Proposition 8.3 shows, since Q is 
affiliated to M,  th a t must be unitarily equivalent to the self-adjoint extension of — Lq 
described in Theorem C .l. □
The proof of Lemma 8.5 and the last statem ent of Theorem C .l lead to the following result, 
which will be useful later on and for this reason it is stated separately. Again we use the 
convention (7.2).
Lem m a 8.6. Consider p E qz , m  G Z ; £,rj G { —, +} and v G D(Qq) Pi /C(p, to, e, rj). Assume 
moreover that i f m  =  0 and e = rj = +, there exists a function h : R>o —> K. that is 
differentiable at 0 and satisfies v(x) = x~ l h(x~2) for all x  G Iq . Then v belongs to D(Q) and 
Qv = QqV.
We are now ready to prove the last statem ent of Theorem 4.6.
P rop osition  8.7. The Casimir operator Q is the unique self-adjoint extension of Qo that is 
affiliated to M .
Proof. Choose a self-adjoint operator C  in K  so th a t C  is affiliated to M  and Qo ^  C. We 
have to show th a t C = Q.
We divide Qq into two parts, For this purpose define
L  =  | { p , m , £ , r j )  | p  E q , t o  G Z, e , r ]  G { - , + }
s.t. (e =  — or r] =  — ) or (e =  rj =  +  and to ^  0) j .
Now set
^0 ^   ^ o^\lCo(p,m,e,rj) and ilg ^   ^ ^0 |/Co(p,0,+,+)
(p,m,e,r])€L p^q1
and define respective self-adjoint extensions
n < 1 ) =  ®  ^ 5 .  “ d  n ®  =  ® n p+ + .
(p,m,e,r])£L p^q1
By Lemma 8.5 we know th a t £!o1') is essentially self-adjoint with closure S!*-1-’. Since
Ker(Q* ±  i Id) =  Ker((Q(1) © ±  i Id)
=  Ker((Q^ ±  i Id) © ( ( ^ 2))* ±  i Id))
=  {0} © Ker((ilQ2))* ±  i Id) ,
the theory of self-adjoint extensions via the deficiency spaces, see [14, §XII.4], implies the 
existence of a self-adjoint extension D of so th a t C  =  f^ 1-1 © D.
We have seen in Proposition 7.5 th a t K  is affiliated to M  implying tha t J K J  is affil­
iated to M ' . By Definitions 4.1, 4.3 and (3.6), we know th a t /Co is a core for J K J  and 
J K J f _ mieï]qmpt t = ,Jp f-m,er,<rpt,t for all p e qz , m  e  Z and e , r j  G { - ,+ } •  Thus, for each
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p E qz , the orthogonal projection Pp of K  onto © meZ e +} fC(p,m,£,rq) belongs to M 1, 
since it is the spectral projection of J K J  with respect to the eigenvalue v/p. Because C  is 
affiliated to M , the operator C  commutes with each projection Pp. As a consequence, there 
exists for every p E qz a self-adjoint extension D p of i lo k 0(p,o,+,+) so D =  © p€gz D p. As
in the proof of Lemma 8.5, the fact th a t C  is affiliated to M  implies for every p E qz tha t 
D p is unitarily equivalent to the self-adjoint extension described in Theorem C .l and hence, 
Dp =  il+ J. Thus, we conclude th a t Q = C. □
To finish the proof of Theorem 4.6 we need to prove the following result.
P rop osition  8.8. The operators E  and strongly commute.
Before embarking on the proof of Proposition 8.8, we first collect all the elements for the 
proof of Theorem 4.6.
Proof of Theorem 4-6. By Proposition 8.2 the Casimir operator is a well-defined self-adjoint 
operator affiliated to M,  and by Proposition 8.7 the Casimir operator is the unique self-adjoint 
extension of ilo affiliated to M.  By Proposition 8.2 the Casimir operator commutes strongly 
with K,  and by Proposition 8.8 it also commutes strongly with E.  □
Proof of Proposition 8 .8 . By Proposition 8.2 the Casimir operator is self-adjoint, and we 
have to prove tha t
E q(B) E  C E  E q(B)
for all Borel sets B  C R, where E q is the spectral decomposition of Q, see Appendix A.3. 
Using the decompositions (7.9), (8.3), (8.4) and Lemma 8.5 it suffices to show
E ^ m+1(B) E p vm  C  E £p vm E ^ m { B ) .
for p E q1, m  E  Z, £,rj E  { — ,+}■ Then, by (8.3) and Lemma 8.3, we get —being careful 
regarding the domains involved—
2 =  [ ( « - <rl? ( « î ’ . + i r i & i - («2m+3p + q-'2m- 3p - 1) w ] £■;’
=  [ (q -  q - lf  E ;-l (£ £ ’ )* +  ( ,  -  q-' )  (q2m+2p -  g“2"1- V ‘) Id 
- ( q 2m+3p +  q - 2m- Y l ) I d ] E ; Z  
=  [(« -  q~lf  (£':’ )* -  (<z2”‘+1p + q - ' ^ - ' p - ' )  Id] £':!!,
=  E ; z [ ( i - q - ' f ( E ; £ r E ; Z - ( q im+'p +  q -2m- lr l) w ]
=  2 E£’v Q£’vp ,m  p , m ‘
Take the polar decomposition E ^  = U£^  Since
\E p % \  =  ( ( E p J L Y E p % Y  '■ f c { p , m , £ / q )  - + K . { p , m , e , r j ) ,
Uplm- 1C(p,m,£,ri) ->■ K{p, m  +  1, e, r]),
(8.3) implies th a t \E£,^ \  and il^  strongly commute. Choose v  E D ( |E £’^ |3 ) .  So v  E 
D (^pvm \Ep%\) H D(\E£i1 \ f i y j  by (8.3), implying th a t % % ( \ E ^ \  v) = \E£p%\{Qym v) . Since
(8.5)
v  e  D ( E ^ n y j ,  (8.5) implies th a t Ü ^ ( \ E ^ \ v )  E D(Üepvm+1) and
% +i v) = ü ; % \e ; :i \ n y m v = ü ; % n y m (\e ;« \  v ) .
If w  E K e rjE ^ J , then by (8.3) V L y ^ w  =  — (q2m+1p  +  q~2m~ 1p ~ 1) w ,  thus Üp ’^ f l p ’J ^ w  =  0 =
Q£,V fje,r]  
p , m + 1 u p ,m  w  '
Now K e r \ E ^ \  +  [ I m |£ ^ |  n  D ((£ £ £ )*E £p% ) } is a core for ( E ^ ) * E ^  and thus for i ^ ,  
as follows by using the spectral decomposition of \Ep’^ \ .  Consequently the above results 
and the closedness of ilp ;^ +1 imply th a t Ç i lp ^ + iUp’^ .  Now \E\ = © l - E ^ I ,
and U =  ©  Up’Jh give the polar decomposition E  =  U\E\,  see Appendix A.2, and we get 
[ƒ il C QU,  hence U E q(B) = E q(B) U for any Borel set B  C M. by the spectral theorem. 
It follows th a t E  and il strongly commute. □
8.2. G raded com m u tation  relations for th e  C asim ir operator. This subsection is de­
voted to the proof of Proposition 4.8. The first statem ent of this proposition is an immediate 
consequence of Proposition 4.9, which we already proved in Section 7.3. Recall the subspaces 
M +,M_  C M  defined in Definition 4.7. Note th a t Proposition 4.9 implies th a t M± is the 
strong-* closure of
Span{Q(pi,p2 ,n) | p i ,p 2 G Iq, n E Z so th a t sgn(pip2) =  ± }  (8.6)
Next we investigate the graded commutation relations of the Casimir operator il with the 
elements Q(p\,p2 ,n) generating the von Neumann algebra M,  see Lemma 7.3, as stated in 
Proposition 4.8. The hard computations are contained in the following lemma, whose proof 
is postponed to Appendix D.2.
Lem m a 8.9. Foru ,v  E /Co, Pi,P2 E Iq and n 6 Z, we have
(Q(pi,P2 , n )u ,Q 0 v) = sgn(pip2) (Q(j>i,P2 ,n) i!0 u,v).
Lem m a 8.10. Let x  E M + and y  E  M _; then x  ilo C  il x  and y  ilo C  — il y .
Proof. Consider p i ,p 2 ,p ,t  E Iq, n ,m  E  Z. From Lemma 8.9 it follows th a t the vector v = 
Q(pi,p2 ,n) fm,P,t belongs to £>(il£) and
ilo v =  sgn(pip2) Q(j>i,P2 , n) i l0 f m,p,t-
By Lemma 7.1 the vector v  E  /C(p, m  +  n ,  e s g n ^ ) ,  r]sgn(p2)), and if m  +  n  =  0, e s g n ^ )  =  + ,  
r]sgn(p2) =  + , there exists by Lemma 7.10 a function h  : E >0 —> C th a t is differentiable in 
0 and satisfies v ( x )  = x ~ l  h ( x ~ 2) for all x  E Iq . From Lemma 8.6 we now conclude th a t 
v E D ( il) and th a t Qv  =  ilg v, hence
sgn(pip2) Q(pi,p2 , n) il0 C QQ(pi,p 2 ,n).
Now for x  E M+ and y  E M_ the lemma follows from the closedness of il and (8.6) □
We need to improve the commutation relations from Lemma 8.10 to come to the second 
statem ent of Proposition 4.8. To do this we need the following lemma.
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L em m a 8.11. Consider a Hilbert space H , a self-adjoint operator A in H  and a partial 
isometry U on H  for which the final projection UU * commutes with A. Then U * AU is self- 
adjoint.
Proof. First we show tha t U*AU is densely defined. Set P  =  U*U and Q =  UU*. Since 
QA C AQ, we have th a t U (U*D(A)) =  QD(A) C D(A) implying th a t U*D(A) C D(U*AU). 
Clearly, (1 -  P )H  C D(U*AU) thus U*D(A) +  (1 -  P ) h  C D(U*AU) from which it follows 
th a t U*AU is densely defined.
Next we need to verify the self-adjointness. Let v ,w  G D(U*AU), then, since A is self- 
adjoint,
(U*AUv, w) =  (AUv, Uw) =  (Uv, AUw) =  (v, U*AUw).
Thus, U*AU is symmetric. To prove th a t U*AU is self-adjoint, choose v G D((U*AU)*). If 
w G D(A), then Qw G D(A) and A(Qw) =  Q(Aw). Thus,
(Uv, Aw) =  (v, U*Aw) =  (v, U*QAw) =  (v, U*AQw)
=  (v, (U *AU )U * w) =  ((U * AU )*v, U * w) =  (U (U * AU )*v, w ) .
This implies Uv G D(A*) =  D(A), so th a t v G D (U  * AU ). From this we conclude tha t 
(U *AU )* =  U* AU. □
We are now in a position to prove the graded commutation relations of the Casimir.
P ro p o s it io n  8.12. Let x G M+ and y G M _ , then x  H C H x and y H C — H y.
We have now collected all the necessary ingredients for the proof of Proposition 4.8.
Proof of Proposition 4 .8 . By Proposition 4.9, already established in Section 7.3, we obtain 
the decomposition M  =  M+ © M _. The final statem ent of Proposition 4.8 is Proposition 
8.12. □
Proof of Proposition 8.12. First we deal with M+. Choose a unitary u G M +. From Lemma 
8.10 we know tha t u H0 Ç H u, thus H0 Ç u* H u. Since u* H u is a self-adjoint extension of 
H0 th a t is affiliated with M,  Proposition 8.7 guarantees th a t H =  u* H u, or in other words, 
u H =  H u. Since each element in M+ is a linear combination of such unitary elements, we 
get th a t x H Ç H x for all x G M +, proving the first statement.
Next choose y G M_ and consider the polar decomposition y =  v |y| of y. We are going 
to show th a t v G M_. Since y* G M_, the operator y*y is in the von Neumann algebra M +1 
hence \y\ =  (y*y)2 G M +. Take e G /C+ . Since \y\fC+ Ç /C+ , there exists e\ G |y|/C+ and 
e2 G K+ with e2 ^  |y|K+ so th a t e =  e\ +  e2. Since also |y|K_ Ç K - , we see th a t e2 ±  |y|K, 
implying th a t ve =  vei +  ve2 =  v e i, since v acts as zero on (Im |y |)x . Because y =  v |y| and 
yK+ Ç K_, it follows th a t ve G K _ . Similarly, vK_ Ç K +. Hence, v G M_.
It follows th a t the initial projection p =  v*v and final projection q =  vv* belong to M +. 
This implies th a t p H Ç H p and q H Ç H q by the first part of this proposition.
Because v G M _, we have th a t v H0 Ç —H v by Lemma 8.10, implying th a t p H0 Ç —v* H v. 
We also have th a t (1 — p) H0 Ç H (1 — p). Thus, H0 Ç —v*Hv +  H(1 — p).
Since the final projection of v commutes with the self-adjoint operator H, the operator 
v* H v is also self-adjoint by Lemma 8.11. Because of the same reason, H(1 — p) is self-adjoint.
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Therefore, as the orthogonal sum of self-adjoint operators, the operator — v* il v + il (1 — p) is 
a self-adjoint extension of ilo-
Since il is affiliated to M  and v,p  G M,  one sees th a t — v* il v +  il (1 — p) is affiliated to M.  
Hence, il =  — v* Qv  +  il (1 — p) by Proposition 8.7. If e G D ( il), this equality implies th a t 
ve G D( il), (1 — p)e G D ( il) and il e =  — v* Q v e + Q (1 — p) e. Thus, using v p  = v, qv = v ,
w ile  =  — q il v e + v p  il (1 — p) e =  — il qv e + v i lp  (1 — p) e =  —il q v e  = —Vive. 
Thus, we have proved th a t v il Ç — Qv. Since y =  v\y\ we conclude th a t y il Ç — il y. □
8.3. Sp ectral d ecom p osition  o f th e  C asim ir operator. From (the proof of) Lemma 8.10 
it follows th a t Q(pi,p2 , n) maps eigenvectors for eigenvalue x  of il in ZC(p, to, e, rj) to multiples 
of eigenvectors of il in K,(p,m + n, sgn(pi)e, sgn(p2 )ri) for the eigenvalue sgn(pip2)^ or to zero. 
So, it will be convenient to have an alternative description of the GNS-space K  corresponding 
to the spectral decomposition of il. This alternative description has the advantage th a t the 
action of the operators E  and, of course, il, is far more transparent. Moreover, it leads to the 
direct integral decomposition of the left regular corepresentation of (M, A) into irreducible 
unitary representations, see Section 5.
The description of the spectral decomposition of il relies on certain special functions which 
can be w ritten in terms of basic hypergeometric series: the Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials 
and the little g-Jacobi functions. The main properties of these special functions needed in this 
subsection are given in Appendices B.4 and B.5. The spectral decomposition of the Casimir 
immediately leads to the decomposition of the GNS-space K  as a Uq(su( 1, l))-module. This 
is done in Section 8.4.
The Casimir operator il is a self-adjoint extension of ilo G C+{JCo). Let p G q1, m  G Z, 
£,rj G { — ,+}■ It follows from (4.8) tha t Qo\iCo(p,m,e,r]) is basically a Jacobi operator, i.e., a 
tridiagonal operator on £2(No) or £2(Z). The spectral decomposition of these specific Jacobi 
operators can be described in terms of Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials in case of £2(No), and 
in terms of little g-Jacobi functions in case of £2(Z). W hether JCo(p,m,e,rj) can be identified 
with £2(No) or £2(Z) depends on the sign of the parameters e and rj, see the beginning of 
Section 7.1. We need to distinguish between four different cases.
Let us recall from (4.7) th a t the modular conjugation J  : K —> /C, defined by J :  f m,P,t |—^ 
f-m,t,P, satisfies th a t EqJ = —E0J  and J K 0 = K $ 1 J, and consequently Jilo =  ÜoJ- Note 
th a t J  : /C(p, to, e, rq) /C(p_1, - to ,  T], e), since J  f - m,em™Pz,z = fm,Veq-™P-iy,y w ith y = erjqmpz 
and sgn(y) =  rq. We will use this to reduce the number of cases th a t we need to consider.
8.3.1. The case e = +  and rj = —. Recall th a t fC(p,m,£,rq) = £2 ( J (p ,m ,£ , rq)). In the case 
under consideration,
J(p,TO, + , - )  = {z E Iq I - q mpz  G Iq, sgn(z) =  +}
can be labeled by N0 using n = rri +  xip) +  x ( z ) ~  1- Now put en = f - m>£mmPz,z using this 
identification, then (4.8) leads to
2ilo en =  y / { l -  q2n+2) ( l  +  p -2 g2n+2-2m) ^  ^  
+  p - l q2n+l~2m{q2m - l ) e n +  y / { l  -  q2n) { I  +  p ~2q2n~2m) e ^ .
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Comparing this with the Jacobi operator J(a,b \ q) for the Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials, 
(B.15), see also (B .ll) , we see th a t 2Q0 =  J(q/p, ~ q l~2m/p  \ q2)- By Theorem B.13 and 
(B.13) 2Q0 extends uniquely to a bounded self-adjoint operator on JC(p,m, + , —), and it has 
continuous spectrum [—1, 1] and discrete spectrum  <r<i(p, to ,+ , —) = to, + , —)) where
D(p,m, +, —) = D(q/p,  —g1- 2m/p\q2), using the notation of (B.17). The multiplicity of the 
(generalized) eigenspaces is one.
Let I ( p , m ,  +, —) =  I (q /p ,  — q1-2171 /p\q2), see (B.17). We define the operator
->■ L 2 ( I ( P , m ,  + , - ) ) ,
1- 2™ (8 .8 )
f —m , —qm p z ,z  ^ 9 z { ,  ' i P j T O ,  ) ( 1 ) ^l,m + x ( p ) + x ( z ) - 1 ( j > I Q )
P  P
in terms of Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials using the notation as in (B.18). Then gives 
the spectral decomposition of the action of the Casimir operator on /C (p,m ,+ , —), so 
is a unitary intertwiner of the Casimir operator with the multiplication operator M{x)  on 
L 2 ( / (p, to, + , —)). Here, and elsewhere, M(g)  denotes the operator of multiplication by the 
function g. The factor (—l )m in (8.8) is not of importance for the spectral decomposition of 
the Casimir operator, but is inserted in order to avoid signs later on when we decompose K 
as a U q ( s u (  1, l))-module.
8.3.2. The case e = — and rj = + . Using the modular conjugation J , the case e = — and 
r] = +  can be reduced to the case e = +  and rj = —. Define I(p, m, —, + ) =  / ( p _1, —to, + , —) =  
I(pq, —pq1+2m\q2) using the notation (B.17), then
r p,m = ( - l ) m T+_!7 _m o J :  /C (p ,m ,- ,+ )  ->• L 2 (I(p, t o , - ,+ ) ) ,
f-m,-p<rz,z ^  9z(- ’,p ,m,  - , + )  =  hx(z)-i(--,pq, - p q l+2m\q2)
gives the intertwiner of the action of the Casimir operator Q0: fc(p, to, —, + ) —> K,(p, to, —, +) 
with M(x).  As before Qo has a unique extension to a bounded self-adjoint operator with 
multiplicity one for the (generalized) eigenspaces.
Combining Sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.2 we see th a t for e,rj G { — ,+ } , £ ^  rj, we have the 
following description of the discrete spectrum ¡i(D(p,m,£,r /)):
D(p, to, e ,  r]) = {  ql+2rp~£ | r  G N0, ql+2rp~£ >  1 }
U { —ql+2rp~£ | r  G Z , r  >  —e to, ql+2rp~£ >  1 }.
8.3.3. The case £ =  — and rj =  —. In this case the g-interval J(p,m, —, —) =  {z  G Iq \ 
qmp z  G Iq, sgn(z) =  —} can be labeled by No. If we put z =  —qn+1, n G No, then we need 
m  + x(p) + n  G N0 in order to have qmp z  G Iq. So we have to consider two cases; m  + x ip)  ^ 0 
and to +  xip)  ^  0. Since the modular conjugation J  changes the sign of to +  x ip)  we can 
restrict to to +  xip)  ^  0, and obtain the other case using J.
We assume to +  x ip)  ^  0 and put z =  —qn+1, n G N0, so th a t n labels J(p, to, —, —). Put 
en = f_ m _pqn+m+i_qn+i, then the expression (4.8) for Q0 fmpt gives
2 ( - Q 0 )en = y /  (1 -  q2n+2)( 1 -  p2?2m+2n+2) en+1 +  +  g2m^  ^  ^
+  y/{ \  -  q2n)( 1 -  p2g2m+2n)
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which we recognize using (B.15) and (B .ll)  as the Jacobi operator J(pq,pq1+2m \ q2) for the 
Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials. So £!o uniquely extends to a bounded self-adjoint operator. 
P u t I ( p , m , —, —) = —I(pq,pq1+2m\q2), see (B.17), then
T P)m : £ ( p , m , - , - )  —> L (/(p , t o , - , - ) ) ,
f —m ,q m p z , z  1 ^ Q z (■ j P ,  t o ,  , ) ( — 1 ) h x ( z ) —i ( — " ' , p q , p q  | q  )
2l 1 11). in,. — . —  II.
(8.12)
intertwines the action of the Casimir operator with the multiplication operator M ( x )  on 
L 2 (I(p,m, —, —)) for to  +  xip)  >  0- Note th a t we take the normalized Al-Salam-Chihara 
polynomials with a minus sign in front of the argument because of the minus sign in front of 
Qo in (8.11).
In case m  + xip)  < 0 we define I ( p , m , —, —) =  I (p-1 , —to, —, —) and 
T,7.nT = fC(p.m, —, —) -> L2(I(p, m , -) ) ,
ƒ —m ,p g m 2 , 2  1 ^ 9 z { ' i P < ^ <  '  )  (  — 1 (  ' Q /P * Q / P  Q ) •
This gives two definitions in case to +  xip)  =  0 or qmp =  1, and it is straightforward to check 
th a t they coincide. Now we have the intertwiner for the action of the Casimir operator with 
the multiplication operator M ( x )  on L 2 (I(p, to, —, —)) for all t o  G Z and p G q1. Let us 
remark th a t the discrete spectrum  —, —)) is given explicitly by
D(p,  to, — ) =  < (8.14)
' { —q1+2rp | r G N 0 , ql+2rp > 1 }
U { - q l+2^ +m)p | r  G N 0 , ql+2^ +m)p >  1 }, pqm < 1,
{ — ql+2rp~l | r  G N 0 , ql+2rp~l > 1 }
k U { - q l+2 ^ - m)p- 1 | r  G N o ,  ql+2^~m)p- 1 > 1 }, p q m > 1.
In both cases at most one of the two sets is non-empty.
8.3.4. The case e =  +  and rj =  + . In this case J(p, to, + , + )  can be labeled by Z. We put 
z = qn, n E Z, and en = f - m ,pqn +m ,qn , then (4.8) gives
2 ( - t t 0 )en = v / (1 +  Q2n) ( 1 +  p2 q2m+2n) era+i - p g 2ra_1(l +  g2m) era ^  ^
+  y / ( l  +  g 2ra- 2 ) ( l  -  p 2 g 2 m + 2 n - 2 )  g ^ ^
Comparing this with (B.35) we recognize — 2il0 as the (doubly infinity) Jacobi operator 
£ ( g 2- 2m ^ q i - 2mjp^ _ ^ 2  | ^  £o r  Jacobi functions. Let us remark th a t there are other
choices for the parameters which, of course, all lead to the same result; we can identify — 2£10 
also with L(q2m+2, q/p, —q2 \ q2), L(q2m+2 ,pq2m+1, —q2 ~2m/p 2 \ q2) or L(q2~2m,pq, —q2~2m/p 2 \ 
q2). Because of these symmetries we can obtain the spectral decomposition of a self-adjoint 
extension of £!o in the case to >  0 from the case to <  0.
Let us first assume th a t to <  0. By Theorem B.15 the unbounded operator £10 is essentially 
self-adjoint for to <  0, so in this case £!0 has a unique self-adjoint extension C. The spectral de­
composition of C  is described in Theorem B.15. For to =  0 we choose the self-adjoint extension 
C  of n 0 | /c ( p ,o ,+ ,+ )  with spectral decomposition as described in Theorem C .l. The multiplicity 
of the (generalized) eigenspaces is one. P u t I(p, to, + , + ) =  —I(q2 ~2m)p~lql~2m] —q2\q2) using
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the notation as in (B.36), then for m  < 0
► L 2 (I(r>. m. + . +')').
(8.16)
: /C (p ,m ,+ ,+ ) ->■ 2 I(p, ,  ,+ ) ) ,  
f —m,qrnpz,z ^g z ( - ' ,P ,m ,+ ,+ )  = ( - l ) m j x( z ) ( - - ] q 2~2m,P~1q1~2m] - q 2 \ q2)
intertwines the action of the Casimir operator with the multiplication operator M{x)  on 
L 2 (I(p, to, +  , + )), using the notation (B.37). To this end we need to argue th a t C  agrees with 
^ p ’mi which is clear in the case m / 0 .  For m  =  0we  recall from the proof of Lemma 8.5 tha t 
£!^q+ is the self-adjoint extension of Q0k(p,o,+,+) described in Theorem C .l, as is C.
Note tha t we take in (8.16) the normalized little q-Jacobi functions with a minus sign in 
front of the argument because of the minus sign in front of Qo in (8.15).
For to >  0 define I(p, to, +  , + ) =  / (p _1, —to, + , + ) and
=  °  ^  : +> + )  L 2 ( I ( P > m > +> + ))>  ^  ^
fm,pqmz,z l__^ 9z{"  iP)TO,+,+) jm+x{p)+x{z) (— ‘ ) 9 ) PQ ' 1 ~ Q  IQ )•
Note th a t this corresponds to the symmetry of the corresponding Jacobi operator,
L(q2 - 2m,ql- 2m/ p , - q 2 \ q2) = L(q2+2m,pq1+2m, - q 2 \ q2),
as we observed earlier. As before, for to >  0 the operators T i n t e r t w i n e  the action of the 
Casimir operator with the multiplication operator M(x)  on L 2 (I(p,m,  + , + )).
It may seem tha t we now have two definitions for Y^q+ , but it follows from (B.48) th a t they 
coincide.
Finally, let us give an explicit description of the discrete spectrum + , +)):
D(p, to, + , + ) = {  ql+2kp | k G Z, ql+2kp > 1 }
U { —ql+2rp | r  G Z, r  >  m ax{0, to}, q1+2rp > 1 } (8.18)
U { — ql+2rp~l | r  G Z, r  >  max{0, —to}, ql+2rp~l > 1 }.
The last two sets are finite and at most one of them  is non-empty, while the first set is infinite.
8.3.5. The spectral decomposition of Q. Gathering the results from the four different cases 
e =  ±  and rj = ± , we obtain the spectral decomposition of the Casimir operator Q.
T heorem  8.13. There exists a unique unitary operator
T : / C ^  0  L 2 (/(p , to, e, rj)'),
PseS ( - f }  (S-19)
Y ( f - m ,eVq™Pz , z )  =  9z {-  ; p ,m ,£ , r j ) ,  V z G J ( p ,m ,£ , r ] ) ,
so that for p G q1, m  G Z and £,rj G { — ,+ } , we have T  (jC(p,m,£, r])) = L 2 (l(p, TO, £, v))- 
Let Tp^n- fC(p,m,£,rq) L 2 (I(p,m,£,rj)) be the restriction of T  to fC(p,m,£,rq). Then, for 
p G q1, to G Z and £,rj G { —, +},
= m (x ) on L2( i (p, m , e .
Here I (p ,m ,£ , rq) =  [—1,1] U ad(p,m,£,rq) with ad(p,m,£,rq) = / i (D (p ,m ,£ ,rq)) and with 
D{p,m,£,rj) given in Section 8.3 for the various choices of p, m, £ and rq.
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8.4. T he decom position  o f th e  G N S-sp ace K  as a Uq(su( 1, l))-m od u le . The (general­
ized) eigenspaces of the Casimir operator correspond to invariant subspaces under the action 
of Uq(su( 1,1)). In this way, the spectral decomposition of from Section 8.3 leads to the 
decomposition of the GNS-space K  into irreducible ^-representations of Uq(su( 1,1)). Let us 
first recall these representations of Uq(su( 1,1)).
The ^-representations of Uq(su( 1,1)) require unbounded operators, and for this we use the 
theory as developed in [48, Ch. 8]. In particular this means th a t for such a representation 
7T in a Hilbert space V  there exists a common dense domain V  G V,  which is invariant for 
7r(X ) for all X  G Uq(su( 1,1)), such th a t the relations of (4.1) remain valid when acting on 
v G V.  Moreover, we require (t t (X )v ,w)v  = (v,t t(X*)w)v  for all v ,w  G V.  It follows tha t 
each 7r(X ), X  G Uq(su( 1,1)), is closable.
Admissible representations of Uq(su( 1,1)) are ^-representations in a Hilbert space V  acting 
by unbounded operators, such th a t V  decomposes into finite-dimensional eigenspaces for the 
action of K, and such th a t the eigenvalues of K are of the form qk, k  G Then the following 
irreducible admissible representations exhaust the list, see e.g. [8], [45], [53]. In each of these 
cases the common invariant dense domain is the subspace of finite linear combinations of the 
basis vectors en.
Note th a t each of these admissible irreducible representations is completely determined by 
the eigenvalue of the Casimir operator f t  on V  and the spectrum of K.
P o sitive  d iscrete  series. The representation space is €2(No) with orthonormal basis 
{era}raeN0. Let k  G define the action of the generators by
K ■en = qk+nen, K_1 • en = q~k~n en,
(q~l — q) E ■ en = q - ^ - k~ny/{ l -  q2n+2)(l -  q*k+2n) en+1, (8.20)
(q- 1 — q) F ■ en = q*-k~ W (  1 -  Q2n)( 1 -  qAk+2n~2) en_!,
with the convention e_i =  0. This representation is denoted by Dk and D k (ft) = —¡i(ql~2k). 
N egative  d iscrete  series. The representation space is €2(No) with orthonormal basis 
{era}rieNo- Let k G |N , and define the action of the generators by
K  ■en = q -k~nen, K _1 • en = qk+n en,
(q- 1 - q )  E - e n = q ^ k~nV (  1 -  Q2n)( 1 -  qik+2n~2) en^ ,  (8.21)
(q~l — q) F ■ en = <T*-fc" V (  1 -  q2n+2)( 1 -  ç4fc+2™) en+1,
with the convention e_i =  0. This representation is denoted by Dk and D k (ft) = —¡i(ql~2k). 
Principal series. The representation space is f 2 (Z) with orthonormal basis {era}raeZ. Let
0 <  b < — and e e  {0, and assume (b,e) ^  (0, | ) .  The action of the generators is 
defined by
K  e =  on+£ e K _1 • e =  o~n~£ e1V y ? 1V y 5
('q~l -  q) E ■ en = q~^~n~£\ J (1 -  g2ra+1+2£+2* )( l -  q2n+l+2e- 2ib^  g ^ ^  (8.22) 
( q - 1 — q) F ■ en = q^~n~£ {1 -  q^ - l+ 2s+2tb)^  _  q2n-l+2s- 2*6) g ^
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We denote the representation by 7r&)£. In case (b,e) =  (0, | )  this still defines an admissible 
unitary representation. It splits as the direct sum 7r__^_ 1 = D f  © D~[ of a positive and
2 1 n q > 2  2 2
negative discrete series representation by restricting to the invariant subspaces span{era | n > 
0} and to span{era | n < 0}. We keep this convention for 7r__^_ 1 . Note th a t 7Tb£(fi) =
2 In  q ’ 2 ’
n(q2tb) =  cos(—26 In q).
Strange series. The representation space is f 2 (Z) with orthonormal basis {era}raeZ. Let 
e G {0, |} ,  and a > 0. The action of the generators is defined by
K  • en = qn+£ en, K 1 ■ en = q~n~£ en,
(q~l -  q) E  • en = q~n~£~^ \ / [ I  + q^n+2e+l+2a ^ l  _|_ q2n+2e-2a+l  ^ (8.23)
(q~l -  q) F • en = q~n~£+^ \ / ( l  +  q^+ 2e-l+2a ^ l  +  q2n+2s - 2a-l ) g ^ ^
We denote this representation by 7rfe. Note th a t 7rfe(f2) =  n(q2a).
C om plem entary series. This series of representations acts in £2 (Z). The actions of the 
generators follow from the action (8.22) by putting e = 0 and formally replacing — |  +  ib by 
A and taking — |  <  A <  0. This series of representations does not play a role in this paper.
We define r(K ) =  K " 1, r ( K “ 1) =  K , r(E ) =  - F ,  r (F )  =  - E .  From (4.1) we check 
th a t r  extends to an involutive algebra homomorphism r :  Ug(su(l, 1)) —> Uq(su( 1,1)). From
(4.4) it is clear th a t r(f2) =  fl. Composing an irreducible admissible representation with the 
involutive algebra automorphism r : Uq(su( 1,1)) —> Uq(su( 1,1)) gives an admissible irreducible 
representation of Uq(su( 1,1)). This easily gives
D k o r - Dk> ^b ,s°r  = 7Tbte, v r ^ o r ^ T r ^ .  (8.24)
Denoting the orthonormal bases in the representations on the left hand side of (8.24) by 
{e^} we can describe the unitary intertwiners as eTn > (—l)nen in the first case and as 
en l—^ (_ l ) rae_ra_2e for the last two cases.
Recall th a t the modular conjugation J  : fC —> fC satisfies th a t EqJ  =  —E0J  and J K 0 = 
K q XJ, and consequently JO, o =  Qo J  ■ This implies th a t J  implements the involutive algebra 
automorphism r :  Uq(su( 1,1)) —> Uq(su( 1,1)).
The spectral decomposition of the Casimir operator Q from Section 8.3 gives a decompo­
sition of K  into invariant subspaces for the action of Q. Let p G qz and £,rj E { — ,+}.  It 
follows from (7.6) th a t the space /C0(p,e,r?) =  ® meZ/C0(p,m,£,ri) is invariant for the action 
of Ug(su(l, 1)). We denote by 7r^ (p ,£,rj) the representation of Uq(su( 1,1)) on )C(p,£,r)). In 
the following we decompose 7Vfc(p,£,rq) in terms of irreducible admissible ^-representations of 
Uq(su( 1,1)) using the spectral decomposition of Q: fC(p,m,£,rq) fC(p,m,£,rq) from Section
8.3. As before, we have to distinguish four cases depending on the signs of e and rq. It turns out 
th a t the representation label e for the principal and strange series representations occurring 
in the decomposition of tt/c{p,£,rj), depends on the param eter p. For this reason we define 
e : q z ^  {0, f}  by
t{p) = ^x(P ) mod 1. (8.25)
8.4.1. The case e =  +  and rj =  —. In this case the spectral decomposition of the Casimir 
operator acting on fC(p,m, +  , —) is determined by (8.8). From the explicit action of E q (4.6), 
(8.8) and Lemma B.14 we obtain
(« ■ '  -  9) T £ _ ,  ( £ ? £ _ , ) *  ( T & r  =  1 +  2 x q ^ p  +
: L2( / ( p , m , + , - ) )  ->■ L 2 (I(p, m  — 1 , + , - ) ) .
Note th a t L 2 (I(p, m,  + , —)) =  L 2 ( I ( p ,m — 1, + , —)), unless ql~2m/p > 1. In this case I (p ,m  — 
1, + , —) =  I(p, m, + , — ) \{ //(—<?1_2"Vp)}, and the multiplication operator is zero for the point 
n (—ql~2m/p). So the multiplication operator in (8.26) is well-defined.
From (7.6) we have K  (T+^)* =  qmp i  Id, so (8.26) and (4.4) give
( T 1 -  « )  T ^ ,  ^  ( T p+ - ) *  =  « - > - > - ^ ( ^ 1  +  2.r9 « V  +  , ^ + y )
: L 2( / ( p , m , + , - ) )  ->■ L 2( / ( p , m +  1 , + , - ) ) .
This can also be derived directly from a similar identity for the Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials.
^iPi  +> —) is not an admissible representation of Uq(su( 1,1)), since the X-eigenspaces are 
not finite dimensional. However, since the actions of E  and E* in (8.26), (8.27) match the 
actions given in the list of irreducible ^-representations for Uq(su( 1,1)), we can still determine 
the decomposition explicitly. The possible eigenvalues of the Casimir and the eigenvalues of 
K  then determine the decomposition. In Theorem 8.14 we deal with the positive discrete 
series representations, since I(p, m  — 1, + , —) C I (p ,m, +, —) for m  large enough implying 
th a t E  acts as the creation operator. The direct integral and direct sums of representations 
of Uq(su( 1,1)) by unbounded operators in Theorem 8.14 uses the construction of [48, Ch. 8].
T h e o re m  8.14. The decomposition of 7r^(p, + , —) into irreducible admissible *-representa- 
tions is given by
7r/2 lng
Jl+\x(p) ® 7V +2i/P.<<P)‘
l&t0
2l+x(p)>l 21—x(p)< —1
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70c(P, + ,  - )  — I Kb, e ( p ) d b ®  ^  D++ h ( p )  ©  0  S ’
i &  2 e  N
8.4.2. The case e = — and rj =  + . In Section 8.3.2 we obtained the spectral decomposition 
of Q in this case from the case e =  +  and rj = — using the modular conjugation J . For the 
actions of E  and E* we can do the same. Using J E 0 = — EqJ  we obtain from (8.26) and 
(8.27)
(q-1 -  q) (? ;£ ) *  = g- ^ Y ^ ( v ^ T 2 < w ^ )
: L 2 ( I (p ,m , - , + ) )  ->■ L 2 ( I (p ,m +  1, - , + ) ) ,
(q- 1 ~  q) T -^ _ !  (£ -+ -!)*  =  q ^ mP ^ M ( y / 1 +  2 xq2m~1p + q ^ ~ 2p2)
: L 2 ( I (p ,m , - , + ) )  ->■ L 2 ( I ( p , m -  1, - , + ) ) .
(8.28)
This can also be proved in the same way as (8.26) and (8.27).
From e(p-1) =  e(p)  and (8.24) we obtain from Theorem 8.14 the following decomposition 
of JC(p, — , +) as Uq(su( 1, l))-module.
T heorem  8.15. Let e(p) =  |x (p ) mod 1. The decomposition of 7T/c(p, —, +) into irreducible 
admissible *-representations is given by
/—7r/2 In q VT b,e(p)db® 0
i &  2 i m 0
2Z>l+x(p) 2l+x(p)< —1
8.4.3. The case e = — and rj = —. Similar as in the case e =  +  and rj = — we find
( q - 1 -  q) r ~ ’~+1 e - ~  ( T ; : - y  =  q- h — p - k M {yJ i  +  2Xq2^ P +  q^ + 2p 2)
: L 2 ( I (p ,m , ->■ L 2 ( I(p ,m  + 1,
(q- 1 ~  q) T -^ _ !  (T " - )*  =  q*-mp-*M{y / 1 +  2^ - i p  +  ^ - 2^ 2)
: L 2 (I(p, m,  —, —)) ->■ L 2 (I(p, m  — 1,
(8.29)
In the first equation we assume m  +  x(p) >  0, and in the second we require m  +  xip) > 0.
It is now a m atter of bookkeeping to keep track of the discrete spectrum of Q in ZC(p, —, —) in 
order to find the discrete summands in the decomposition of /C(p, —, —) as Uq(su( 1, l))-module. 
Note th a t for pq > 1 there is always discrete spectrum  for m  large, so th a t E  acts as the creation 
operator and hence we have positive discrete series representations in the decomposition. 
Similarly, q > p leads to the occurrence of negative discrete series representations in the 
decomposition.
T heorem  8.16. The decomposition ofn/c(p, into irreducible admissible representations
is given by
7 D c (p ,- ,-)  =  I  tt hAp)db® 0  D+ix(p)- j©  0  D \ X(P)-V 
J0 i&%
2«+x(p)< —1 21—X(p)< —1
Note th a t at least one of the direct sums in the decomposition is empty.
8.4.4. The case e =  +  and rj =  + . In this case the spectral decomposition of the Casimir 
operator restricted to /C(p, m, + , + ) is described in Section 8.3.4. From Lemma B.16 we 
obtain
( q - 1 -  q) T £ + . i  E%+ ( T +;+)* =  q , \I '1 v  1 +  2 x q 2^ p  +  q ^ + 2p 2)
: L 2 (I(p, m,  + , + )) —> L 2 (I(p, m  +  1, + , +)) ,  
( q - 1 -  q) =  q * - mP ~ * M ( y / 1 +  2x q 2^ p  +  q ^ ~ 2p 2)
: L 2(I(p, m ,  +, +)) ->■ L 2(I(p, m  — 1,+,+)) .
(8.30)
We have to be a careful in establishing the equality in (8.30) because of the unboundedness 
of the operators involved. From the way we defined in Section 8.3.4 we conclude th a t 
the operators on the left hand side of (8.30) are restrictions of the ones on the right hand 
side. Let us denote the operator on the left hand side of the first equality in (8.30) by S  and
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the operator on the right hand side of this equality by T .  So S  Ç  T .  Then, by (8.3) and the 
result from Section 8.3.4,
5*5 =  2 Y p ’m Q++ ( T j + r  +  (q2m+1P +  q- 2m~lp~l) Id 
=  2 M(x)  +  (q2m+1p + q~2m~lrp~1)ld = T*T  ,
implying th a t (S') =  |T |, and as a consequence, D(S) = D(T).
It is now a m atter of bookkeeping to keep track of the discrete spectrum  of in ZC(p, + , + ) 
in order to find the discrete summands in the decomposition of /C(p, + , + )  as Uq(su(l, 1))- 
module. Note th a t for pq > 1 there is always a discrete spectrum  for m  large, so tha t 
E 0 acts as the creation operator and hence we have positive discrete series representations 
in the decomposition. Similarly, q > p leads to the occurrence of negative discrete series 
representations in the decomposition. These two cases correspond to the (possibly empty) 
finite sequence of discrete mass points in the spectral measure of the Casimir operator (8.16),
(8.17). The infinite sequence of discrete mass points th a t is always present in the spectral 
decomposition of the Casimir operator on ZC(p, m,  + , + ) for all m  G Z corresponds to strange 
series representations.
T h e o re m  8.17. The decomposition of 7r^(p, + , + ) into irreducible admissible representations 
is given by
—7r/2 In g
7Tbt€(p) d b  ©  ^  4 1+21,£(P)
zez 
2«+x(p)<-1
0  © D - U p)-i 0  © D tx(p)-r
l€  No i s  N 0
2i+ x (p )< -l  21—x(p)< —1
Note th a t at least one of the finite direct sums in the decomposition is empty.
9. G e n e r a t o r s  o f  t h e  d u a l  v o n  N e u m a n n  a l g e b r a  M
By Theorem 4.6, E  and K  strongly commute with the Casimir il. Since there are elements 
in M  th a t anti-commute with il, see Proposition 4.8, M  cannot be generated by E  and K  
alone. So we need to find extra operators tha t, together with E  and K,  generate the dual von 
Neumann algebra M.  It is the purpose of this section to describe a generating set for M,  i.e., 
to prove Theorem 4.13. We do so by establishing a generator Q(pi,p2 ,n) of M,  see (4.9) and 
Proposition 4.9, as the composition of a partial isometry and an operator expressed in terms 
of the Casimir operator. The partial isometries occurring in this way give us the required 
additional generators for the dual von Neumann algebra M .
Throughout this section we fix p 1,p 2 G Iq, p G qz , m ,n  G Z, £,rj G { —, +}. Furthermore, we 
set m! =  m  +  n, e' = esgn(pi) and rj' = /7sgn(p2), and assume q2mp = q~n \p2 /pi\, unless ex­
plicitly stated otherwise. In this case the operator Q(pi,p 2 , n) : /C(p, m, e, rj) —> /C(p, m ' , e', rj') 
is non-zero by Lemma 7.1.
k >c (p , + ,  + )  — [  
Jo
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9.1. A  polar-type decom p osition  for Q(pi,p 2 , n). In this subsection we establish a polar- 
type decomposition for the element Q(j>i,P2 , n). Since operators of this form span M  by Propo­
sition 4.9, we can obtain the generators of M.  By Proposition 4.8 the operator Q(pi,p 2 , n) E M  
commutes or anti-commutes with the Casimir operator Q, hence Q{pi,p2 ,n) sends a (gener­
alized) eigenvectors of Q to another (generalized) eigenvector. In order to avoid working with 
generalized eigenvectors, we consider an operator T, acting on L2-functions on the spectrum 
of Q, th a t is unitarily equivalent to Q{pi,p2 ,n). We determine the explicit action of T  by 
investigating how T  affects the asymptotic behaviour of certain functions. Having explic­
itly the action of T, we can compute explicitly how T*T  acts, and this leads to the polar 
decomposition of T.  This in tu rn  leads to a polar-type decomposition for Q(pi,p 2 , n).
In order the find explicitly the action of the operator T  as described above (and defined 
later on by (9.1)), we need a result on the asymptotic behaviour of certain functions. In order 
to formulate the result we define the following function:
S(t]'pi,p2 ,n) =
(sgn(p2))n \pip2\ c2q qn y /{ -K(p i) , -K (p 2 );q2)oo
/ / uuW 1 fPU (P2 Qn , f ~ q 2/ti(Pl) 2 2 ( \X 2 ^  (sgn(pip2)t; — ------)i¥?i ;q ,q k(z)
z & g n ( p i ) q z
where the sum is absolutely convergent. Clearly, S( ■ -,pi,p2 ,n) is analytic on C \  {0}. This 
function is studied in Appendix B.3 in some more detail. Two properties of S' th a t we need 
here are given in the following lemma.
L em m a  9.1. The analytic function S(- -,pi,p2 ,n): C \  {0} —> C satisfies the following prop­
erties:
(i) S(t]'pi,p2 ,n) = (~q)n sgn('pi)x{pi) sgn('p2)xip2)+n sgn('pip2) S(sgn('pip2 )t~1 ]pi,p2, ~n)
(ii) S(t] p \ ,p 2 ,n) is a multiple of a 2 <~Pi-function:
S( t;p 1 ,p2 ,n) = p 2 q^n[n~1)\pip2\ v(Pi)v(P2 )c2q^ ( -k (p i) , - k (P 2); 92)co
(q2, —q2 /fi('p2), ~tq 3 ~n/pip2, ~PiP2 Qn~l /t ,P iql~n/p 2 t] q2)oo
X
{~Pi\P2 \q~n~l /t, - t q n+3/p i \ p 2\, \pi\q1+n/\p2\t] q2)c
, ( N 2 + 2  n  2\ Î P 2 q 1 + n / P l t , P 2 t q 1 + n /pl  2  2 / /  N
x  (sgn{plp 2)q ; q )<*, 2<Pi ^  s g n (p i p 2 ) g 2+ 2n  5 ?  > / « W
See Appendix B.3, and in particular Proposition B.10 and Lemma B. l l ,  for a proof of 
Lemma 9.1.
It turns out to be useful to split the function S' in a part tha t is symmetric in t and t -1 , 
and a part th a t is not.
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Lem m a 9.2. For x  =  n(t), define
( A - \ ? M l ~n/\P2\t\ q2) c
B ( t ; p i , p 2 , n )
(~Piq1+n/ p2 t] q2)oo 
\ - \ p i \ q l~n/\p2 \t', q2)co 1 -  sgn(p2) i-1
h(x)
{ -p iq 1+n/p 2 t, q2) 
sgn(p2) 2 Wp1^ 2)-ra+2)
1 - i “ 1 
( g £ ,g / i ;  g 2) c
x(PiP2 ) + n even, 
x(PiP2 ) +  n odd,
sgn(p2) 2<'x('pip2'> ra^ 3-^
(sgn(p2)gi, sgn(p2)g/i; g2)c
( M " 1; ^ 2) ^
(sgn(p2)i, sgn(p2)/i;  g2)co ’
x(PiP2 ) + n even, 
x(PiP2 ) +  n odd,
and
N(x;p i ,p 2 ,n) =h(x)  g2> 2g2il(ra n v(pi)is('p2 )c2q
x  (?2, - q 2/ ^ ) ,  sgn (p ip 2)g2+2ra; g2)cov/ ( - / i (Pi)> - « ( P 2); ?2)c
X 2<^l
- | p 2 |g 1+ra/ b i | i ,  - | p 2 | i g 1+ra/ b i
sgn(pip2)g2+2ra
i/ien S(-sgn.(pip2 )t-,pi,p2 ,n) = B{ t \p i ,p 2 ,n )N {x \p i ,p 2 ,n). 
Proof. According to x(PiP2) +  n being even or odd, we set
2 -  2 fc,
? 2, ~ q 2/ ^ { P 2 )
X (.P1P2 ) + n
3 - 2 1
for k,l  G Z. Using the ^-product identity (B .l) we find
sgn (p2) k + n t n q n (n ~ l ) q 2nk
(■tq3 ra/ |p ip 2|, b iP 2|gra 1 /t-,q2 )oi 
( i g 3+ra/ | p i | p 2 , |p i| l? 2 g _ n _ 1 / i ;  9 2) c
( i W * ;  ? 2)c
sgn (p2)1+n t n q n (n - !) q 2 n l .
(sgn(p2 )qt, sgn{p2 )q/t; q2) 
(t,q2 /t-,q2)oo
2\  ’ 
OO
(sgn(p2 )t, sgn(p2 )q2 /t] q2) ^  ’
then the result follows from Lemma 9.1 (ii). The expression for N  is manifestly symmetric in 
t and t~l , so N  is indeed a function of x  =  ¡i{t). □
In the following lemmas, and in the rest of this section, we use the notation f ( z ) ~  g(z) as 
z —> 0, for lim ^ o  (ƒ (z) — g(z)) =  0. We are now ready to formulate the asymptotic behaviour 
we need later on.
Lem m a 9.3. Let ƒ: J(p,m,£,r]) —> C be bounded, and consider the function 
g ( w )  =  ( n ' ) x{pip2)+m qm'p \  ^  
ƒ ( * )
\w\
X E ( \  /  T il  /  /  77? ' \z^w) aP2{£rjq pz^e  r] q p w ),
z£ j(p ,m ,e ,r})
for w £ J{p, m!, d , rf).
(1) I f  f ( z )  ~  A t ~x^  as z —> 0 for some A £ C and t £ C, \t\ > 1, then
g{w) ~  A t~ x^  rf1 s(e,d) s(rj,rf) S{£r]/t-,pi,p2 ,n), as w —> 0.
(2) I f  f ( z )  ~  ^t{Ae~%^x^ )  as z —> 0 for some i e C  and \rip\ £ (0 , 7r); then
g{w) ~  r f  s(e,d) s(rj,rf) S{£'qe~%^-,pi,p2, n ) ) , as w ^  0.
The proof of Lemma 9.3 is given in Appendix D.3.
Using the unitary operators : fC{p,m,£,rq) L 2 (I(p,m,£,r /)) from Section 8.3 we
define an action of the generators Q(pi,p 2 ,n) of M  on the space L 2 (I(p,m,£,r /)) by
T(pl ,p2 ,n) = Tp ^Q ( 'p i ,p 2 ,n ) (T £pvm)* : L 2 ( I (p ,m ,£ ,r f )  ->■ L 2 (I(p, m ' , d ,  rf)), (9.1)
where m! =  m  + n, d  =  s g n ^ ^ e  and rf =  sgnip2 )v- Recall th a t we assume q2mp =  q~n\p2 /pi\- 
If this condition is not satisfied, we see from Lemma 7.1 th a t the operator T{pi ,p 2 ,n) is 
trivially zero. Since Q(pi,p2 , n)Q C sgn(pip2) Q Qipi,p 2 , n), we have
T(p 1 ,p2 ,n) M(x)  C sgn(p!p2) M (x ) T (p 1 ,p2 ,n)
for any x  in the spectrum of Q. For g £ L 2 (I(p, m, £, r])) this implies
(T(p1 ,p2 ,n)g)(x) = C(x)g(sgn{p1p 2 )x),
for a certain bounded measurable function C : I (p ,m!,d ,r f )  —> C. It follows immediately 
th a t C(x) =  0 if sgn{pip2)x ^  I(p, m, £, rj), which can only happen in case x £ a dip, m!, d , rf). 
The set
{gz{-,p,m,£,r]) \ z £ J{p,m,£,r])} 
is an orthonormal basis for L 2 (I(p,m,£,rj)).  Recall th a t the functions gz{x',p,m,£,rj) are 
defined in terms of Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials or little g-Jacobi functions, see Section
8.3. From the asymptotic behaviour of these special functions, see (B.22), (B.23), (B.40) and 
(B.41), it follows th a t the functions gz{x',p,m,£,rj) satisfy
( m \ ƒ A(X)(-£r]X)~x(-z\  A £ D(p,m,£,r]),
as z —> 0, for a certain A(A) =  A(\-,p, m, £, rj) £ C. In general the functions A  are only defined 
on T0 =  T \ { - 1,1}- The function A(A) has an explicit expression in terms of the c-functions 
for the corresponding special functions, for instance
Afd'^-n m -I- —) = i—T)mp-i^(m+x(p)-i) I ^ cje ^ , q/p, —q /p \ q )
[ ,P’ ’ ’ } 1 j y 7r| sin -0| |c (e -^ ; q/p, - q l~2m/p \ q2) \J
for 0 <  [tp\ < 7r, which follows from (8.8) and (B.22), and we have similar expressions in the 
other cases. For convenience we have w ritten down the explicit formulas for A  in Appendix
B.6. W ith the help of the explicit action of Q{pi,p2 ,n) on the basis elements of fC{p,m,£,rq) 
given in Lemma 7.1, and with Lemma 9.3, we can now compute explicitly the function C. 
The following notation will be useful: for n ,m  £ Z, p £ qz , £, r],a,r £ { — , +},  we set
X%T{p, m, £, rf) =  T U [d {p , m  + n, o£, r r f  fl arD(p, m, £, rj)^. (9.3)
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Lem m a 9.4. Let g E L 2 ( I (p ,m ,£ , rq)), X  = X ^ Pl^sgn<^P2 \ p , m , £ , rq), then for almost all 
x  =  ¡jl{A) G I(p, m', £', rj')
{T(pi,p2 ,n)g)(x) = C\x)g(sgn(plp2 )x),  (9.4)
where C  =  C( ■; m, £, r]]pi,p2, n) is given by
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£ 2 (1 sgn(pi))^2(l sgn(p2))+«. S  ( s g n ( p i p 2) X] P \  , p 2 , n )
x  A { X \ p , m !  r f  r f )  x
A ( s g n ( ' p i p 2) X - , p , m , £ , ' q )
0, o t h e r w i s e .
Note th a t the expression on the right hand side is not obviously symmetric with respect to 
interchanging A and A-1 , but it is since the function C  only depends o n x  =  ¡i{A).
Proof. We assume A E X .  We know tha t (9.4) is valid for some function C  and for all 
g E L 2 (I(p, m ,  £,rj)). We choose g =  gz =  gz('’,P, m, £, v)- Since the function C  is independent 
of z, we can determine the function C  by letting z —y 0.
Using T y mf - m, erjqmPz,z = gz(•; p, tti, £, rj) , it follows immediately from Lemma 7.1 and (9.1) 
tha t
C(-)gz(sgn(piP2 ) ■) = T(pl ,p2 ,n)gz (sgn(plp2) ■ ;p,m,£ ,r /)
=  (y—\ ) m'{jj')x<<pi'p2 +^mqn+mp 2l / \z \  
sr^ (e'rj')x^
x \  ----— — api(z,w)ap2 (£r]qmpz,£lr]lqm pw)gw(-]p,ml,£l,r]1),
s \w\
w£j (p ,m/ ,s; ,7/)
as an identity in L 2 (I(p, m ' , d , rj)). Since gz is a real-valued function, we see th a t the function 
C  is real-valued almost everywhere. From (9.2) it follows th a t w i—> gw{x\p,m!,£',r() is 
bounded for all x E I (p ,m ' ,£',rj') \  {±1}- This implies th a t the sum
(e y)x(«>)
y  , — j—j— aPl(z, w)aP2 (£rjqmp z , £'r]'qm pw)gw(x ; p, nri, e', rj')
w£j (p ,m/ ,7Y)
converges for all x E I (p ,m ',£ f,rj') \  {±1}- Using symmetry relations (6.2) for the functions 
cip, we have
C(x)gz (sgn(pip2 )x) =  (—l )m'sgn(pirfpi')sgn(p2 )x<'p2 ')rim'+x<'pip2') (Er/y^q 111'pl/\z\
x V  -—-aPl(w, z)aP2 (£lr]lqm pw,£r]qmpz)gw(x]p,m!,e',r]'). 
/ jL^ '  N \w\
w£j(p ,m'  ,£; ,7]')
Let z —> 0 in this expression using Lemma 9.3 and the asymptotic behaviour (9.2) of gzi then 
for A G T0,
C(n(A)) 3 ? ^ (sg n (p 1p 2)A) ( -  sgn(p!p2)e??A)“xW
(—l)nqn (r]l)nsgn(pirfpi') sgn(p2)x<'P2') s(e, e')s(rj, rf) 
x R ( ( A ,(X)(-£,r],X)-x{z)S ( - X - 1 -,pl ,p2 , - n )
and for A G Xd(p, m', e' , rj\ n),
C(fi(X)) A(sgn(pip2 )X) ( -  sgn(p!p2)e??A)“xW ~
(—l )nqn(rql)usgn(rpi)x^ s g n ( rp 2 )x^ s ( e ,  e')s(r], rj') 
x A \ X ) ( - £ lr]lX)~x{z)S ( - X ~ 1 -,pi,p2, - n ) ,
where we use the shorthand notation A'(A) =  A(X;p, m', e' , rj'). Applying the first symmetry 
for the function S(-;pi,p 2 ,n) from Lemma 9.1, using s(e,e') =  £2(1_sgn(pi)) and similarly for 
s (77 , 77/) , and using the fact th a t C  is real-valued, the result follows. □
R em ark 9.5. Lemma 9.4 immediately gives nontrivial summation formulas for special func­
tions. We work this out in Section 11.1.
Next we consider the polar decomposition for Q(pi,p2 ,n). We need the following lemma.
Lem m a 9.6. For p i ,p 2 G Iq, n G Z ; we have
Q(pi,p2 ,n)* = (—(?)ra sgn(pi)x(pi) sgn(p2)x(p2) Q(Pi,P2 , —n).
Proof. Using the m atrix elements (7.13) and their symmetries following from (6.2), it is 
straightforward to check th a t the m atrix elements
(fmPt,Q(pi,P2 ,n) flrs) and (Q(j>l,P2 , ~n) f mpt, firs) 
agree up to the factor (—g)rasgn(pi)x(pi) sgn(p2)x^  for all m,p, t, I, r, s. □
Alternatively, one can also use Corollary 7.4 and J  f mpt = f-m,t,P, see Section 3, to prove 
Lemma 9.6 using (2.4).
From Lemma 9.6 it follows tha t
T(pi ,p 2 , n)* = (—?)rasgn(pi)x(pi)sgn(p2)x(p2)T (p i,p 2, - n ) .  (9.5)
Combining this with Lemma 9.4 we find for g G L 2 (I(p,m,£,r])),
{T(pi,p2 , n)*T(pl ,p2, n)g) (//(A))
=  ( - g ) rasgn(pi)x(pi)+1sgn(p2)x(p2)+ra+1S,( -A ;p i ,p 2,^ )S '(-sg n (p ip 2)A;pi ,p2, - n )  g{^{A)), 
= S ( - X ; p l ,p2 , n )S ( -X ~ 1 ;pl ,p2 , n ) g(/i(A)),
where A G X  =  x ^ gn(-pi')’sgn('p2')(p, m, e, rj). The last equality follows from a symmetry relation 
from Lemma 9.1. Note th a t this implies S ( —A ;pi,p2, n)S (—A- 1; p i , p2, n) > 0. Furthermore, 
for A ^  X  we have
(T(pl ,p 2 ,n)*T(pl ,p 2 ,n)g)([i(X)) = 0.
Now we define for x = ¡ji{A) G I(p,m,e,r]),
, x J \ / S ( —X-,pi,p2 , n )S (—X~1 -,pi,p2 ,n), X e X ,
Li ( X , P i  , P 2  5 Tl) \
10, otherwise,
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and we define a partial isometry V ( p i ,p 2 , n ) : L 2(I{p ,m,£ ,r j)) —> L 2(I(p,m',e' ,rj ' ))  by
{
C(x)g(sgn(p1p 2)x)
L (sgn(pip2)x) ’ * M
0 , otherwise,
where C  is given in Lemma 9.4. We remark that for À G X  it follows from Lemma 9.1 that L 
is a multiple of the absolute value of a 2<£i-function. Now from Lemma 9.4 we find the polar 
decomposition of T ( p i ,p 2, n) : L 2(I(p, m, e, r])) —>• L 2(I(p, m f , e', ?/)):
T ( p i ,p 2,n) = V (p l ,p2,n ) \T (p l ,p2,n)\,
where
I v  ÎL(x)g(x),  x  G n(X ) ,
{\T(pi,p2,n)\ g)(x) = < .
10 , otherwise,
for g G L 2(I(p,m,£,rj)) ,  x  G I (p ,m,e ,r j)  and the set X  is given by (9.3). Note that 
\T(p i,p2, n)\ =  0 on L 2(I(p, m, e, r])) if q~n~2m\p2/p i \■ We can now describe explicitly the 
polar decomposition for Q(pi ,p2,n).
P rop osition  9.7. The operators U(p\,p2,n) and \Q(pi,p2,n)\ in the polar decomposition 
Q(pi ,p2,n) = U(pi,p2,n ) \Q(pi,p2,n)\ are given by
\Q(p1,p2,n)\ = L(Q), and U(pl ,p2, n) = T*V(p lyp 2, n)T .
We are going to define a partial isometry closely related to V ( p i ,p 2, n ) which is more 
convenient for us. Let us first have a closer look at the function Ti c , appearing inL(sgn(pip2 )x) &
the definition of V ( p i ,p 2,n). Using Lemma 9.2 we find (omitting dependence on certain 
parameters in the notation)
L(x) = \JB{(tt \ )B ((t t \ ~ 1)\N((t t x )\, x  =
where a =  sgn(pi) and r =  sgn(p2)- Here we use that N(x)  is symmetric in A and A-1 , hence 
real-valued, and consequently B(X)B(X~1) is positive. This shows that L^ ^ P2^  can be 
written as
Æ(A) (N{x)).
A ( a r A) ^ B ( X ) B ( X ~l ) V J
This expression, in particular the factor sgn (iV(:z)), is not very convenient for us, therefore 
we are going to consider the partial isometry sgn(iV( • ) )V (p \ ,p 2, n). Let us introduce the 
following functions:
F.(\-n m) = ( —g1~ 2^ /pA; q2)oo
’ ^ ( - q ^ / p ^  - q ^ X / p ;  q2) ^
G(X;p,m,e ,r )) =  A(X;p ,m ,e ,r] )E(X;p,m) ,  (9.6)
y . ( p ) - n  ’
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where e(p) is defined by (8.25). In particular, for e(p) =  \  we have //¿"(A;p) =  =Fi for 
A G TP*1. With these functions, we define for n  G Z, a, r  G { — ,+ } ,  a partial isometry 
V°'T: L 2(I(p, m, e, r])) —>• L 2(I(p, m  +  n, ar], rrj)) closely related to V (pi,p2> n) by
(
in 'i in ^  . G ( \ : p , m  + n,ae,Trj)  , .A;p — - — ---------------—  g(arx) ,  A G X,
G{(TT\;p,m,e,ri)  (9.7)
0 , otherwise.
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where g G L 2(I(p, m, £, r])), and X  = X ° ,T(p, m, e, rj). Let us remark that 
z/T (p2)(A ;p)
sgn(p2)M .^  -E(A;p,m +  n) _  B ( \ ; p u p 2 ,n)
E(sgn(pip2)\- ,p,m) v /B ( \ - ,p1,p2, n ) B ( \ - l -,p1,p2, n ) ’ 
for p = q~n~2m\p2/pi\,  so that _  Sgn _^/v( • ;p1,p2,n ) )y (p 1,p2,n). We also denote
v;sgn(Pl))sg„(P2) . 0  L 2{I (p )m )£)V ))^  0  L 2(I(p ,m ,s ,r j) )
£ , 7 ] & { ± }  £ , 7 7 € { ± }
pdqi ,m&L p€.q^ ,m&,
by summing V ° ,T: L 2(I(p, m, £, r])) —>• L 2(I(p, m  + n, ar], rrj)).
We now arrive at the following polar-type decomposition for the operators Q(p\ ,p2,n).
Proposition  9.8. Let m, n  G Z; p \ ,p 2 G Iq, £,rj G { — ,+ } ,  and assume p  =  q~n~2m\p2/p i \ . 
For a,T  G { —, + }  we define a partial isometry U°,T = T*V^,TT , so that
U ^T\K{p,m,e,v) = (^ l% + n Y V n T( T epvm) : /C(p, to, e, ??) ->■ /C(p, to + n, a£, rrj) (9.8)
Furthermore, we define a continuous function H  = H (  ■ ]pi,p2, n) by
u f   ^ 1 E ( \ ; p , m )H ( x :p i ,p 2,n)  = -----—r-------------------------;----- ;------—---------------¿>(—A; p i ,p2,n),  x  =  «(A),
1 '  ^ gn(p2) (sgn(plP2)A ;p )^ (s g n (p iP 2)A ;p ,m  +  n) 1 ^  h
and we denote by P  = P (p \ ,p 2,n)  G B{JC) the spectral projection of K  corresponding to the 
eigenvalue \Jq~n \p2/pi\- Then
Q(Pi,P2 , n) = H(Q) P.
Again the right hand side defining H  is not obviously symmetric with respect to interchang­
ing A and A-1 , but it is as can be observed either from the proof of Proposition 9.8 or by 
observing that the A-dependent part in (9.9) is indeed symmetric with respect to A o  A-1 . 
Observe that E ( \ - ,p ,m ) =  E(\- ,pq2m,0) andpq2m = q~n|^ |. Also, i ^ n<<P2\sgri{pip2)\]p)  does 
not depend on p  and to since e(p) =  t(q~n~2m|^ |)  =  e(q~n|^ |)  by (8.25), so H,  as a function 
of x, only depends on the parameters p i ,p 2 and n.
Note that Proposition 9.8 proves Lemma 4.12.
Proof. From (9.6), Lemma 9.4 and Theorem 8.13 we find 
' ' t i : i Q ( P ^ p 2 . n ) ( r i % r g ) ( x )
=  f3<1- ^ (1~r)+ X ( A ; p ) ^ A ;^ ’ m ' ’£ ' ' ’' ' ) H ( o t x ) g i p r x )
G { ( t t A-,p , m ,  e ,  rj)
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hence Q(pi ,p 2 , n ) =  U°,T H(Q)  on lC(p ,m,£,rq). Now observe that P  is the orthogonal pro­
jection onto
0  K.{p,m,e,rj), p = q~2mq~n \p2/pi\,
£,V&{~,+}
then the result follows. □
From this proposition it follows that the function C {x)  from Lemma 9.4 can be written as
G »  =  ) (9.9)
G(<jtA;p, m, e, rj)
for a =  sgn(p!) and r =  sgn(p2). Let us give two identities for the function C  that will be 
useful later on. The first identity follows from the structure formula in Proposition 4.10 for the 
linear basis {Q ( p \ , p 2 , n ) | p i , p 2 G Iq, n G Z} for the von Neumann algebra M.  This formula 
implies a product formula for the function C  that is useful later on. The second identity is a 
consequence of Lemma 9.6.
Lem m a 9.9. Let Pi ,P2 , t \ , T 2 G Iq, k , m , n  G Z; £,rj G { —, + }  and y  G [—1,1].
(i) Assume  |^ | =  qm and |^ | =  qn, then the following product formula holds:
C (y ,k  + m,  sgn(ri)e, sgn(r2)r/;pi,p2, n)C(sgn.(pip2)y, k, e, rq; n ,  r2, m ) =
y  axi(ri,'pi)ax2(r2,p 2 )c (y ,  k, e, rj; x h  x 2, m  +  n).
X I , X 2  € l q
sgn(xi)=sgn(pir i)
sgn(x2)=sgn(p2T2)
¡xil = lx2l
(ii) The following symmetry relation holds:
C{y;m,£, 'q;pi ,p2,n) =
(~q)n sgn('pi)x{pi) sgn(p2)x(p2) C(sgn('pip2) y , m  + n,sgn('pi)£,sgn('p2)mPi,P 2 , - n ) .
Proof, (i) From (9.1) it follows that the operators T ( p i ,p 2,n)  satisfy the same structure 
formula as the operators Q (pi ,p 2 ,n),  see Proposition 4.10. Let p = q - 2k- m~n ; then p = 
ç - 2(fc+m)-n|£a| =  g -2fc-m|i2|_ Applying the structure formula to a function g G L 2( I ( p , k ,£ , rq)) 
and using the action of T (pi,p2,n) as multiplication by the function C  from Lemma 9.4, we 
obtain
C(y;k  +  m,  sgn(ri)e, sgn(r2)r/;pi,p2, n)C(sgn.(pip2)y, k, £, r]; r h r2, m)#(sgn(pip2rir2)y)
=  Y  ax1(r i ,p i)ax2(r2 ,p2)c(y ,k ,£ , 'q ]x i ,x2 ,m  + n)g(sgn(x ix2)y)
X I  , X 2 & I q
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Observe that T(x \ ,  x 2, n + m)  =  0 on L 2(I(p, k, £,rj)) unless p = q 2k n m| —I, which impliesX2
that the sum is only over x \ , x 2 G Iq satisfying |xi| =  \x2\. Furthermore, by Definition 6.2 we 
have ax (p, r) =  0 if sgn(x) ^  sgn(pr), so we may write sgn(xix2) =  sgn(pip2^i^2) in the above 
sum, since the terms where this is not true do no contribute to the sum. Finally, since g was 
chosen arbitrarily, the result follows.
(ii) Write out (T (p i ,p2,n ) f , g )  = ( f , T ( p i , p 2,n)*g) for suitable functions ƒ and g, using 
Lemma 9.4 and (9.5). Using the fact that ƒ and g are chosen arbitrarily and continuity in y  of 
the function C(y),  the identity follows. Alternatively, the second identity can also be derived 
from Lemma 9.1(i). □
9.2. G enerators o f  M .  The main step towards finding a generating set for M  is the polar- 
type decomposition for Q(pi ,p2, n ) from Proposition 9.8. The partial isometries U°,T, a , r  G 
{ — ,+ } ,  n  G Z, from Proposition 9.8 give us the required extra generators for the dual von 
Neumann algebra M.  First we show that the operators U°,T belong to the von Neumann 
algebra M.
Proposition  9.10. For l G Z and a , r  G { —, + } , the operator U°’T belongs to M .
Proof. Since Q(j?i,p2,n)  G M  by Proposition 4.9, the polar decomposition Q(pi ,p2,n) = 
U(pi,p2, n) \Q{pi,p2, n)\ of Proposition 9.7 gives that U(pi,p2,n)  G M, \Q(pi,p2,n)\ G M.  
Recall that U(pi,p2, n) =  T* V ( rp \ , p 2, n) T, and that
^ s g n ( p i ) ,sg n (p 2 ) =  sgn^]\[^.-p1}p 2}n^ v ( p i , p 2,n).
Define the Borel sets A  = {x  G R | N(x-,p i ,p2,n) > 0}, B  =  {x  G R | N(x-,p i ,p2,n) < 0}, so 
that
Vrsgn(p1))sgn(p2) =  M ( x A(-))V(p1,p2,n) -  M ( x b (')) V(Pi,P2, n)
and
^ j s g n ( p i ) ,s g n (p 2) _  Y *  | / sg n (Pl)>sg n (P2 ) Y
=  r * M ( x A ) r r * v ( p 1 , p 2 , n ) r  -  T ' M y r r y ^ n j T  
=  E n (A)U('pi ,p2,n) -  E n (B)U('p i ,p2,n)
where xa  is the indicator function of the set A  and E q is the spectral decomposition of the 
Casimir operator using Theorem 8.13. Since the Casimir operator Q is affiliated to M  by 
Theorem 4.6, it follows that the spectral projections E q (A), E q (B) G M.  Since we already 
noted that U(pi,p2, n ) G M,  we see that [/*gn(pi),sgn(p2) ç. ]Çf_ □
We can now show that the partial isometries U°,T provide the extra generators for M  that 
we need. The following properties are useful.
Lem m a 9.11. Let m , n , n '  G Z; p  G qz and e , r j ,a ,r  G { — ,+ } ,  then the partial isometries 
U°,T : K,(p, m, e, rj) —>■ K,(p, m  +  n, ae, rrj) satisfy the following properties:
f t )  C  =  ( jn + u y ,
(ii) U - -  = U+-UÔ+,  
(ill) U+- = U+ U++, 
(IV) U-+ =  U++U0 +,
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(v) { u z r y  = (j ra+ir e(p)(i- <j)+i [ / ^ .
Proof. This follows directly from the definition of U°,T, see (9.7) and (9.8). For the computa­
tion of (U°’T)* it is useful to observe that uT_n{\]'p)uTn{ar\]'p) is equal to — 1 for a =  r =  — 
and t{p) =  and it is equal to 1 in all other cases. □
Now we can finally show that the von Neumann algebra M  is generated by K ,  E, Uq~ and 
U o + .
Proof of Theorem 4-13. From Propositions 9.8, 9.10 and Lemma 9.11 it follows that M  is 
generated by K ,  Q, U±+, Uq ~ and Uq + . Using (9.6) and writing A (A) explicitly, using the 
appropriate c-functions, we find for x  =  ¡jl{A) G I(p, m, £, rj) C\ I ( p , m  + 1, e, rj)
G { \ ; p , m +  1 ,e,rj) =  r]G{\;p,m,£,r]),
hence (V ^ +g){x) =  g(x), so we see from (8.27), (8.28), (8.29) and (8.30) that U^+ =  T*V/1++T 
is the partial isometry in the polar decomposition of E.  Then, using Definition 4.5 for Q, it 
follows that M  is generated by K ,  E, Uq ~ and Uq + . □
10. U n i t a r y  c o r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s  
In this section we need the function v  : q1 —> Z defined by
v(t) = \ x ( t )  + €(i), ( e ? 1 (10.1)
So if t = q2k or t = ( f k~l for some k G Z, then v(t)  = k.
Recall from Section 5 that we assume p  G qz , m  G Z and £,rj G { —, + }. Let fCdip, m, £, rj) 
denote the closed subspaces of /C(p, m,£,r]) spanned by all the eigenvectors of Q in /C(p, m,£,r]), 
and denote its orthogonal complement by K,c(p,m,£,r)),  so that we have a decomposition 
K  =  K c © K-d corresponding to the continuous and discrete spectrum of Q. The unitary 
operator restricted to tCdip, m, £, v) or K-cip, m, £, v) is again a unitary operator mapping 
into £2{adip,m,£,ri)),  respectively L 2([— 1,1]).
10.1. D iscrete  series. In this subsection we assume that x  G adip,m,£,r]).  For £,rj G 
{ “ )+ }; P £ QZ and m e  Z, we define an element e ^ { p ,  x) G fCdip, m, £, rj) by
®m iP i^ )  (Tp’m) e^rjx ^  ^ Qz P-, TTl, £, rj) ƒ_ m,erfpqmz,z ■
z£j (p,m,£,r])
Since {5X \ x  G adip,m,£,r])}  is an orthonormal basis for £2(adip,m,£,r])),  it follows from 
unitarity of that the set {e f^ (p ,x )  \ £rjx G adip,m,£,r])}  is an orthonormal basis for 
fCdip, Tn, £, rj). This can also be seen directly from (B.19) and (B.38). Moreover, from Theorem 
8.13 we see that e ^ i p , x )  is an eigenvector of Q for eigenvalue £rqx.
Lem m a 10.1. The actions of the generators of M  on ef^(j),x) are given by
K  em (P. 'r ) = P'‘ <f' e’nip .X) ,
(q~l — Q ) E e ^ ( p , x )  =  q~m~ l p ~ ^ ' J l  +  2ei]xq2m+1p  +  1 - j r  - i i,,,| , i i )
0?-<4f(p,*) =  r / ( - l  r '- ’ e-r’ tp.x),
U ^ e S ' ( p , x )  =  e t f * » ( - i r e Z » ( p , x ) .
Proof. The action of K  follows from (7.19); the action of E  follows from (8.27), (8.28), (8.29) 
and (8.30). To determine the action of Uq ~ we observe that
K+_<W (M t)) = v ^o (i ;p ) <^! f i , p , m , £ ’ v \ <W (~M t))G {-r ,P ,m ,£ , r i )
=  v ( - i ) v ^ S - e v ! (jjL(rf)),  
by Lemma 10.2, see below. Applying T* gives us
t/„+- e f „ > ,x )  =  r, ( - I ) ”“  e£-"(p,  x).
The action of Uq + is calculated in the same way. □
Lem m a 10.2. We have
= < - i r “  = <- i r v ( ’”
Proof. We treat here the formula for A G T, e = rj =  + , and m  < 0 in detail. The formulas 
corresponding to the other cases are obtained from similar computations. Note that, by 
construction, all formulas are equal to ± 1
Assume A G T, e = rj =  + , and m  < 0. From writing A(\-,p, m,  + , ± )  and E ( \ - ,p ,m ) in 
terms of g-shifted factorials and canceling common factors, we obtain (see (9.6))
G(A;p, m,  + , —)
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G(—A;p, m,  +  , +)
A1 m x(j?\qX /p \  q2)oo (qpX± l , —q3~2mX±l/ p , —q2m~lpX± l -,q2)c
(pqX, - q 3~2m/pX, - q2m~lpX; q2) ^  ]j (qX±l /p- q2) ^
Recall here that [ a X ^ ^ q )^  =  (aX, a/A; q)^ ,  which is strictly positive for 0 /  a G 1  and 
A G T. Now assume e(p) = \ .  Using the ^-product identity (B .l) we may write
(qX/p- q2)oo = (—i r (p)Av(p)q-v(p)(v(p)-V (V ^, g2A; g2)^  ^
[pq/X; q2) ^
(~ q 3~2m/pX , —q2m~1pX] q2) ^  = Xi-m-v(P) q - ( m + v(P) - i ) ( m + v(P) -2 )  ( _ A> _ ? 2 / A ;  
from which it follows that
G(X;p, m,  + , —) _  X ( l / X , q 2X]q2)co / ( -A ±1, - q 2X±1; q2)c
G(—A;p, m, + , + ) (-A , - g 2/A; g2)^  V (A±1,g2A±1; g2)c
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Using the identity (aq-,q)oo =  (a;g)00/ ( l  — a), and using (a± l \q) > 0 for a G T, the above 
expression reduces to
( i \v(p)1 +  A / ( l  -  A)(l -  A-1)
( _ 1 )  T ^ \ ] j a  +  m  +  \->y
From this expression we finally obtain
G ( \ - p , m , + , ~ )  _  [¿(-l)*fr> AG T+,
G (-A ;p ,m ,+ ,+ )  _  | * ( - 1 ) ^ ) +1 A G T".
Using i/q (A;p) =  =Fz for A G TP*1, the result follows for the case e(p) =  \.
Next we assume e(p) =  0. The ^-product identity (B .l) gives in this case
(qX/p; q2)co =  ( - l ) ^ ( A / q)v(p)q-v(p)(.v(r)~i) ,
{pq/A; g2)co
( - q3~2m/pX , —q2m~1pX] q2) ^  =  (qX)1- ™ - ^ q - ( m + v ( P) - i ) ( m + v ( P) -2 )  ( _ ? A ± i .  q2) ^
Now all g-shifted factorials become symmetric in A and A-1 , hence positive, and this leads to
G (A ;p ,m ,+ ,-)  (p) (gA^1; g2)^  (pqX^1, - q X ^ 1; q2)2^  =  (p)
G (—X',p, m,  + , + ) 1 j ( p q X + ^ - q X ^ q 2) ^  [q X ^ -q 2)2^  K } '
This proves the result in case e(p) = 0. □
Notice that the invariance of Cp>x as defined in Lemma 5.1 follows from the fact that for 
Pi,P2 £ Iq and n  G Z, the operator
Q('pi,p2,n): K(p,m,£, ' q ) ->■ /C(p, m  +  ra, sg n (p i)  e, sg n (p 2) ??)
and sgn(pip2) Q(.Pi,P2 ,n ) ^ ^ ^ Q ( p i , p 2 ,n)  for all p i,p 2 G I q and n  E Z, see Lemma 7.1 and 
Proposition 4.9. This proves that CPtX is an invariant subspace for M,  hence it gives rise to a 
corepresentation of (M, A). Since W  is the multiplicative unitary, its restriction WPtX is also 
unitary. This proves Lemma 5.1.
In order to prove Proposition 5.2 we have to do some bookkeeping, based on the discrete 
spectrum of the Casimir operator Q  acting on fC(p ,m ,£ ,rq) given as ad{p,m,£,r / )  =  { ¡ j l {A) | 
A G D(p,m,£,r])},  where the set D(p,m,£,rj )  is given explicitly in (8.10), (8.14), (8.18). So 
we have to keep track which of the eigenvectors e ^ i p ^ x )  in CPtX correspond to eigenvalues in 
the spectrum of Q in lC(p ,m,£,rq).
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Note that p  =  q~l~j and |A| =  q1+l~j . Since |A| >  1, it follows that 
I < j .  In order to see that |A| G q2I+1p, consider x  = ¡jl{A) where A G — q~n U q~n . It 
follows from (8.10), (8.14) and (8.18) that if there exist m  G Z and £,rj G { —, + }  such that 
JC(p,m,£,r]) 3 e ^ ( p , x )  ^  0, then |A| G q2Z+1p.
Assume first that x  > 0. It follows from (8.18) that an eigenvector e++ (p, x) G /C(p, m,  + , +) 
is non-zero if and only if x  = fi(q1+2kp) such that ql+2kp > 1. So such an eigenvector exists 
for all m e  Z. It follows from (8.14) that such an eigenvector e ~ ( p , x )  G JC(p,m, —, —) does 
not exist, since the discrete spectrum of Q on ZC(p, m, —, —) is always negative. A check shows 
that eigenvectors e+- (p, x) G /C(p, m,  + , —) satisfying ile + _ (p,x) =  — ¡i{ql+2kp) e+- (p, x) ex­
ist precisely when k >  —m.  Similarly, eigenvectors e“+ (p,x)  G K { p , m , —,+)  satisfying
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i l e “+ (p,x) =  —/i(q1~2jp~1)e^n+ (p ,x)  exist precisely when j  < m.  This covers the case (i) of 
Proposition 5.2.
For the remainder of the proof we assume x  < 0. Since I < j ,  it cannot happen that j  < 0 
and I > 0. We start by looking at eigenvectors for positive eigenvalues of Q in ZC(p, m, e, rj) for 
e ^  rj. From (8.10) it follows that such eigenvectors occur for the eigenvalue — x  = fi(q1+2lp) in 
JC(p,m, —, + ) precisely when I > 0 and that such eigenvectors occur for the eigenvalue — x  = 
n{ql~2:ip~ l ) in K,(p, m,  +  , —) precisely when j  < 0. So these cases cannot occur simultaneously, 
and we consider them separately.
From (8.18) we find eigenvectors e++ (p,x) in case I > max(0,m) or j  < 0. Using (8.14) 
we see that e“~" (p, x )  is an eigenvector for the eigenvalue x  precisely when I > 0 or I > m  for 
the case pqm < 1, i.e. I +  j  < m.  In case pqm > 1, or I +  j  > m,  we see that e““ (p, x )  is an 
eigenvector for the eigenvalue x  precisely when j  < 0 or j  < m.
Assume I > 0, and hence j  > 0. Then we find no eigenvectors of type e^~(p,x)  and 
e“+ (p, x) for all m  G Z by (8.10). We find e++ (p,x) for all m  G Z with m  < I by considering 
the case m  < 0 and m  > 0 separately in (8.18). Consider now (8.14). In case m  < I +  j  (or 
qmp  >  1) we find eigenvectors e ~ ( p , x )  for j  < 0 , which is excluded in this case, or j  < m.  
So in total we get e ~ ( p , x )  for j  < m  < I +  j .  In case m  > I +  j  (or qmp < 1) we find 
eigenvectors e ~ ( p , x )  for I > m,  which is excluded since it implies j  < 0, and for I > 0. So 
we find e ~ ( p , x )  for m  > I +  j .  Combining we find e ~ ( p , x )  for all m  G Z with m >  j .  This 
gives case (ii) of Proposition 5.2. Case (iii) is obtained similarly by analyzing j  < 0 and hence 
I < 0 . □
Next we show that the corresponding unitary corepresentations of (M, A) are irreducible.
P roo f of P ropos ition 5.3. We have already observed that Cp>x is invariant. Consider Cp>x with 
the convention p = q~l~i with I < j  as in Proposition 5.2, and assume for the moment that
I +  1 7  ^j ,  or I +  1 <  j .  We claim that is possible to choose £,rj G {± } , m e  Z so that
( ! )  0  ^  e m ( P > x ) e  £ p , x
(2) e^'tr>(p ,x) £ CPtX for (s,t) = ( - , + ) , ( + , - ) , ( - , - ) .
Take m e  Z such that I < m  < j ,  which is possible by the assumption I +  1 <  j .  By 
Proposition 5.2 we find by inspection that e++ (p,x) in case (i), e“+ (p,x) in case (ii) and 
e+- (p, x )  in case (iii) gives the required choice.
Recall that K  is affiliated to M ,  see Proposition 4.4. Thus, if P  denotes the spectral 
projection of K  with respect to the eigenvalue p 2 qm, we find P  G M.  So P\c  is the 
orthogonal projection onto the closed subspace spanned by {e^(p, x )  \ s , t  G { — ,+ } } •  But 
by our choice of m,e and rj, this implies that P\cP:X is the orthogonal projection onto e^{p, x). 
So we can look at the invariant subspace of CPtX generated by the vector e ^ ( p , x ) .
Consider the closure L  of {T\c  e ^ i p ^ x )  \ T  G M } ,  so that L  is an invariant subspace of 
CPtX and L ^  {0}. Using Lemma 10.1 the partial isometry V  in the polar decomposition of 
E  maps e f^ (p ,x)  to e y +1(p,x)  if this corresponds to an eigenvector of Q in tC(p,m +  1 ,£,rj) 
and to zero if this is not the case. Using Lemma 10.1 and the fact that the partial isometry
V  e  M  by Proposition 7.8, we see that all other vectors in the three lists for Cp>x in Proposition 
5.2 can be reached by repeated application of V, V *, Uq ~ and Uq + . Hence L  =  Cp>x, and 
irreducibility follows.
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In case I +  1 =  j  we cannot establish that P\c  is the orthogonal projection on a single 
vector in the lists as in Proposition 5.2, but we can view it, by taking m  = I, as an orthog­
onal projection on the subspace C e^+(p,x)  © Cej~+(p,x)  in case (i) of Proposition 5.2, on 
C ej~+(p,x)  © Ce~l+(p,x) in case (ii) and on C e^~(p,x)  © Cel (p,x)  in case (iii). Now use 
the fact that the partial isometry V  G M  of E  kills the second vector in each of these spaces 
to see that the range of the composition V\cP!XP\cp,x has dimension 1 spanned by e ^ (p , x) in 
case (i), by e j^ (p ,  x) in case (ii) and by e ^ (p , x) in case (iii). Now we can argue as in the 
case I +  1 >  j  above to find that CPtX is irreducible. □
10.2. Principal series. We start by recalling the definition of Section 5. Let x  =  cos 0 G 
[—1,1] and p  G qz . We define a Hilbert space CPtX by
£ p , X
where each space ¿2tV(p, x) denotes a copy of f 2(Z) with standard orthonormal basis x) \
m  G Z}. For convenience we recall the definition of the operators K, E, Uq ~, Uq + on CPtX as 
given in (5.2);
K  eemv {p, x) = p s qm eemv (p, x ) ,
<9_1 -  l ) E e g i p , x )  =  ^
U}~ e*„” (p, x) = v  ( - x ) ,
Uo+em!(P> x) =
The operators E  and K  are unbounded closable operators with dense domain the finite linear 
combinations of the orthonormal basis vectors e£^{ p ,  x), m  G Z, e, rj G { —, + }. The operators 
Uq ~ and Uq + are bounded; they are isometries.
R em ark 10.3. It is useful to observe that each subspace (p,x)  of CPtX is a principal series 
Ug(su(l,  l))-module as defined by (8.22). The above defined actions of K  and E  on e ^ { p , x )  
coincide with the actions of K and E in the principal series representation tt^ ( p) on the 
standard basis vector em+k, where p{q2tb) =  —erjx and p  =  g2fc+2e(p). Using Q =  \{{q~l — 
q)2E*E — q K 2 — q~lK ~ 2) it can be verified that Q etniPix ) =  £VX e£m{Pix )• Furthermore, the 
discrete series corepresentations from Lemma 10.1 can (formally) be obtained from (10.2) by 
taking erjx in the discrete spectrum of Q.
The operators (10.2) generate a von Neumann algebra MPtX. We can construct the elements 
Qp,x(pi,P2 ,n), Pi,P2 ^ Iqi n  G Z} for MP>X1 basically by reversing the arguments that led to 
the proof of Theorem 4.13. Let us first define operators U°,T : Cp>x —> Cp>x for n  G Z and 
a, r G { —, + }  as follows. We set Uq + =  Id, and we define U i + as the partial isometry in 
the polar decomposition of E,  i.e., U i +e ^ ( p , x )  = e y +1(p,x). Now we define U°,T, n  G Z,
a, r  G { — ,+ } ,  recursively by
U++ =  [ /+ + [ /+ + ,  n  G N,
U t  = U t U + +, n e N ,
U~+ = U++U0~+, n e N ,
U~~ = U+~Uo+, n e  No,
U a_Tn =  <rn+1T <p){1- a)+1( U ° T) \  n e N .
From (10.2), Lemma 10.2 and the identity G(A;p, m  + 1, e, rj) =  rjG(X',p, m, e, rj), see the proof 
of Theorem 4.13 at the end of Section 9.2, we find
C f f t p . * ) .  ( io -3 )G(<rrA;p, m, e, rj)
where A) =  x. Now for p \ ,p 2 £ Iq we set a =  s g n ^ ) ,  r =  sgn(p2), and we define
QPtx(pi,P2 ,n) = UZTH(n-,p1,p2,n )P (p 1,p 2 ,n),
where P (p i ,p 2 , n) is the spectral projection of K  defined in (10.2) corresponding to the eigen­
value \ / q ~ n \p2 /pi\,  and H  is the function defined in Proposition 9.8.
Lem m a 10.4. The operators QPtX{pi,P2 ,n) have the following properties:
(i) Qp,x(pi,P2 ,n) acts on the standard basisvectors of CPtX by
fO 0 2m / - n | P 2_|
Qp,x(Pi,P2 ,n)e £^ ( p , x )  = 1 ’ -n \P 2 \
[ C{aT£rjX]m,£,rj]p1,p2, n ) e m^ { p , x ), q*m =  q n \ ^ \ ,
where C  is the function given by (9.9).
(ii) In MPtX we have
Qp,x(pi,P2 ,n)QpiX(r i , r2,m) = 0,
*ƒ 1^1  7^  Qm  o r  1^1  7^  Qn > a n d
Qp,x(pi,P2 ,n)QptX(r1, r 2,m) = ^  aXl(r1,p1)aX2(r2,P2 )Qp,x(x i>x 2 , n  + m)-
X l , X 2 € l q  
s g n( x i ) =s gn ( p i r i )  
sgn(x 2)=sgn(p2r 2)
i f \ - \  = Qm and p |  =  qn .J \ p i  \  ^ 1 r*2 1 ^
(in) The adjoint of Qp>x(pi ,p 2 , n) in MPtX is given by
Q p>x ( p i , p 2 , n ) *  =  (—g)rasgn(p!)x(pi) sgn(p2)x(p2) Q P,x ( p i , p 2 , - n ) .
Proof, (i) First note that P (p i ,p 2,n)  is the orthogonal projection onto
Span\ e £^ ( p , x )  \ q2m = q~n | ^ | ,  e,rj G { - , + } } .
The explicit action of Qp,x(pi ,p 2 ,n)  on an orthonormal basisvector e£^{ p ,  x) now follows from 
(10.3) and (9.9).
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(ii) By (i) the product of two QPyX operators is given by 
QP,x(pi, P2 , n)Qp>x(r i, r2, m)e^'11 [p, x) =
C (y ; k +  to, sgn(ri)e, sgn(r2)??;pi,p2, n)C(sgn(pip2) y, k, e, r/; r h r2, m ) e£'^m+n{p, x)
if q2k = q~m| ^ |  and q2k+2m = and it is zero otherwise. Here y  =  sgn(pip2rir2) erjx,
e' =  sgn(ripi)e and rj =  sgn(r2p2)??. Now we use the product formula for the function C  from 
Lemma 9.9, then it follows that
QP,x (Pi, P2 , n) QPtX (r i, r2, to) e^ 7 (p, x) =
y  aXl(r1,p1)aX2(r2,P2 )C(y; k ,£ ,r j;x1, x 2, m  + n)e£^{ p ,  x).
X l , X 2 € l q  
sg n( x 1) =sgn(p1r 1) 
sgn(x 2)=sgn(p2r 2)
¡xil = lx2l
if I — I =  qm and I — I =  qn, and the product is zero otherwise. Observe that inside the sum on
1 P l  1 ^  1 7*2 1 ^  7 ^
the right hand side the condition g2fc =  Q~n~m\ ^ \  is satisfied because |xi| =  \x2\, and since 
Qp,x(%i,X2 , n  +  to) =  0 otherwise, the product formula for two Qp>x operator follows.
(iii) The adjoint of Qp>x{pi,p2,n)  follows from (i) and the symmetry property for C  from 
Lemma 9.9. □
P rop osition  10.5. Let p i , p 2 E Iq, n E Z ; and let Ufy9 E £>(/C)* be the normal functional 
given by ujf,g{y) = (y f , g ) for y E B{JC), where f  = fo,Pl,i and g = f n,P2,i- Then there exists a 
unique unitary corepresentation Wp>x E M  ® B{CP>X) such that
(uf,g ® ld )(Wp,x) =  Qp,x(Pu P2, n).
The proof of this proposition follows from Lemmas 10.6 - 10.9.
Lem m a 10.6. Assume p \ , t \  E Iq, TOi,TO G Z and £,r] E { — ,+ }•  There exists a unique 
co-isometry WPtX E M  ® B(CPtX) such that
W*tX{fmipltl 0  e^7(p,x)) =
y  C(sgn(p1p 2)erix;m,e,ri;p1,p 2 , x (p 2 /pip) ~  2to) ,1Q
P2&Iq
V f  , , N „ psMPl)c,sgn{P2)v ( \
X  J x ( p 2 / p i p ) + m 1- 2 m , p 2, t1 tix (p2/ p 1p ) _ m
Proof. We set W?  =  (Id ® T)V^(Id ® T*). For i =  1,2, assume to*,/?,* G Z, p i}ti E I q, 
£i,r]i,E { - , + } ,  p E qz , & G L2(/(p, to*, £*, ??*)). Recall from (7.14) that (uJfniPltlj n2P2t2 0  
ld)(W*) = Stlt2Q(pi ,p 2 , n 2 — rii), then by Lemma 9.4 and (9.1) we have
<Wr(/nipiti 0  0i), fn2P2t2 ® # 2) =  <(w/„1Pltl)/„2P2t2 0  Id) {Wy)gi, g2)
$ t i t 2 s^gn(pi)ei ,£2 ^ sgn(p2)»?i ,r/2 &mi  + n 2 —n i  , m 2 (C( - ]mi,£i, 'qi, 'pi,P2 , n 2 -  ni)gi(sgn('pip2 - ) , g 2 
if p = qni~n2 - 2mi |£a|, anc[ expression is equal to zero otherwise. Now it follows that
W ^ ( f niPltl 0  gi) =  y  fk±,p2,¿1 0  C{ •; rrii, £i, Tji,pi,p2,k i  — ni)gi(sgn(pip2) ■),
P 2 & I q
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where ki = ki(p2) G Z, % =  1, 2, is determined by p =  qni ki 2mi\^ \ .
Let be a sequence of nonnegative real-valued continuous functions on [—1,1] that
approximate the Dirac ^-distribution 8(- —x ). In particular, the functions 8n have the following 
property:
lim /  8n(u) f(u)du  = f ( x ) ,
n —)>c© J
for a continuous function ƒ on [—1,1], We write 8n( ■ ;p, rrii, £i, rji) for the function 8n (£irqi ■) 
considered as a function in L 1(I(p,mi,£i,r]i)). In particular, 8n (x;p,rrii,£i,r)i) =  0 for x  ^ 
[—1,1]. We set gi =  \ A ( ' \p,rrii,£i,rji), then by unitarity of Wy,
8n1n2^piP2^t1t2^m1m2^s1S2^ VlV2 (^ri/raiPlil ® 9l ) > Wy  (fn2p2t2 ® 92))
8tit2^ni — 2mi—x{pi),n2—2m2—x{p2) '^mi—ni,m2—n2^sgn(pi)ei,sgn(p2)e2^ rilrl2 
x /  9 i ( ^ ( p ip3)x)g2(sgn(p2p3)x)
P3Glq ^ ~ l
x C (x;m i ,£ i , 'q i ;p i ,p3,k i  -  r i i )C(x;m2,£2,r]2;p2,p3, k 2 -  n 2)dx
8 t i  t2 ^ni — 2 m \  — x ( p i ) ,ri2 — 2m,2 —x (P 2 ) - n i  ,m ,2 —« 2  ^sg n (p i )e i ,sgn(p2 )e 2 V2
x y  /  i„(sgn(p1p3)e1r71x)C '(x;m i,ei,r7i;p i,p 3,fci -  rii)C(x-,m2,£i,r]i ,p i ,p3, k 2 -  n 2)dx.
P3&iq J ~ l
Here ki =  ki(p3). Note that C  is real-valued on [—1 , 1], Since the function C  is continuous on 
[—1 , 1], we find from letting n —> oo,
^PlP2 =  E  C(sgn(p3) y ; m 1,£1,rj1;p1,p3,x(p3/ppi) ~  2mi)
P3&Iq
x C'(sgn(p3)y; mi +  x(Pi /P 2 ) , sgn(pip2)£i, Vi',p2,p3, x(Pa/PPi) ~  2™i +  xG V pi)),
where y = sgn{pi)£ir]ix. Absolute convergence of this sum is obtained from Lemma B.12, see 
also the proof of Lemma 11.2. Now it follows that W *x defined by (10.4) is an isometry.
Furthermore, from the explicitly formula for W *x we see that W*x commutes with M ( ( n) ® 
IdL2(iq) ® y ® ^£p,x o^r all n G Z and y  G B ( L 2(Iq)). Therefore
K x e  ^ ° 0(T )® C IdL2(/q)®JB(L2(/g) )® C Id £^ j  =  L ° ° ( T ) ® B ( L ' !(Ig) ) ® C I d L2(Ii)® B ( £ p>x),
so we have indeed Wp>x G M  ® B(CPtX), by Remark 3.5 and the observation recalled after 
Definition 3.2. □
Lem m a 10.7. Let n i i , m 2 G Z; p i ,p 2, t \ , t 2 G I q, then
^ f m l v l t l J m 2 V 2 t 2  0  l d ) ( W p , X )  =  K  * 2 Q P ,X ( P i  , P 2  , ^ 2  “  )  •
Proof. Let m e  Z and £,rj G { —, + }. From Lemma 10.6 we find
(^/miPltlJm2P2t2 0  ld)(W*tX)e£^ ( p , x )  =
^t1t2 ^x(P2 /pip)+mi- 2m,m2 C(sgn(p1p2)£r]x; m, £, r];ph p 2, m 2 -  mi) e^+(pi2-mTim)v(p, x). 
Compare this with Lemma 10.4(i), then the result follows. □
Lem m a 10.8. WPyX is a corepresentation of (M, A) ,  i.e.,
(A 0  ld)(Wp>x) = (WPyX)13(WPyX)23.
Proof. We use the structure formula for the QPyX operators from Lemma 10.4. For ¿ =  1,2 let 
mi,rii G Z and pi} ri} si} U G Iq. Define for i =  1, 2 the elements ƒ*, ^  G fC by f\  = f ni,Pi,ti and 
9i =  fmi,ri,Si• By Lemmas 10.4 and 10.7 we have
( i^h.h  S  M)(»;*J) 0  Id)(» 'L))
^S\S2 Qp,X (]?1 1 p2 ) ?l)Qp,X (^1 ; ^ *2 ) 
^t i t2^siS2^x(P2/pi )ym^x(ri / r2)yn E  (^"i>Pi')UiX2( y 2 1 P2 )Qp,x(•£ 1, 1 n  +  m ),
X l , X 2 & I q
sgn(iKi)=sgn(piri)
sgn(a;2)=sgn(p2i-2)
where n = n 2 — n\  and m  = m 2 — m\.  Similar as in the proof of Proposition 4.10, see §7.3, it 
now follows that
((w/ij2 0  Id)(W*,x)) ((ujgi,g2 0  l d ) ( W * x)) =  {uw{gi®h),w{g2®h) ® Id) ( l  ® W*iX),
where W  G B{JC 0  1C) denotes the multiplicative unitary. We rewrite the right hand side as
K i ,«  ®Uh,f2 ® Id)((W/ * 0  1)(1 <S>W*tX) ( W  0  1)),
then we conclude that W f2( W * ) 2 3^12  =  (WC;c)23(W/ * )i3- Using A (y) = W*(l  ® y ) W  for 
y  G M ,  it follows that (A ® ld){Wp,x) = (WPyX)’13(WPyX)23. □
Lem m a 10.9. WPyX is unitary.
Proof. For i =  1, 2 let rrii, rii G Z, pi, U G / g, e*, ^  G { —, + }. Using Lemma 10.6 we find 
Wp,x (fm2,P2,t2 ® e%m (p,x)) =
C (£VX', x(P2 /PiP) ~  n 2, sgn(pi)e2, sgn(p2)??2;p i,p 2, 2n 2 -  x i f r /p ip ) )
P l & I q
■X f  „  sgn(pi)£2,sgn(p2 )7?2/ \
A  J x { p 2 / p i p ) + m 2 - 2 n 2 , p i , t 2  W  c x (p2 / p ip )-ra 2
Let VUf be defined as in the proof of Lemma 10.6, and for i =  1, 2 let Qi G L 2(I(p, rij, e*, ^¿)). 
Using (9.5) it follows that
(/mipiil 0  <7l, W/T ( / m,2p2i2 0 ^ 2 ) )  =
( 9)1712—1711 sgn{jp\)x(pi)sgn[jp2 )x(p2)^f _ m2yP2yi2 0  (/!, W y ( f - muputl 0  £2))-
In the same way we find from Lemmas 10.7 and 10.4(iii)
(^fmi,pi,ti 0  Cni’^  (Pi x ) i^^p,x(yfm2,p2,t2 0  «^,2'^
( - « r ’-”“Sgn(p1),;(''‘)Sgn(P 2 ) « K ) (/-„„,K ,fc <S < r  (!>,;<■), 0  x))).
It is now straightforward to check that is obtained from VUf in the same as from 
in the proof of Lemma 10.6. Then it follows that WPyX is an isometry, as is W*x, hence 
WPyX is unitary. □
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It is a direct consequence of the proof of Lemma 10.6 that the corepresentations WPyX occur 
as principal series in the left regular corepresentation W  of (M, A) as in Proposition 5.6. Let 
us give the intertwiner explicitly.
First observe that we have
lCc(p) = ®  lC(p,£,r]) n  fCc,
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where
We define
£(P, V) = ©  £(P> V)-
m&L
Ip’v : JCc{p, e,rj) —> j  f £yV(p, x) dx
r l
fra ^  J (T ep Vmf m) ( ^ )  < f ( p ,  x) dx,
where f m = f m(p ,£ ,rq) G K.c( p ,m ,£ , rq). The intertwiner Ip : /C(p) —> J ^ j C p ^ d x  which 
implements the equivalence in Proposition 5.6 is given by
h =  ©  n - v -
R em ark 10.10. In Section 8.4 the Uq(su( 1, l))-representations tt/c(p, £, rj) on K,(p, £, rj) are de­
composed into irreducible ^-representations. Let tt>cc(p, £, rq) be the Uq(su( 1, l))-representation 
7T/c{p,£,rj) restricted to K c(p,£,r)). Using the decompositions from Section 8.4, see Theorems 
8.14, 8.15, 8.16 and 8.17, we see that
KK.c(P,£,V) — ^b(—erjx),e(p) dx,
where b(y), y  G [—1,1], is the unique number in [0, — 2^ ]  determined by =  y. Here
we regard ¿lyV{p,x) as a Uq(su(l,  l))-module as explained in Remark 10.3. The operators 
Ip ,v are the precisely the intertwiners for the above equivalence. Here we regard &2 {p,x) as 
Uq(su( 1, l))-modules corresponding to the principal series 7Tb(-£Vx),4 P) as explained in Remark
10.3.
Next we decompose the principal series corepresentations into irreducible corepresentations. 
We need the following closed subspaces of CPyX:
Cl = Span |e++ (p,x) +  *x(p)e““ (p ,x),e+“ (p,x) -  *x(p)e“+ (p,x) | m G z|,
____  (10.5)
CPyx =  Span< e++ (p, x )  — ix('p')em (p, x), e+ (p, x)  +  zx^ e m+ (p ,x) \ m  G Z >.
Lem m a 10.11. The spaces CJPyX, j  =  1,2, are orthogonal WPyX-invariant subspaces of CPyX.
Proof. The orthogonality of £}p x and C2X is immediate from their definitions. Using the actions
(10.2) of the generators of M  it is a straightforward exercise to check that £ Jp , j  =  1, 2, are 
-invariant. □
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For j  = 1, 2, we denote by W ^ x the restriction of WPyX to the subspace C? .
P rop osition  10.12. For x  ^  0 the corepresentations W ^ x, j  =  1,2, are irreducible.
Proof. We prove the irreducibility of Wp x in case x  ^  0, for Wp x the proof is similar. Let 
L  be a nonzero closed -invariant subspace of Cp x . We choose a nonzero vector v G L. 
For k G Z, let Pk denote spectral projection of K  onto the eigenspace corresponding to the 
eigenvalue qkp ï , i.e., Pk is the orthogonal projection onto Span{e^v ip, x) \ e, rj G { —, + }  }, see
(10.2). We have v =  PkV, and since v ^  0, there exists an m  G Z such that Pmv ^  0. 
Since K  is affiliated to M,  the projection Pm belongs to M,  implying Pmv G L. Now let C±x 
denote the spectral projections of the Casimir il onto the eigenspaces corresponding to the 
eigenvalues ± x , then Pmv = CxPmv +  C - xPmv, so one of the vectors C±xPmv is nonzero. Let 
us assume CxPmv is nonzero, then it is a nonzero multiple of e++ (x,p) +  ix^ e ~ ( x , p ) ,  and 
it belongs to L  since Cx G MPyX. Applying Uq ~ shows that em (XiP) — em+(x  > p) £ L. 
Finally, applying the isometries in the polar decompositions of E  and E* repeatedly, we find 
that the vectors e^+( x , rp) +  ix^ e ^ ~ ( x , p )  and e ^ ~ ( x , rp) — *x^ e ^ + (x,p) belong to L  for any 
k G Z, hence L = Cpx . If CxPmv =  0, then C - xPmv ^  0, and similar arguments show again 
that L = Cp X. □
In the proof of Proposition 10.12 we used the Casimir operator il to distinguish between 
the spaces Span{e++ (p, x), e ~ ( p ,  x) \ m  G Z} and Span{e+_ (p, x), e“+ (p, x) \ m  G Z}. For 
x  =  0 we can no longer do this, because now the restriction of il is the zero operator, so it 
is possible that there are nontrivial irreducible subspaces inside Q and We define the 
following closed subspaces of CPyo:
C H  = Span je + +(p, 0 ) +  ¿x(p)e“ (p, 0 ) +  ¿x(p)+1e+~(p, 0 ) +  ¿ ( - l ) x(p)+1e~+ (p, 0) |mGzJ,  
K i  =  s P a n {e + + (p ,0 )  +  *x(p)e“ “ (p, 0) -  *x(p)+1e+“ (p, 0) +  * ( - l ) x(p)e“ +(p, 0) | m  G z | ,
C2p'l =  Span |e++(p,0) -  *x(p)e““ (p, 0) +  *x(p)+1e+“ (p, 0) +  * ( - l ) x(p)e“+ (p, 0) | m  G z j ,
£ p l  =  Span |e++(p,0) -  *x(p)e““ (p, 0) -  *x(p)+1e+“ (p, 0) +  * ( - l ) x(p)+1e“+ (p, 0) | m  G z | .
Observe that CJp>0 = © Cp20, for j  =  1 , 2 .
P rop osition  10.13. Assume x  =  0.
(i) For xip) odd, i.e., tip) =  the corepresentations Wp 0, with j  =  1, 2 , are irreducible.
(ii) For xip) even, i.e., t{p) =  0, the corepresentations q =  W Py0\f j , k ,  with j , k  G {1 ,2},
’ p ,0
are irreducible.
Before proving Proposition 10.13, we note that Propositions 10.5, 10.12, 10.13 prove Propo­
sition 5.4.
Proof. We prove the proposition for j  =  1. The case j  = 2 is proved in the same way.
Let L  be a nonzero closed W" ^ -invariant subspace of 0. In the same way as in the proof 
of Proposition 10.12 it follows that the vectors
f  (c ) == e  ^  ^© oX{p)p I ç pH — ç nX{p)p V jYi ¿z ^J m \ (^ m ) '-'m ' L ' ^ m ^ r n  L' m L °rn, 5 1,1
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are in L  for some (yet to be determined) constant cm, and every vector in L  can be expanded in 
terms of the vectors f m(cm). Here we use the shorthand notation =  e^(p ,  0), e, rj G { —, + }. 
Applying [ /“+ we find
t/„-+ / m(cm) =  +  +  (—1 )xlr,+lc - le i -  +
Since Uq + f m(cm) must be in L, we see that cm satisfies cm =  (—l) x^ +1c“ 1, so that
r -------i_ ,-x (p )+ i
Let us write ƒ^ =  f m(i and ƒ£ =  f m{ - i x{p)+1), then ClA  =  Span{pm \ m  G Z}  for
j  =  1,2. Observe that E f 3m =  dmf 3m+l for some constant dm. Let us assume that G L. 
Applying [ƒ+“ to ƒ^ gives us
T T + -  f 1 =  W p )  L + -  _  j X ( p ) p ~ +  _  j X ( p ) + l p + +  I L 1 W (P ) + 1 , „ -  
^ 0  Jra V ) m  6 6 V /
\ - i y (p )+ H x(P)+if ^  /^(p) even,
(- l)" (p)+i*x(p)+i ^ ,  X(P) odd,
so for x(p) even we have L  =  ¿ ’J, and for x(p)  °dd we have L = C1p q © C lp q =  £ i 0- If we1,1 ' 1,2
assume G I ,  we find in the same way that L  =  ¿ q  for x(p)  even □
10.3. C om plem entary series. Let p  G q2Z, i.e., e(p) =  0, and let x  =  ±/x(A) with A G (q , 1). 
Note that x  is not in the spectrum of the Casimir operator in the left regular corepresentation, 
which is described in Section 8.1. Let CPtX =  ® e + j I 2>rt(p, x) with orthonormal basis 
{enV(P’x ) \ n E Z, £,r] E { — ,+ } } ,  similar as for the principal series corepresentations. We 
define a unitary corepresentation Wp>x G M  ® B(CP>X) by
W P,X(fm2,P2,t2 ®  en2 V2( P , X )) =
y  C ( e v x - , x ( p 2 / p i p )  -  ra2 , s g n ( p i ) £ 2 , s g n ( p 2) / 7 2 ; P i , P 2 ,  2ra2 -  x f a / p i p ) )
Pl&Iq
■X f  „  s g n (p i)£ 2 ,sg n (p 2 )i?2 /  \
A  Jx{P2/PlP)+m2-2n2,pi , t2  W  c x (p 2 / p ip )~ n2
with the function C  from Proposition 9.4. Initially, the function C, as a function of x, is 
only defined on the spectrum of Q, but using the explicit expressions for A  and S  (see the 
definition of C  in Proposition 9.4), we can also define C  for x  =  ±//(A) with A G (q, 1). 
Observe that the denominator of A(\- ,p,m,e,r)) ,  contains factors with the square root of 
(—q1~2nX/p, — ql~2n/p \ \  <f)oo for a certain n  G Z. Assume —A G (q, 1), then this infinite 
product is positive for p  G q2Z , but for p  G q2Z+1 it is not. For this reason we require 
that p  G q2Z or e(p) =  0, see (8.25). This corresponds nicely with the situation for the 
principal unitary and complementary series representations of SU(  1,1) and Uq(su( 1,1)), see 
Section 8.4. Formally the above defined corepresentation corresponds to the definition of the 
principal series corepresentation Wp>x from Lemma 10.6. In particular, the actions of the
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generators of M  on the basisvectors ef^(j),x)  are given by
K e " ' ( p , x )  = p !‘qm e " ’{ p , i ) ,
— q ) E e ^ t p . x )  =  \/1 I l : +  q' ,: 1 ¡r ' ,  ■'/' x),
U t  ei?(p,  x) =  r, ( - 1 ) ”»» < T ’ (p, x),
U0- + e ^ ( p , x )  =  « ,«»>(-1  )me - ' ’’ (p,x).
We call the complementary series corepresentation of (M, A). In order to show that 
this is indeed a unitary operator, we need to find orthogonality relations and dual orthogonality 
relations for the functions C  in case x  =  ±/i(A) with À G (q , 1). These relations are obtained 
in Corollary 11.4 from the orthogonality relations for the function C  by analytic continuation. 
The fact that WPtX is indeed a corepresentation is proved along the same lines as for the 
principal series corepresentations. Here we need to show that the product identity from 
Lemma 9.9 remains valid for x  =  ±//(A) with A G (q , 1). This is done in Lemma 11.1.
Finally, in the same way as Proposition 10.12 it can be proved that the subcorepresentations 
Wp,x =  WPyX\ci , with the subspaces CJPyX, j  = 1,2, defined as in (10.5), are irreducible.
11. I d e n t i t i e s  f o r  s p e c i a l  f u n c t io n s
11.1. Sum m ation  formulas from th e  action o f Q(pi ,p2,n).  We start by proving the 
summation formulas in Section 6.3, which essentially follow by the action of Q (pi ,p2, n) with 
respect to the spectral decomposition of the Casimir operator.
Proof of Theorem 6.10. In Lemma 9.4 we computed how the operator T ( p i ,p 2,n)  defined by
(9.1) acts on functions in L 2(I{p,m,£,r])).  In this computation we actually proved a summa­
tion formula involving the functions ap(z,w)  and the orthonormal functions gz (x-,p,m,£,rj), 
which are essentially Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials and little g2-Jacobi functions. Here we 
write out explicitly, i.e., in terms of basic hypergeometric functions, the summation formula 
corresponding to the case £ =  ?? =  +; in this case both ^-functions appearing in the formula 
are little q-Jacobi functions, i.e., non-terminating 2</?i-functions. This is a rather tedious, but 
straightforward computation. The second case follows similarly using e =  rj = —. □
The product formula from Lemma 9.9 leads to the summation formula in Theorem 6.12 
with the same structure as the formula from Theorem 6.10.
Proof of Theorem 6.12. We first write the formula from Lemma 9.9 in terms of the S'-functions: 
sgn(ri)^ 1-sgn(-pl')')sgn(r2)^(-1-sgn(-P2')')+raS'(sgn(rir2)A;pi,p2, n)S{A; r i} r2, m)  =
y  axi(r i ,p i)ax2(r2,p2) s ( \ - , x i , x 2, m  + n), (1L1)
( x i , X 2  ) & A
where we denoted y =  — sgn(p1p2^i^2)Ai (A) and canceled common factors. Now the result 
follows from expressing the S'-functions as 2</?i-functions and the a^-functions as ^-functions, 
see Proposition B.10 and Definition 6.2. □
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Observe that the sum in Theorem 6.12 is actually a single sum. If we denote x\  =  
sgn{piri)qk, then x 2 =  sgn(p2 2^)?fc, and we can write the above sum as a sum over k where 
k G N if sgn(p!ri) =  — or sgn(p2r2) =  _ , and k G Z if s g n ^ r i)  =  sgn(p2r2) =  +■ Fur­
thermore, if we set ri =  pi, r2 =  p 2 (this implies m  = —n), and we use the second sym­
metry relation from Lemma B .l l  for the function S,  the left hand side in (11.1) contains 
the product S ( \ ~ 1-,pi,p2,n )S ( \ - ,p i ,p2,n),  which is positive (this corresponds to the operator 
Q(pi ,p2,n)*Q(pi ,p2,n)).  So we find
( —l ) x(p2/pi)sgn (p1)x(pi)sgn (p2)x(p2) E  ax1(Pi ,Pi )ax2( P2 ,P2 ) S( \ ] X i , x2, 0 ) >  0.
( x 1, x2) e A
This leads to Corollary 6.13.
For the definition of the complementary series corepresentations of (M, A) in Section 10.3, 
the following lemma is crucial for showing that it is indeed a corepresentation.
Lem m a 11.1. The identity from Theorem 6.12 is also valid for  A G (q, 1). Consequently, if  
n + m  G 2Z; the product formula for the function C  in Lemma 9.9(i) also holds for y = ¡jl{A) 
with A G (q, 1),
Proof. First we prove that the identity from Theorem 6.12, or equivalently (11.1), is also valid 
for A G (q, 1). Actually, we prove a stronger result: the identity (11.1) holds for all A G C \{0 } . 
Recall that, for p \ ,p 2 G I q and n  G Z, the function S(--,pi,p2,n)  is analytic on C \  {0}. So 
clearly the left hand side of (11.1) is analytic in A on C \{0 } . We show that the right hand side 
of (11.1) also defines an analytic function, then the result follows from analytic continuation.
Let r i ,r 2,p i,p 2 G Iq and n , m  G Z. Assume A G K C C \  {0} where K is a compact set, 
then there exists a constant B  > 0 such that |A| <  B  and |A-1 | <  B.  We define g : qz —>■ E by
q Z x ( x ) B x ( x ) ; X < Q)
q - ( n + m ) x { x )   ^ x >  1.
By Lemma B.12 there exists a constant C > 0 such that
\ S ( \ ; x 1}x 2,n  + m)\ < Cg{\xi\), 
for ( x i , x 2) G A. Furthermore, by Lemma B.4 there exists a constant D' > 0 such that
\ax(r,p) | <  D Y ix)Mr/p)~^]q^xix)2, x , r , p  G I q,
so that
|a„(n,p1)a,gl,„,K)|I1|(r2,p2)| < DqxM\x(nr,lP^ ) - n qX(n 9^
for some constant D > 0. Because of the factor qx^ 2 the sum
q x ( x ) [ x ( r i r 2 / p i p 2 ) - 3 \ q x ( x ) 2
converges absolutely. Here the sum is over x  G qN in case sgn(ripi) =  — or sgn(r2p2) =  —, 
and over x  G q1 in case sgn(ripi) =  sgn(r2p2) =  + . It follows that the right hand side of
(11.1) converges uniformly on K, hence it is analytic on K.
Finally, let ±A G (q, 1). We multiply (11.1) by
£ 1 (i-sgnipin)) ±(1- Sgn(p2r2)) ^ ( - sgn(PiriP2?"2) A; p, k +  m +  ra, sgnfarQ e, sgn(p2r2)??)
A ( - X ; p , k , e , r ))
then we obtain the desired product formula for the function C  as in Lemma 9.9(i), with
y =  -sgn(p irip 2r2)MA). □
Let us remark that with the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 11.1 it follows that 
the product formula for the function C  holds for all A G (0,1) \  qn° if n + m  G 2Z. Note 
that the points A G gNo correspond to discrete series corepresentations, and at these points 
the product formula is of course also valid. In this case the functions A  are essentially square 
roots of residues of c-functions.
11.2. B iorthogonality  relations. In the proof of Lemma 10.6 we obtained orthogonality 
relations for the function C  for the case x  =  ¡i{\) with A G T. These relations lead to 
biorthogonality relations for the S  functions, which by analytic continuation hold for all 
A G C \  {0}. We need these biorthogonality relations for ±A G (q, 1) in order to show 
that the complementary series corepresentations are unitary.
Lem m a 11.2. Let A G C \  {0} and m  G Z. The set
{p2 ^  S(sgn(pl ) \ ; p l , p2, x(pip2) + m )  \ P i G I q} 
is basis for £2 (Iq) with dual basis
{p2 ^  S(sgn(pi)A 1;Pi,P2 ,x(PiP2 ) + m )  \ Pi G Iq}.
Similarly, the set
{pi  ^  S(sgn(pi)A;pi,p2,x(piP2) +  m) \ p2 G Iq} 
is a basis for £2 (Iq) with dual basis
{pi ^  S'(sgn(p1)A 1;Pi ,P2,x(PiP2) + m )  \ p2 G Iq}.
Proof. First assume x  = ¡jl{A) with A G T0. From unitarity of WPtX and the explicit expressions 
for Wp x and WPyX, we obtain orthogonality and dual orthogonality relations for the matrix ele­
ments C. Indeed, from writing out WPyXW*yX[fnipltl 0 e ^ ^ i p ,  x)\ = f nipitl 0 e ^ “^ j ’7(p, x) 
we find, for p[ G Iq and y =  erjx,
E  C(sgn(p2) y , m - x ( p i ) , s g n ( p l )£,r];pl , p2,x(p2pi/p) ~  2m)
P 2 & I q
x C'(sgn(p2)y; m  -  x(p'i), sgn(pi)e, r]]p'1, p 2, x(p2p[/p) ~  2m),
and from writing out W*yXWPyX [fm2P2t2 0 =  f^2P2t2 ® exfafy,)-m(P’X) We filld>
for p'2 G Iq and y  =  erjx,
P^2P'2 ~  E  C(sgn(p2) y , m - x ( p i ) , s g n ( p l )£,r];pl , p2,x(pip2/p) ~ 2m)
P l & I q
x C(sgn.(p'2)y, m  -  x(pi), sgn(pi)e, ??;Pi,P2, x(pip2/p) -  2m).
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Expressing the functions C  in terms of the functions S,  see Lemma 9.4, the first orthogonality 
relation gives, for A G T,
s =  A(sgn(p2)A;p,x(P2/p) ~  m,  e, sgn(p2)^)^(sgn(p2)A~1;p, x i f r /p )  ~  m, e , sgn(p2)r]) 
PlPl ¿r t  A(sgn('pi)X]p,m -  x(pi),sgn('pi)£,'q)A(sgn('p,1)X - l ]p ,m  -  x ip ^ ^ g n i 'p ^ e /q )
P 2 q
x S ( s g n ( p l ) \ ; p l ,p2, x (p ip 2/p) ~  2m) S ( - sgn ( p ,l )X~1;p,l ,p2,x(piP2/p) ~  2m).  
We use A(A)A(A-1) =  |A(A) |2 =  1, then we obtain
W i  =  S  ^ ( -s g n(Pi)A;Pi,p2,x(PiP2/p) -  2m )5(-sgn(p /1)A“ 1;p/1,p2,x(PiP2/p) -  2m).
P 2 & I q
From Lemma B.12(iii) and (iv) it follows this sum converges uniformly in A on any compact 
set of C \  {0}. Since the function S  is analytic for A G C \  {0}, by analytic continuation the 
orthogonality relations are valid for all A G C \  {0}. In the same way we find from the second 
orthogonality relations for the functions C, for A G C \  {0},
P^2P'2 E  S(-sgn (p i)A ;p i,p2,x(piP2/p) -  2m )S(-sgn(pi)A  ^ p i,p 2, x(pi_p2/p) ~  2m)
P l & I q
In order to show uniform convergence here, we also need the third symmetry relation for S  
from Lemma B .ll .  Now replace —A by A, and — xip) ~  2m by m,  then we have biorthogonality 
relations in £2(Iq) for the functions S'(sgn(p1)A;pi,p2, x(PiP2 ) +  m) with respect to p\  and p2, 
which implies that they form a basis for £2(Iq). □
The biorthogonality relations in Theorem 6.14 follow from Lemma 11.2 using
s(pi ,p2', A, m) = S(sgn(pl ) \ ; p l ,p2,x (p ip2) + m ) .
R em ark 11.3. By the third symmetry relation for S  from Lemma B .l l  the two biorthogo­
nality relations for S  from Lemma 11.2 are actually equivalent. It is also useful to observe 
that for A G T the biorthogonality relations are orthogonality relations.
To prove unitarity for the complementary series corepresentations we need to write the 
biorthogonality relations from Lemma 11.2 in case ±A G (q, 1), as orthogonality relations for 
the functions C.
Corollary 11.4. F o r m  G Z, p G q2Z, e,rj G { — ,+ } ,  and y = ±fi(  X) with X G (q, 1), the 
following orthogonality relations hold:
fipip'i ~  E  C(sgn(p2) y , m  -  x(pi ) , sgn(p1)£,rj;p1,p2 , x ( p 2pi /p)  ~ 2m)
P 2 & I q
x C'(sgn(p2)y; m  -  x(p[), sgn(p[)e, r]]p'1}p 2, x (p 2p[/p) ~  2m),
'^p 2 p '2 E  C(sgn(p2) y , m - x ( p i ) , s g n ( p l )e,r];pl ,p2,x (p ip2/p) ~  2 m)
P l & I q
x C(sgn(p2)y; m  -  x(pi), sgn(pi)e, rj;pi,p'2, x (p ip2/p)  -  2m).
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C\ s g n ( p 2) y , m  -  x ( p i ) , s g n ( p 1)£,r];p1, p 2, x ( p 2p i / p )  ~  2m )  =  g ( X ) S ( - X ; p h p 2, x i P m )  +  m) ,  
where g( X) is given by
« m  =  son in ¿(sgn(p2) A; p, X(p2/p) -  m, e, sgn (p2)V)
9{ ) g [ P l )  71 A(sgn(p1)A;p>m - x ( p 1),sgn(p1)e>r/)
and from A(A)A(A_1) =  1, which follows from the definitions of A,  see §B.6 . □
11.3. P ro o f  o f th e  sum m ation  and transform ation theorem s. In this subsection we 
prove Theorems 6.5 and 6 .8 . The theorems are reflections of the structure constants for the 
product in M , see Proposition 4.10, and of the coproduct A of the dual quantum group acting 
on Q(pi ,p2,n),  see Proposition 4.15. Inspection of the proofs, see Section 7.3, shows that 
both results follow from the pentagonal equation W 12W 13W 23 = W 23W 12 for the multiplicative 
unitary W .  However, as remarked in Remark 6.9, the results in Theorems 6.5 and 6.8 cannot 
be obtained from each other.
Proof of Theorem 6.5. We start with the result of Proposition 4.10 and we next let the corre­
sponding operator identity act on f - i t£rïï>qiZiZ G K(p,l,e,r)).  Lemma 7.1 shows that
Q(pi,P 2 , n ) Q ( r i , r 2,m):  K,(p,l,e,r/) ->• 1C(p,l +  m  +  n, sgn(ripi)e, sgn(r2p 2)r])
is non-zero precisely if q2lp = q~m |^-| and q2l+2mp = g -ra|£2.|. In particular, in case q~n |^-| ^  
qm |^ | we find Q(pi ,p2,n) Q {r i , r2,m)  =  0 .
In order to calculate the appropriate matrix coefficient we proceed for 
ƒ—I—m—ri,sgn(r-ipir2p2)e?7pçi+m+n'u>,'u> ^  ^ ^  Sgn(riPi)<5, Sgn(r2p2)7y) S^
(Q(Pi,P2 , n ) Q ( r l , r 2,m) f_i ,erfpql z , z  i ƒ — I—m —n , s g n ( r i p i r 2P 2 )^VPQlJrJnJrnwJw ^
Y ,  (Q(r i> r2, m) f _ t,sr]pqlz , z  i f  — I—m,sgn(r>ir‘2)£r/pg^+mn ,n )
u£j (p, l - \ -m,£sgn(ri ) , r]sgn(r 2 ))
^  P 2 i  f  —l —m,sgn(rir2)sr}pqlJrrnu , u i  f — I—m —n ,sg n (r‘i p i r ‘2i?2 )£^7P ^ ^ m “^ n ^ , ^ )
using the orthogonal basis for the intermediate space /C(p, I +  to, £sgn(ri), ??sgn(r2)). In this 
sum we can use (7.13) twice, and using (7.1) we find that this equals
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 11.2 and the observations th a t
E l q  so  t h a t  s g n ( t[ )  =  s g n ( r ^ ) s  ( 11.2 )
\^ — \P q-2l- m ^ | —|p ç-2i-2m-n E  | —| az(r i ,u )au(pi,w)
uÇ: I  s  t a t  s (n )   s ( r ^  
a n d  £?7s g n ( r ^  r <2 )pq^'Jr rn u Ç . Iq
x er7sgn(rir2)pql+mu) a£VSgn{rir2)pqi+mu(p2, sgn(riPir2p2)eW+m+raw)
Next observe
Q { x i , x 2, m  + n) \ JC(p,l,e,r]) ->• JC(p, I +  m  +  n, sgn(xi)e, sgn(x2)r])
is non-zero only if q2lp = q~m~n\^ \ , so that the double sum in Proposition 4.10 reduces to 
a single sum. Moreover, by Definition 6.2 shows that in the sum the functions aXi(ri}pi) for
i = 1,2  are non-zero only if sgn(xi) =  sgn(r^ ) for z =  1,2. So the matrix element for the 
expression on the right hand side is
Y  ax l (rl)Pl) aX2(r2)p 2) (Q(x1, x 2, m  + n) ,sr]pqlz,z; f  — l—m—n,sgn(r,ipir2P2)£r/p£^ +m+nu?,u>)
€.Iq
and this reduces to a single sum and the summand is evaluated by (7.13). By eliminating x 2 
and renaming x i by i  we see that this equals
^   ^ i Pl) dZ ( x , w) d\x\sga(r2P2)pQ2l+m+n (^ *2, P2 )
x E l q  s o  t h a t  s g n ( x )  =  s g n (ripi)  / -i i  q \
a n d  \x\sg n(r2 P 2 ) p q 2l +  m + n  E l q  V 1 1 ' 0 /
X a,eVpqiz(\x\sgn(r2p 2)pq2l+m^ n , s g n ( r i p i r 2p 2)£r]pql+m+nw)
Finally, equating (11.2) and (11.3) gives the result, where the conditions on the parameters 
in Theorem 6.5 follows from the fact that the matrix elements are taken with respect to vectors 
in the GNS Hilbert space. □
Proof of Corollary 6.7. Observe that by Lemma 9.6
Q(r i, r 2, —m) Q( r i , r 2, m)  =  ( - g ) -m s g n ( r i ) x(i'l) s g n ( r2)x(i-2) Q( r i , r 2,m)* Q(ri ,  r2, m )
so that
(—g)msgn(ri)x(ri) sgn(r2)x(r2) {Q(ru r2, - m )  Q{ru r2, m) f- i ,ertpqiZyZ, f- i ,evPqiz,z)
= \\Q(ri,r2,m)  f _ t - "2
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_  ( r i r 2 ) 2
ewqlz’zl1 q2lz 2p2 (11.4)
Y  r—^  {ari ( z ,w ) )2 {ar2 (£i] qlp z, £r]sgn(rir2) qm+lp w ) )2
w £  J(p,m -\-l,£sgn(ri) ,7]sgn(r2))
by Lemma 7.1, see in particular (7.15). We are interested in the case Q (r i , r 2,m) f - i i£m>qiZiZ ^  
0, so we assume q2lp = q~m|^ |. The case that this sum can equal zero, is already covered by 
Theorem 6.5. Since the right hand side is obviously positive, and the left hand side is (up to 
the factor in front) equal to (11.3) with p i ,p 2, n ,w  replaced by ri, r2, —m, z. Since we assume 
q2lp = q~m|^ | we replace p  by q~m~2l\^ \ ,  and moreover, we use the third symmetry of (6 .2) 
twice, to find
( - g ) msgn (n )x(ri) sgn(r2)x(r2) ( - 1  )l ex{z)rf+m+x{zr2/ri)
z 2
Y  X2 ax i n , n )  ax(z, z) axq-m\ZL\{r2, r2) axq- m\ ^ \ (er?|y \ q ~ m~lz, £r]\^\q~m~lz) ,n
nr \  ^1 \ /
J ' 2 ,  - m - l  . i r 2i  —m,—l
\ ^ \ e q z i 1
=  \\Q{ri,r2,m) f _ lten\LL\g- m-iZtZ\\ > 0
where the right hand side can be evaluated explicitly as a sum of squares by (11.4) with p 
replaced by q~m~2l\^\-  This proves the general statement of Corollary 6.7 since the condition 
on the summation parameter x  is always satisfied.
For the final statement on g-Laguerre polynomials we observe that for sgn(p) =  +  and 
sgn(y) =  —, or y = —q1+k, k G No, we have from Definition 6.2 and (6.3)
aP( - q 1+k, - q 1+k) =  c g ( - i)x(p) q1+kv(p) V ( - p 2; q2)™ 4 0)(q2p ~2', q2)-
So we choose r\ =  — q1+a, r2 =  — q1+b, z = —q1+c, =  —q1+d with a,b ,c ,d  G N0,
so we replace I b y c  + b — a — m  — d and take e = —, rj = —. We replace m  by b — a — e with 
e G Z, discard the positive ^-independent terms and find
v { x )2 u (xqe)2 ( - x 2, - x 2q2e\ q2)^
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x£q£
g2) L<«>(,2.r -2; , 2) L f \ x ~ ^ ~ \  f )  L f ( x - W ~ u -, <l‘ ) >  0-
Now putting x  = q1 k, k G Z, and using the theta-product identity (B .l) twice and not taking 
into account the fc-independent positive terms we find 
2k
E o r a r W ;  s2) 42) S )  fa2“ ; f )  > o.
fc€Z '  Q ’ Q ’ Q )o°
Relabeling and switching to base q proves the required statement. □
Proof of Theorem 6.8. For the proof it is easier to start by conjugating the result of Proposi­
tion 4.15 with the flip operator to obtain
y t Q (p i ,p ,m )  ® Q(p,p2,n  -  m)  =  W  (Q(pi,p 2 ,n)  ® Id)W *, (11.6)
p£lq,  m£j j
which is a consequence of the proof of Proposition 4.15. We let both sides act on
f —mi,£iriiqmlrizi,zi ® f — m2,£2V2<lrn'2i"2Z2,Z2 ^ 11 n i l , ^l^/l) ® ^-(^2 j , £2^2)
and we take inner products with
f — mi  — M,<Tsgn(pi)£i77içm l+-MVi'U>i,'U>i ®  ƒ—m 2—w.+M,<jsgn(p2)e2 ’?2 9m2^n—Aîî"2'U>2,'U>2
G /C(ri,mi +  M, sgn(pi)ei, crr/i) ® JC(r2, m 2 + n — M, a£2 ,sgn(p2)r]2).
Then the sum over Iq and Z reduces to a single term by a double application of (7.13). 
Indeed, we find that we need m  = M  and sgn(p) =  a for a non-zero contribution, but also 
both the conditions q2m 1+M =  I-2-!  and q2m2+n~M = 1^-1 need to be satisfied. So for the
I p i n  1 ^  1 p r 2 1
matrix element of the left hand side of (11.6) to have a single non-zero term we require 
r1r2ç2mi+2m2 = q~n| —|, and in this case the left hand side equals1 p i
Z \ Z 2 '
w \w 2
a Z l { p i , w i ) &£ir]iqml r\Z\ (cr\pi\riq2mi+M, £iriiWiasgn(pi)riqmi+M)
x aZ2(o\pi\riq2mi+M,w 2)a  2mi_m2_n\P2\z2(p2)£2 ri2 vq 2mi M- ^ ^ )
£2V2q n-Jr-, |P l | r i
(11.7)
|Pl|ri
where we have chosen to eliminate r2. Here all arguments of the function ap( x , y ) are indeed 
elements of Iq, except possible a\pi\riq2mi+M and in case a\pi\riq2mi+M ^ Iq the expression 
has to be read as zero.
In order to calculate the same matrix element for the right hand side of (11.6) we rewrite 
this matrix element as
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(Q(PliP2jTl) ® Id) W  ® ƒ— m2,£2V2Qm2'r'2Z2,Z2 ) >
\ (1L8)
( f — m i — M,asgn(pi)eirnqml ^ Mriw i,w i  ® f — m 2 — ri+M,<jsgn(p2)e2’?29m2^n—Mr 2 W2 ,W2 ) ) '
In this expression we use (7.10) twice, with parameters y\ ,Xi  (instead of y , z  as in (7.10)) for 
the action of W* in the left leg of the inner product and with parameters y2, x 2 for the action 
of W* in the left leg of the inner product. The resulting four-fold sum has the advantage that 
the inner product factorizes, and we obtain
E z2w2 a Z2 ( £ iV i Q m i r i Z i , y i ) a £2V2qm2r2Z2(x1 , £ 1£ 2r]1r ] 2 y i x 1q  m i  m2/V i^ i)V1V2
x aW2(crsgn('p1)£1'q1qmi+MriWi,y2)
x  a asgn{p2)e2mq m2+ n - M r 2W2 ( x 2 , £ 1£ 2r]1 r]2s g n { p 1p 2 ) y 2x 2q ~ m i ~ m 2~ n / r 1 w 1) ( 1 L 9 )
X (Q(Pl)P2) n,) f —2mi—2m2—x(rlr2Zi/xi),xi,zi ■> j-2m\-2m2-2n-x(j\r2W\l x2),x2,w\ )
X ( f m i - \ - m 2 + x ( r l r 2 Zi /x i ) , e i £2r i i r i 2q~m i ~ m '2y i x i / r i z i , y i  ?
ƒm 1+ m2 + n+ x ( r i r2 W i / x 2 ) , £ i £ 2 V l V 2 S g n ( p i P 2 ) q ~ r n i ~ m2~ n y 2 X 2 / r i w 1,y2 )
where the sum is four-fold; y i,x\ ,y2, x 2 G I q so that £ i£ 2'qirq2q mi m2y iX i/ r\ Z i G I q and 
£ i£ 2r]ir]2sgn(p ip2)y2x 2q~mi~m2~n/ r iW i  G I q.
The final term in the summand (11.9) gives three Kronecker delta’s, which lead to the 
reduction of the four-fold sum to a double(!) sum since y2 = y\ and x 2 =  sgn{pip2)qnx iW i/z \  
are required. Substituting this in the matrix element of Q ( p i , p 2 , n ) in the summand in (11.9) 
gives
\ V ( P i , p 2 , Tb) J —2m \  — 2 m 2 —x ( j \ r 2 Z \ I x \ ) , x \ , z \  i J —2 m i —2 m 2 —n —x ( r i r 2 Z i / x i ) , s g n ( p i p 2 ) q " x i w i / z i , w i  /
and by (7.13) this equals zero unless r \r2 = ¡n case ^jg condition holds we
see that the matrix coefficient of Q(pi ,p2, n ) equals
—  azi(pi ,wi) ax i (p2, sgn(pip2)qn^ —^-). 
w 1 z 1
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Eliminating again r2 and using this we find that (11.9) equals
E
y i , x - ^ G l q  so  t h a t  s g n ( p i p 2  *?n  ' ¿ i w  i  /  z-y E l q  
a n d  £ 1 £ 2 V l V 2 lI ~ r n i ~ r n '2 y i x l / r l z l l= I q
Z2W 2
y\
x a
a Z2 ( £ i r ] i q m i r i Z i , y i )
-2mi- m2- n*2iP2i ( x i ^ i ^ r i i ' m  mi m2Ì^ - ) a W2(asgn(p1)e1r]1qmi+Mr 1w 1, y 1)
r M  T lZ l£2V2Q
x a
crsgn(p2)£2V2q 2mi m2 M jj (s g n (p ip 2 ) ^ i W ^ u e i e 2?7i?M mi ™2^ - )r i z i
x
U>1
a*i (pi, Wi) ax i (P2 , sgTi(piP2 )qn—— )-
Z \
(11.10)
Equating (11.7) and (11.10) and canceling common factors and relabeling r \ , x i , y \  by r, x, y 
then proves Theorem 6.8 except for the sign constraint on y  in the sum. This follows from 
Definition 6.2. □
A p p e n d ix  A. O p e r a t o r s  a n d  v o n  N e u m a n n  a l g e b r a s
A.I. von N eu m an n  algebras. Let H  be a Hilbert space, and B ( H ) the space of bounded 
linear operators equipped with the operator norm ||T|| =  sup{||Tx|| | ||x|| =  1}. Apart from 
the topology induced by the operator norm, there are various other topologies on B(H ) .  A 
net {Ti}iei  converges strongly to T  if converges to T x  for all x  G H.  A net
converges weakly to T  if {(TiX,y)}iei  converges to (T x ,y )  for all x , y  G H.  A net 
converges strongly-* to T  if converges strongly to T  and {T*}iei  converges strongly
to T*.
A von Neumann algebra is a unital *-subalgebra M  of B ( H ) which is closed for the weak 
topology. A fundamental property is that M  equals its bicommutant M " . The elements of the 
form T*T  form the cone of positive elements, denoted by M +. A ^-homomorphism is unital 
when it maps unit to unit.
A linear functional u: M  —> C is normal if u: Mi  —>• C is continuous with respect to the 
weak topology, where Mi  is the closed unit ball with respect to the operator norm. The space 
of normal functionals form the predual M* which is a norm-closed subspace of the dual M*. 
The cone of positive normal functionals is denoted M+. Then M  =  (M*)* and the <r-weak 
topology on M  is the a(M,  M*)-topology. The <r-strong-* topology is the locally convex vector 
topology induced by the seminorms pu (T) = ^/uAT*T),  p* (T) =  AJ uj{ T T *) for all uj G M+. A 
unital ^-homomorphism tt: M  —> N, M  and N  von Neumann algebras is normal if ujtt G M* 
for all w G lV , .
The tensor product of the von Neumann algebras M  C B ( H ) and N  C B ( K ) is the weak 
closure M  ® N  of the algebraic tensor product M  © N  C B ( H  © K).  For uj G M*, r] G N* we 
have u j © rj G (M © N)* as the unique element extending the algebraic tensor product u  © rj.
A.2. Sum m ation  o f operators. If we use the symbol © without further mention we mean 
the completed version. Let (Hi)iei  be a family of Hilbert spaces and define the Hilbert space 
H  = ©jg/iij. Suppose that a permutation a : I  I  and for every i G I  a closed, densely
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defined, linear operator T* from Hi into H a(¿) is given. Then ©ie/  T* denotes the closed, densely 
defined, linear operator in H  with domain
{ v E H  | Vi E D(Ti) for each i E I  and \\Ti(vi) ||2 <  oo }
¿e/
and so that (©¿e/Ti)(w) =  J2ieI Ti(vi) for all v E Z}(©ie/Tj). Also recall that T* = ®ieIT*. 
It is also worthwhile to remember that T*T  =  ©ie/ T*Ti and \T\ =  ©ie/  \Ti\.
A.3. C om m utation . Let H  be a Hilbert space. Consider two linear operators S, T  acting 
in a Hilbert space H. We say that S E T  if D(S)  Ç D{T)  and Sv  = T v  for all v E D(S) .
Let T a densely defined, closed, linear (possibly unbounded) operator in H.  If S' G B(H ) ,  
we say that S  and T commute if S  T  Ç T  S. If N  is a (possibly unbounded) self-adjoint 
operator in H , we say that T and N  strongly commute if T commutes with every spectral 
projection of N.  If T and N  are both (possibly unbounded) self-adjoint operators, then T and 
N  commute strongly if and only if their spectral projections commute. This is also known as 
resolvent commuting self-adjoint operators. In this case T +  N  is a closable operator and its 
closure T +  N  is self-adjoint.
A.4. Affiliation and unbounded generators. If M  is a von Neumann algebra on H , then 
a densely defined closed linear operator T is affiliated to M  (in the von Neumann algebraic 
sense) if if T U  =  UT  for each unitary U in the commutant M ' . Then T is affiliated with 
M  if and only if T commutes with every element of M ' . Moreover, if T is affiliated with M,  
then so are T* and T*T.  If T is a positive invertible operator affiliated to M,  then so is T ~ l . 
Also, if T and N  are self-adjoint operators that are affiliated with M  and T and N  commute 
strongly, then T +  N  is affiliated with M.
For T i , . . . , T n closed, densely defined (possibly unbounded) linear operators acting on a 
Hilbert space H  we define the von Neumann algebra
JV = {i:G  B ( H )  | xTi Ç TiX, and xT* Ç T*x  V
Then N  is the smallest von Neumann algebra so that T i,. . .  ,Tn are affiliated to N,  and we 
call N  the von Neumann algebra generated by T i,. . . ,  Tn.
A p p e n d ix  B. S p e c ia l  f u n c t io n s
B .l. Basic hypergeom etric  functions. Here we recall standard notations from the theory 
of basic hypergeometric functions, see for instance [17].
We fix a parameter gG (0,1). The g-shifted factorials are defined by
(z; Q)co =  f i t 1 -  xq k), (x; q)n =  , x  E C, n E Z.
k = 0 ’ ^ ° °
In particular, for n  E N we have (x; q)n =  (1 — x){\ — qx) • • • ( !  — ( f ^ x ). Considered as a 
function of x, the g-shifted factorial (x; q)^  is an entire function. Moreover, (x; q)^  =  0 if 
and only if x  E q~N°. For products of g-shifted factorials we use the shorthand notation
(xi, x 2, • • •, x k; q)n = (xi, q)n(x2; ? ) „ • • •  ( x k; q)n , n  E Z  U {oo}.
A formula that we frequently use is the ^-product identity:
(qkx , q 1~k/x ;q )00 = { - x ) ~ kq~kl'k~l]/2 (x,q/x-,q)oo, x  G C \  {0}, k G Z. (B .l)
For r, s G N0 the basic hypergeometric series is defined by
1 + 5 —r
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^ i x i , x 2, ■ ■ ■ , x r  ^ \ =  ( x i , x 2, ■ ■ ■ , x r ;q )k / ^ k qk(k-i)/2 \ 
s \  y i , y 2 , . . .  , y s ’ ’ )  ( q , y i , y 2 , ■ ■ ■ , y s ] q ) k V /
z k.
Here we assume i j  G C for j =  1 , . . .  ,r , j/j G €  \  q~N° for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  s, and z G C. If r <  s, 
the series converges absolutely for all z G C. If r =  s +  1, the series converges absolutely for 
\z\ <  1. In case r >  s +  1, the definition of the basic hypergeometric series only makes sense 
if Xi G q~N° for some i G { l , 2 , . . . , r } ,  i.e., if the series terminates.
B.2. T he functions ap. The functions ap( x , y ) for x , y , p  G Iq have been introduced in Def­
inition 6.2, and these functions play a crucial role in the whole construction. We need some 
more properties of these functions which are described in this subsection.
We need to study the case ap( x , y ) for y G Iq =  qz . This is contained in the following 
lemma.
Lem m a B . l .  For y  G Iq there exists a differentiable function f :  R>o —> K. such that 
ap(x ,y) = yx(p/x) f ( y ~ 2). Moreover, ƒ(0) =  0 unless 0 <  x / p  < 1, and in that case ƒ(0) ^  0.
Proof. Assume y  G /+ , so that sgn(y) =  + . So in particular, ap( x , y ) =  0 for sgn(x) ^  sgn(p) 
by Definition 6.2 and in this case we can take ƒ identically equal to zero.
In case sgn(x) =  sgn(p) we rewrite the y-dependent part in Definition 6.2 before the '1'- 
function,
/--------------  V /--------------------  Vx(v/x)
y v { p y / x ) ^ J ( - y 2-q2)00 = v ( - ) ^ J ( - l , - q 2-q2)00 —
x  \ f { - r / y , r ) o o
using the theta-product identity (B .l). Now using s (x ,y)  =  1 we find
<b(x,y) = yx(p/x) f ( y ~ 2),
ƒ (*) = C(p, x) 1 *  (  ~ f Z ; q2, ^  
y / ( - v  z ; 92)co w < x ) z  p 2
c m  =
This gives the required differentiable function ƒ, which is well-defined on (—q~2, oo) and even 
real-analytic. The value of ƒ(0) is
00 n ( n + 1 ) /  n 2 r 2 \ n
ƒ(o) = c{jp, x) Y  , 2. 2\ ( — r ) = c (p > ( ^ 2/p2; q2)co 
n=0 (Q ) Q )n \  V J
by [17, (II.2)], and this is zero if x / p  > 1 since x / p  G qz and non-zero otherwise. □
The following contiguous relations are useful.
Lem m a B .2. Consider x , y , p  G I q. Then
y / l  +  K{q~lx) ap(q~lx , y) =  (xy /q p ) ap(x, y) -  sgn(y) q~l y / l  +  n{y) ap(x, qy)
and
x /T T k M  ap(qx, y) =  (x y / p ) ap(x, y) -  sgn(y) q s j  1 +  n(q~ly) ap(x, q~ly ) .
Proof. A proof of the second equality can be found in the second half of the proof of [30, 
Prop. 3.9], see also [30, (6.3)]. If we apply the second contiguous relation with x  and y 
interchanged, we get
\ A  +  K(y) ap(qy>x ) =  (x v ! v ) aP(y ,x ) -  sgn(:r) q y / l  + n(q~lx) Op(y, q~lx)
and the first contiguous relation follows from the second equality in (6 .2). □
The following identity is essentially the second-order g-difference equation for i (/^-functions.
Lem m a B .3. Consider x , y , p  G Iq. Then
(n(p) -  n(y) +  ^ - )  ap(x, y) + —  y / l  +  n(q~lp) aq- ip(x, y) +  q —  y / l  +  n(p) aqp(x, y) = 0 .
*X/ *X/ *X/
Proof. This equation holds trivially if p y / x  < 0. From now on we assume that p y / x  > 0. We 
know that the 'I'-functions satisfy the following g-difference equation for a,b,c, z  E C (see the 
proof of Lemma 2.1 of [10], or take a limit in [17, Ex.1.13])
(c -  az ) ^(a; c; q2, q2z) +  ( z  -  (c + q2))  ^(a; c; q2, z) +  q2 ^(a; c; q2, z /q 2) =  0 .
Hence,
(q2n(x /y )  +  qAx 2/ y 2p2)) ^ { ~ q 2/  n(y)\ q2k{x / y); q2, q2K{x/q~1p))
+  { - q 2K{x/y) - q 2 + q2n { x / p ) ) ^ ( - q 2/ n{y)\q2n { x / y ); q2, q2n{x/p))
+  q2 ^ { - q 2/K{y); q2n { x / y ); q2, q2n(x /qp )) =  0
Multiplying this equation with y 2p 2/q 2x 2 (—l )x(p)+1 u(py/x)  and using the fact that 
v(py /x )  = q~2 {py/x) v(q~lp y / x) =  q (x / p y ) u(qpy/x),  we get that
(«(P) -  k ( | / ) + p V ^ 2) ( - l )* (p) v(py/x) ^ ( - q 2//i(y)-,q2/i(x/y)-,q2, q2n{x/p))
+  (py/x)  (1 +  K{q~lp)) (- l)x (« - 1P) v(q~lp y /x )  ^ ( - q 2/ n{y)\q2n { x / y ); q2, q2/i(x/q~1p))
+  Q (PV/X) (- l ) x(qp) v{qpy/x)  ( - q2/n { y ); q2n { x / y ); q2, q2n{x/qp))  =  0
Multiplying this with (k (j?); q2)oo, it follows that
0 =  (k (p ) — n(y) + p 2y2/ x 2) ( — l ) x^  u(rpy /x )
X P)',q2)co y  ( -  q2//i(y)-, q2n(x/y)-,q2, q2n{x/p))
+  —  a / 1 +  rJq~lpi) (—l )x(-9 lp  ^u(q~lpy /x )  
x
X V/ (/i(?“ 1P ) ;9 2)co 'S>(~ q2/K(y);q2K(x/y);q2, q2K(x/q~lp))
+  \A  +  k (p ) (—1)x^  v(qpy/x)  
x
X \ /{n{qp)\q2)co -  q2/ti(y)-,q2K(x/y)-,q2, q2K(x/qp)).
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Now the lemma follows from Definition 6.2. □
We also need a few estimates involving the functions ap(x,y).
Lem m a B .4 . Consider p  G I q and r, s G q1 . Then, there exists a constant D > 0 so that
\dp(%,y)\ <  D v ( p /y )  \x\x^‘!y'> 
for all x , y  G Iq satisfying |x| > r and \y\ < s.
Proof. If sgn(xy) =  sgn(p) (otherwise ap( x , y ) =  0), then the symmetry relation (6.2) and 
Definition 6.2 imply that
M x ,y)  I =  M v > x )\
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, ( ~ K ( p ) ] q 2 ) c
Cn ^  ( 2 l K(f l  ; v2’ q2k( v / x ) 
q K { y / p )
|ar| v { p x / y )  \ J ( - k ( x ); q 2 ) c
( - « ( l / ) ; ^
and |x| u(px/y)  =  v(qx) v{p/y) \x\x<yP/v  ^ by Definition 6.1. Now observe that for x  > 0,
^ ( - K ^ - q 2) ^  v(qx) = ~ ^ = = =
V ( - q2/ x 2;q2)00
by the ^-product identity (B .l). Furthermore, for x  <  0, the set { x  G I~  | |x| >  r } is finite. 
Hence, it is clear that there exists a constant D > 0 so that \ap{x,y)\ < D v(p/y)  |x|x(-p/?/') for 
all x , y  G Iq satisfying |x| > r and \y\ < s. □
Lem m a B.5. Considerp,y  G Iq, a  > 0 and r G [l,oo). Then, the family ( \x\~a ap(x, y) ) 
belongs to £r (Iq).
Proof. Since \ap(x,y)\ = \ap(y,x)\  by (6.2), Lemma B.4 implies the existence of a constant 
D > 0 so that \x~a ap(x, y)\ < D v ( p / x )  \y\x(~p/x^~a for all x  G Iq satisfying |x| < q.
Next we need an estimate for |x| >  1. If p / y  >  1, Lemma B.4 assures the existence of 
E  > 0 so that \ap(x,y)\ < E  for all x  G Iq satisfying x  > 1. If on the other hand, p / y  < 1, 
Lemma B.4 and the fact that \ap(x,y)\ = \y/p\ \ay(x,p)\ by (6.2), guarantee also in this case 
the existence of E  > 0 so that |ap(x, y)\ < E  for all x  G Iq satisfying x > \ .  Hence, the lemma 
follows. □
B.3. T he function S(t ' ,p i ,p2,n).  The following function is defined as an infinite sum of 
certain limits of the functions ap. Let p i ,p 2 G Iq, n  G Z. The function S( ■ ',Pi,P2 , n) : C \{0 }  —> 
C is defined by
S ( t ;p i ,p 2,n) =
n  s r  t  ( \ a x w  1 ( P l \ i P 2 q n \ ( - ( f l ^ i p i )  2 2 { \ c  2^ (ssn(pip2)ij |^ | ^  ( o
z & g n ( p i ) q z
x iipi ^ 9 ■,q2,q2K(sgn(p1p 2)q-nz)^J ,
where
C = C(p i ,p 2 , n) =  (sgn(p2))n \pxp2\ c2q qn s j (-k (p i), -k (p 2); Q2)co •
The sum is absolutely convergent, so S( - ',Pi,P2 ,n)  is an analytic function on C \  {0}. The 
function S(t ' ,pi ,p2,n)  can be written as a 2<£i-function. To see this we need a few lemmas.
In the following lemma the special case b = q is obtained by Koornwinder and Swarttouw as 
a g-analogue of Graf’s addition formula for Bessel functions [36, (4.10)]. The proof of Lemma 
B .6 runs along the same lines as the proof used in [36].
Lem m a B .6 . For c G qz , |tt| < 1, and \bu/w\ < I,
CO
m  ( “ ; < z m  Q  k " )  =
n = — oo
(q. u. —w. —q / w , —c u / w , b q / q q ) ^  (  —b v /w , —wq/cu
2 ^ 1  7 / ;?>■“
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(—b u / w , —c / w , —wq/c;q) ^  \  bq/c
Other expressions for the sum in the above lemma, for values of u ,w ,b  not satisfying the 
above conditions, can be obtained using transformation formulas for 2</?i-series.
Proof. Assume \y\ < 1, \sb/x\ < \t\ < \y~l \ and \y\ < |i|. We write the product of the following 
iV'i-function and i</?0-function as a double series;
( x / ?  ; * , „ > )  m i * * ' *  w , - f )  =  ±V b )  V -  t )  n t^o o t^o  (b^ U q ; q ) k
Renaming n = m  +  k, the sum over k can be written as a 2^ 1-series. Using Ramanujan’s 
i^i-summation formula [17, (11.29)] and the g-binomial formula [17, (II.3)], we obtain
(q, bsy/x,  x t / s ,  q s / x t ; q ) ( - x s / t ; q)oo _
(b,qsy/x,y t ,bs/xt- ,q) oo (~y/t-,q)00
(x /sy;q )m f x s / y , x q m/ s y  2X B^ '3^
£  2Lpl {  * r  ]q’ ~ ym = — oo
We consider this formula as the Laurent expansion of the left hand side considered as a 
function of t.
Let us consider two special cases of (B.3). Letting y —>• 0, we obtain 
(q, x t / s ,  q s / x t , —xs/t', q)oo ^  (  x t \ m 1
-------------------------- -- 2^ I —“ ) q  fi.. o L p l  I ~ q  x(b,bs/xt-,q)00 V S J (b;q)m \b q n
i °o /  i \  m  /  ■)1 / X t \  i 1 \ —X
(.b; q)
In the last line we used the transformations
i¥?i ( o ; q’c) = ^ z] q^ °°2¥?i ( ° ; ° ; z) = q^ ^ °°o¥?i ( c ; ^ ’cz) ’ B^'4^
which follow from Heine’s 2</?i-transformations [17, (III.l), (III.3)] by letting a,b —> 0.
For the second special case we observe that in the above calculations the assumption \sb/x\ < 
\t\ was needed for absolute convergence of the bilateral i^i-series. In case b = q this series
can be written as a unilateral series, a i</?o-series, and then the assumption \sb/x\ < \t\ is no 
longer needed. Now setting b = q and x  =  0, we find
i  (y t )m ( o ,o
-  2 ^  2</?1 ( n l+™ ^ ~ y
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( y t , - y / t ; q )  oo mt ^ 00(q-,q)m \ q
i 00 /
\  A /  » \  m  .  (  V
  2 \
J  « " ' H »  <R 5 >w  ^  ±/ m = —oo N 7
1 oo /  , \  m  /  2
-  7  'Æ q l
-1—m
where we used (B.4), and for the last equality we used the t  — t~ l invariance and reversed 
the sum.
Multiplying our two special cases of (B.3), we obtain a second expression for the Laurent 
expansion of the left hand side of (B.3) considered as a functions of i;
(q, bsy/x,  x t / s ,  qs /x t ,  —x s / t ; q)^
(b , q s y / x , y t , b s / x t , - y / t ;  q) OO
(bsy/x-q)  <*, g  f  t \ k _ f  - y 2 ___ x_k
(q ,~ y 2,b,sqy/x-,q)co \  y j  \  0i ^ i  n
CO
X
n = —oo
(bsy/x-, g)co
( q , - y 2,b, sq y /x ;q )c
°° /  + \ m /  o,2
X
Here we used n + k = m.  Comparing coefficients of t in (B.3) and the above formula, and, to 
get rid of the squares, replacing (—y 2, —x 2/ b , x y / s ) by (u ,v ,w) ,  we obtain
OO
E (“ ; <z; <z1+“_m) i<* („ ;«,w) =
m (q,u, —qu/w, —w / u , bqm; g)oo (  —bv/w, —wqm/u
1 1   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------\ -------------------- 2 ^ 1  I  ,  m(—b u / w , —wqm/u-,q)00 \  bqm
Observe that by the ^-product identity (B .l),
um
( - q u / w , - w / u - , q ) 00 _  m im{m_ 1)(_  x_m , . _  (~w  , - q / w  , - u q 1 m/w ;q )c
/ m / \ W q  ^ liq [UJ ) q oo / 1—m / m \( -w q m/u-,q) oo (-g1 m/ w , - w q m-,q)
then the result follows from writing g =  c. □
R em ark B .7. We can prove a slightly more general result along the same lines as the proof 
of Lemma B.6 , starting with the product
, ( x / s y  \ , ( x s / y  y
‘M  V ^ « )  -M a i q - t
This leads to the identity
E  ( f ) > * " > . * .  ( " f *
2 -,m {x / sy , (l ) m{d ,- y2,syq/x-) q)oc , ( x q m/ s y , x s / y  2
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/  2 \ m r  /  y  OO , / ^
V (b-,q)m(bsy/x-,q)OD 2 2 \  bqm,d , q ’ V
For d = q this is equivalent to the result from Lemma B.6 .
The following lemma shows that the result of Lemma B .6 remains valid for c ^ q~z , if 
we assume u G q~N°. The 2^ 1-series in Lemma B .6 does not converge in this case, but it 
can be obtained from the 2^ 1-series in the following Lemma by an application of Heine’s 
transformation [17, (III.2)].
Lem m a B.8. For u =  q~N° and \bu/w\ <  1,
OO
Y ,  w m  ( “ ;9 ; c " )  m  Q  ; q M n )  =
n = —00
( q , - w , - q / w , - c u / w , q ) o o  f - w q / c u , v  \
2^1 , ; Q, - b u / w  .
(~c /w ,q )  oo V - w q / c
Proof. Let us denote the infinite sum on the left hand side by S. We write u =  q~k with 
k G No, then by definition of the 1^ 1-series, we have
OO K OO / \ / \
( ‘r - i U v - i h
This double sum converges absolutely, so we may first sum over n. Using Jacobi’s triple 
product identity [17, (11.28)] we find
OO
Y  q ^ n~l\ w q m+l)n = (q, - w q m+l, - q 1^ 1 fw, q)00
n = —00
=  w - ( m + l ) q - ^ m i m - l ) q - i l ( l - l ) q - l m ^  _ w > _ q / W]  ^
Here the second equality follows from the ^-product identity (B .l). Now S  reduces to
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The sum over m  can be evaluated with the g-binomial formula [17, (II.3)];
(q~k;q)m,  - i  , ,m ( -cq~ l~k/w ;q ) co ( - c q - l~k/ w , q ) i ( - c q - k/ w , q )ck -,q) ( i , ) =  ~  1 op =  e g  1 ;  fc  
(q',q)m 09 W (~cq~l/w;q)  co ( - cq~ l/w ;q ) i ( - c /w ; q ) cm = 0
=  - k i ( - w q 1+ k / c ' , q ) i ( - c q  k / w ; g ) o o  
( - w g /c ; g ) i ( - c /w ; g ) ao
using [17, (1.9)]. We see that S  becomes a multiple of a single sum,
s  _  (q, ~w,  - q / w ,  —cg~k/w; q ) ^  (~w g1+k/c, v; q)i (  bq~k
( —  r  /'?/?• n \  . /  J(~c /w ,q )  co ^  (g , -w g /c ;q ) i  \  w
The sum is the 2</?i-series in the lemma. □
R em ark B .9 . In Lemmas B.6 and B.8 the sum E on the left hand side has an obvious 
symmetry (u, c) <-> (v , b). On the right hand side this symmetry is not at all obvious, so there 
must be a 2</?i-transformation behind this symmetry. Let us see how the symmetry follows 
from known transformation formulas.
Applying the three-term transformation formula [17, (111.31)] we find
/7 . . ( —b v / w ,—wq/cu \
(bg/c; g)co 2^1 ( h(ii c ; q , u j  =
(v, bq/c, c/b; q )^  f - w q f c v , q f v
2^1 o , ; q, —wq/bu(—c u v /w q ,—wq/bv,q)oo \  —q2w/cuv  
c (v, cq/b, —wq/cu, —qw/cv,  —buv/wq, —g2w/buv; q ) ^  f  —wq/bv, —cu/w
b ( u , —w q /b u ,—q w /b v ,—u v c /w q ,—q2w/uvc] q)oo 2'^1 \  cq/b ’
where we also applied Heine’s transformation [17, (III.3)] for the second 2^1 on the right hand 
side. Observe that the second 2 </?i-function on the right hand side is the same as the 2^ 1- 
function on the left hand side after the substitutions (u , v , c ,b ) 1—> (v ,u ,b , c ), which is exactly 
the symmetry we are looking for. This shows that the first 2^ 1-function on the right hand 
side must vanish, which implies the condition v G g~No or c/b G qz . Assuming one of these 
conditions, the symmetry (u,c) -H- (v , b) for E is still not clear at this point, because of all the 
g-shifted factorials in front of the 2</?i-function. To take care of these factors we need to apply 
the ^-product identity (B .l) several times. Let us assume that v = g~k, k G N0, then
( - c u / w , - w q / c u ;  q) ^  =  ( w q \ k+l ^ k{k+l)
(—g2w / c u v , —vuc/wg;g)00 V c u )  ’
( - b u v / w g , - g 2w/buv;g)co _  f  b u \ k+l
(—b u / w , —wq/bu; q ) ^  \  w q )  9 ’
(—wg/cv;g)  00 (—c/wq)kq^k(-k~^
( - c /w , -w q /c ;q )o o  (- c v / w ; q ) c
1 f ~ w Q \ k kk(k-i) (~bv/w; q)c
(-wq/bv; q ) ^  \  b J  ( - b / w , - q w / b ;  q)c
which leads to
(q, — w, — q/w, cq/b, — bv/w, v, q ) ^  f  —w q /b v ,—cu/w  
( - vc /w , -b /w , -w q /b - ,q )o o  2</?1 V cq/b ’ Q,V
Comparing this with the right hand side in Lemma B .6 the symmetry (u,c) (v,b) is now 
clear. In case b/c G similar computations must be used.
Observe that the conditions b/c G and v G q~N° correspond to Lemmas B .6 and B.8 , 
respectively.
We are now ready to obtain a 2(/?i-expression for the function S(t ' ,p i ,p 2 ,n).
P rop osition  B .10 . The function S(t ' ,p i ,p2,n) defined by (B.2) can be written as a multiple 
of a 2 <~p i-function :
S ( t ;p 1,p2,n) =P 2 q^n{n~1)\piP2 \ ^{pi)^{p2 )c2qy / (-k (p i) , - « ( ^ 2 ) ;  9 2 ) c o
(q2, —q2/ k (p 2), ~ tq 3~n/p ip2, ~PiP2qn~l / t ,P iq l~n/p 2t] q2)oo
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x
(\Pi\q1+n/\P2 \t, ~Pi\P2 \q~n~l /t ,  - t q n+3/pi \p2\-, q2)c 
2+2 n .  2n ( p 2 q1+n/p i t , p 2tq1+n/pi  2 2
x (sgn(PlP2)g + ra; q )„  2<pi ^ sgn(pip2)q2+2n / ^ )
Proof. We substitute z =  sgn(pi)qk, k G Z, in (B.2), then
, 3 - n \  k
k i l t ,  V p m  J  V 0
f  - sg n (p 2)q2/p i  2 ( \ 2+2fc-2n 
X 1^1 ; q , sgn(p2)q + 
X = g ^ (ra_1)P2 IP1P2I Kpi)Kp2) cjv7 (— —/ (^P2); g2)-
Now we apply Lemmas B .6 and B.8 , with q replaced by q2, and
w = , u =  —sgn (p2)% , v =  -s g n (p i)^ , b = sgn(pi)g2, c =  sgn(p2)g2_  ,2  „ _  ^„2- 2raPlP2 P2 PÎ
to obtain the desired expression. □
The function S(t-,p\ ,p2 ,n)  can be written in terms of several other 2</?i-functions using the 
following result.
Lem m a B . l l .  The function S(t ' ,p i ,p 2 ,n) satisfies the following symmetry relations:
S(t- ,pi,p2,n) = (qt)nS(t-,p2, p i , - n )
= (—q)n sgn(p!)x(pi) sgn(p2)x(p2)+rasgn(p1p2) S'(sgn(p1p2) r 1;p i,p 2, - n ) ,
= (—i)"'sgn(pi)x(pi)+"'sgn(p2)x(p2)sgn(pip2)S'(sgn(pipt)i_ 1;p2,pi, n).
Proof. The first symmetry relation follows from replacing the summation variable z by zqn in 
definition (B.2).
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Comparing coefficients of t  in (B.5) gives the transformation formula
i<Pi (q  ; 9, Q1+n)  =  a n 1^1 ( “ ; q, q1 nJ , n E Z.
Furthermore, as a special case of [30, Prop. 6 .6] we have
m  (^ o  = y n 1^ 1 ( 9q n  e  n 0, y e c \  {o}.
To both iifii-functions in (B.2) we apply one of the above transformations; the second one in 
case the i<pi is a terminating series, the first transformation otherwise. Now we change the 
summation variable from z to z _1 to obtain the second symmetry relation.
The third relation follows from combining the first two relations. □
Proposition B.10 and the symmetry relations from Lemma B .l l  imply transformation for­
mulas between the 2^ 1-series involved. For instance, the first symmetry relation in Lemma 
B .l l  together with an application of the ^-product identity (B .l), corresponds to the trans­
formation described in Remark B.9.
We also need the following asymptotic results for the function S.
Lem m a B .12 . Assume t E C \  {0} and k, n E Z.
(i) For k —>• —0 0 ,
S(t-,qk,qk,n) = (D(q-nk).
(ii) Let a ,T E { — ,+ } ,  then there exist constants 6 *1, C2 independent of k, such that
S(t] aqk, rqk, n) = (arq3)k (Cit~k +  C2tk) ( l  +  0 ( q 2k) 
for k —> 0 0 .
(in) Let pi E I q and r  E { — , + } , then for k —>• 0 0 ,
S(t-,pji,rqk,k  + n ) =  0 ( q k).
(iv) Let pi E I q, then f o r k  —> —0 0 ,
S ( t ]Pi ,q k,k  + n) = 0(q- ik2 (pitqn--i)k).
Proof, (i) We use Proposition B.10 to write S (t; qk, qk , n) as a multiple of a 2</?i-series. Using 
the ^-product identity (B .l) we find
( + 3 - n - 2 k  _  n - l + 2 k  U.  n 2\
V _______ 1 " _______ / '/i q  )00 _ —2 n k , n
( - tqn+l~2k, - q2k~n~l / t ; q2) ^
and
- q 2/ < q k); q2) 00 = q2(~ 1, - q 2; q2) <*,
so that
S(t; q\ q\ n )  =
{ql+n/ t - q 2) co 
, 2+2™ 2\ i q 1+n/ t , t q 1+n ^2 „2- 2k
From this expression it is clear that S(t] qk, qk , n ) =  0 (q~ nk) for k —>■ —oo.
(ii) Write S(t] aqk, rqk, n) as a multiple of a 2</?i-function using Proposition B.10. Using the 
three-term transformation formula [17, 111.32] and the 0-product identity (B .l) we find
Q / t  k  k  \ 2 ,  3\fc n --------- Yk-----------^ ^ ^ { Q 2 , ( J T Q1~ n / t , - ( J T q n ~ 1/ t , - ( T T t q 3- n ] q 2 ) ^
S{t; <yq , rq , n ) = c , ( a r q  ) - r q 2*; _ atqi+n. ^
( ,_ fc (artq l+n, tql+n, - a q 3+n/t ,  - atq~l~n; q%  ( a r q l+n/t ,  ql~n/ t  2 2fc
X V  -----------------------------------------------i t ^ - r q ^ )  o o -----------------------------------------------2<Pl{  qy t 2 ’q ’ ~ aq
, ^ ( v r q ^ f a q ^ / t , -<*(?+” , - a q - 1- n/ t ]q2)00 ( a r tq 1+n, tq l~n 2 2fc
+ * ------------------7iz-o—  .»-------------------- w i  0,0 ;q ,-<?q
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{t- 2 ^ _ T q 2k.q 2)oo 2 ^ 1 ^  q2f2
From this expression the result follows.
(iii) By Proposition B.10 and [17, (III.4)] there exists a constant Ci, which is independent 
of k, such that
S ( t ;P l ,Tqk,k + n ) =  C^rq)'^qk(k+ ^ ql(k+n)(k+n-i)qUk- m - 2 )
x {TPlql- 2k~n'/t, - r Plq2k+n- l / t ,  - T t q 3- n~2k/ p i; q2)co
( ( \ 2+ 2k + 2n 2 \ (  r q 1+2k+n/pit,\pi\q1+n/t 2 3 +  \  
x ( r Sgn(Pl)9 ;« ) » 2^2 ( Tsgn(pi)<72+2, +2„_ _ ^ /p ii  M j  ■
Using the é'-product identity (B .l) twice, we find
(__i \kn—2nkn—2k(k—l)
( „l—2k—n ¡+ ^2/c+n—1 /+ ^+„3—n—2k . „2\ V *-) H H(TPlq / t ,  —rpiq / t , - r t q  /Pi, q )«, = C2 +2 k+n/p i . ^  •
Now we see that for large k there exists a constant C3, independent of k, such that
\S(t-,pi,rqk,k  + n)\ < C3qk.
(iv) Assume k < 0. By Proposition B.10 we have 
S( t ;P l ,qk, - n - k ) =  C X q - k ( n + k ) q l ( n + k ) ( n + k + l ) q k q l ( k - l ) ( k - 2 )  ^ / ( _ q 2k.  q 2 ^
—n
J2—2k( - q 2 2k, sgn(pi)g2 2ra 2fc; g2)^  / g 1 n/ p i t , t q 1 ra/Pi 2
(|pi|g1_ra_2fc/i ,  — piq2k+n~l /t ,  — tq3~2k~n/p\] q2)oo ^  \  sgn(pi)g2_2ra_2fc ^
for a certain constant C\ independent of k. Using the ^-product identity (B .l) we have
t \ k 
<P i Q nVJ9i <7ra_ i/
-fc(fc-l)
{ - q 2 -,q2)co =  C's-
\ - q 2- 2k,q2) ^
so that, for large \k\, there is a constant C4 such that
|5 ( i;P l, / ,  -ra -  k)\ < C4 q^k2q ^ k \Pl/ t \ k.
Now the result follows from the second symmetry relation in Lemma B .ll .  □
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B.4. A l-Salam —Chihara polynom ials. The spectral analysis of Jacobi operators on £2(No) 
and f 2(Z) plays an essential role in this paper. We refer to Berezanskii [6 , Ch. 7], Pruitt [47], 
Masson and Repka [44], Kakehi [23], see also [33, App. A], for general information on Jacobi 
operators on 12{Z). We use [29] for general reference. The spectral decomposition of the Jacobi 
operators we encounter are described with the help of certain special functions, namely the 
Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials and the little g-Jacobi functions. In this subsection we collect 
some results and notations for the Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials. Results for little g-Jacobi 
functions are given in the next subsection.
The Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials were introduced by Al-Salam and Chihara in [1] to 
classify all orthogonal polynomials satisfying a convolution type property. These polynomials 
also have been studied by Askey and Ismail [3, §3]. The Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials form 
subfamily of the Askey-Wilson polynomials Askey and Wilson [4], Gasper and Rahman [17, 
§§7-5-7],
Consider a,b G E \  {0}. For n G f f0, the Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials Pn(-; a, b \ q) : C —> 
C are defined by
P n ( M ' ,  a ,b \q )  = a~n (ab; q)n 3^ 2 (  Q ; 9 , Q
\  n l  X 7 (B -6 )i i  \ n I q , by q \=  ( a / v , g U )
for y  G C \  {0}. The equality in (B.6) follows from [17, (III.7)] and holds if ql~ny / a  ^ q~No. 
We see that for x  = ¡i{y) G R the polynomials Pn (x) = Pn(x',a,b \ q) are real-valued. The 
Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials satisfy the three-term recurrence relation
2x P n {x) = Pn+i{x) +  qn(a +  b) Pn{x) +  (1 -  qa){ 1 -  abqn~l ) Pn- i (x )  (B.7)
with initial condition P- i(x )  = 0, Po(x) = 1. From this relation we see that the Al-Salam- 
Chihara polynomials are symmetric in a and b. Favard’s Theorem gives that these polynomials 
are orthogonal with respect to a positive measure on the real line for ab < 1 , which from now 
on we assume to hold. The measure can be determined from the asymptotic behaviour of the 
Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials as the degree tends to infinity. This behaviour is determined 
by
F „ ( , b  U )
y / ( Q ’ a b '’
I u\ \ n I aV,by n+i\  , 1 - 1  7 I \ —n ( a y,b y  ra+1 c ( y ; a , b \ q ) y  2^ i 2 5 9,9 + c(y - , a , b \ q ) y  2^ i I _ \ q , q  +
qy J \  qy 2
(B.8)
valid if y 2 ^ qz , where
( h\  ^ (a/y> b/y, q)oo c(y; a, b \ q) = --------------- . =. (P-9)
('y~2',q)oo\/ (q,ab; q)00
We extend the c-function c (-; a, b \ q) by continuity to all points of C where possible.
The asymptotic behaviour can be obtained as a limiting case (6, c —> 0) of the asymp­
totic behaviour of the Askey-Wilson polynomials [17, (7.5.9)], or by using [17, (3.3.5)] with 
(a,b,c,z)  i y (ay , by, qy2, qn+1) and next [17, (1.4.6)], (B.6 ) and the ^-product identity (B .l).
See also [3, §3.1] for the asymptotic behaviour using Darboux’s method including the cases 
x  =  ± 1 .
The corresponding orthonormal Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials pn(- ; a, b \ q) : C —> C are 
defined by
Pn(x-, a,  b I q)  =  — 1 p n ( x - , a , b \ q ) (B.10)
V Q)n
for all x  G C. The orthonormal Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials satisfy the recurrence relation
2 x p n {x)  = Cn p n+ i { x )  +  dn p n {x)  +  Cra_ i  p n - 1 (x) ,
Cn =  V i 1 -  Qn+1)(  1 -  a6g ra), dn =  qn (a +  b),  ^ ^
and initial conditions p - i ( x )  =  0, p o ( x )  =  1. Note that the coefficients cn  and d n  are bounded, 
since we assume 0 <  q < 1. Under our assumption ab < 1 the Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials 
are orthogonal with respect to a positive measure on E;
/  p n ( x ; a,  b I q ) p m ( x ; a ,  b \ q) d m ( x ; a ,  b \ q)  =  (B .1 2 )
Jr
where the measure d m ( •; a, b \ q)  is defined by
f  f ( x )  d m ( x ’ a b I a) = (g>a6;g)o° f  f(co s^ )_____ #
,/R/ l  j 1 ’ ’ l9j 2tt io P)( a e ^ , a e - ^ , b e ^ , b e ~ ^ - q ^  ^
+ Y  /(Maqr))wr{ a - b \ q ) +  ^  f  { ^ { M ) ) w r{b- a \ q), B^'13^
reNo reNo
H r|>l N r|>l
with
/ t | n ( a ~ 2-,q)00( a 2 ,ab- ,q)r ( l  -  a 2q2r) _ r 2 _ 3
wr{a-b\q) = — -----— ------- ------ — g a b .
(■b / a ; 5 ) 00(9 , «<?/»; <?M1 -  a 2)
Note that the weight function in (B.12) is very explicit. It can be rewritten in terms of the 
c-function (B.9) as
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ƒ (x) dm(x; a, b \ q) =  —  [  ƒ (cos ip) ^
2n J0 c(ei^-,a,b\q)c(e~i'^-,a,b\q)
E  ^  ( M S ) ) R e S  --------- / ---------------7 I W  _ 1 —w=s w c(w, a, b \ q)c(w L; a , b \ q )
(B.14)
where the set D  is given by
D  =  D(a,  6 | 5) =  {s G C | |s| >  1, c(s; a, b \ q) =  0},
and we assume that the zeroes of the c-function in D  are simple. The two sets of discrete 
mass points in the measure in (B.12) are finite. If ab > 0, at most one of the sets of discrete 
mass points can occur, since we also assume ab < 1. If ab < 0, then both series of discrete 
mass points can occur.
Consider the corresponding Jacobi operator on £2(No) equipped with the standard orthonor­
mal basis {era}^L0,
2 Jen cn en-\-i © dn en cn—\ en—\ , (B. 15)
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with cn and dn as in (B. 11), initially defined on the dense domain of finite linear combinations 
of the basis vectors. Since the coefficients are bounded, J  extends uniquely to a bounded 
self-adjoint operator on £2(N0). If we need to stress the dependence on the parameters, we 
write J  =  J(a,b \ q). The resolution of the identity for the self-adjoint extension of J  can 
be described with the orthonormal Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials and the corresponding 
orthogonality measure.
T heorem  B .13 . The Jacobi operator J  extends uniquely to a bounded self-adjoint operator 
on £2(N0). Let E j  be the resolution of the identity for the self-adjoint extension of J,  then for  
any Borel set B  C K  and u =  u n £ n , v  =  Y ^ = o  v n e n  G €2(N0) we have
{E j(B )u ,v )£2 (No) = / Jrju (x )Jrjv (x )  dm(x;a ,b  \ q), T ju {x )  =  y u npn(x; a,b \ q).
n = 0
(B.16)
For the purposes in this paper we want to rewrite the orthogonality relations (B.12) for the 
Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials as orthogonality relations on L 2(I(a,b \ q)), where I(a, b \ q) 
is the support of d m (■ ; a, b \ q), so
I(a ,b  | q) =  [-1 ,1] U fi(D(a,b \ q)),
D(a, b | q) =  { aqr \ r G N0, \aqr \ > 1} U { bqr \ r G N0, \bqr \ > 1},
in accordance with (B.14). On [—1,1] we take the Lebesgue measure, and on the discrete part 
we take the counting measure. Now define for 0 <  [tp\ <  tt
, 1 p n { c o s i > ; a , b  \ q)
h n ( c o s w :  a , b  \ q) =  \ — :--------— , . .,------ —— — ,
2 t t \ sin-0| |c(e^; a, b \ q)\ (B.18)
h n (jj,(eqr ) - ,a ,b  \ q) =  \ J w r {e\ ƒ  | q ) p n (jj,(eqr )-, a , b  \ q) ,
where e is either a or b, and ƒ is the other parameter, and \eqr \ > 1 with r G N0. So 
{ h n ( ■; a, 6 | q ) } ^ L 0 is an orthonormal basis for L2(/(a , b \ q)) .  It follows in particular that
CO
y h n (f j , (x )- ,a ,b  | q ) h n ( f j , (y) - ,a,b \ q) =  8x>y, x ,  y  G D(a, b \ q) ,  (B.19)
n = 0
so that the functions h n (fi(x)-, a,b \ q) ,  n E No, have £2-norm 1 for x  E D(a,b \ q).  The 
orthogonality relations (B.19) can also be proved directly using the g-binomial theorem and 
the g-Saalschtitz formula [17, (II.3),(II.12)], and it is related to a discrete measure on q ~ n ° for 
which only a finite number of moments exist.
The polynomials p n ( ■ - ,a,b \ q) and the c-function are symmetric in a, b, which implies the 
symmetry relation
h n { - \  a ,  b | q) =  h n { - \  b, a \ q).  (B.20)
Another symmetry that we need is
h n ( - ;a ,b\  q) =  ( - 1  )n h n ( -  ■; - a ,  - 6 ;  q) ,  (B .2 1 )
which follows from writing out explicitly h n  as a multiple of a 2</?i-function.
The asymptotic behaviour of the orthonormal basis of L 2(I(a, b \ q)) as the degree n  tends 
to oo can be obtained from (B.8). For 0 < \ip\ < tt we find
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/ 2 3 i ( e ira^ c ( e ^ ; a , 6  | g ) )  , %
M eosi/.;a ,6  | g) =  | g)| (l + 0 ( 9“)), n ^  oo, (B.22)
and see [3, §3.1] for the case x  =  ±1. Observe that the expression is symmetric with respect 
to ^ —ip. On the discrete spectrum the zeroes of the c-function make the first term on the 
right hand side of (B.8) vanish, so that the behaviour of hn is given by
hn (n(aqr); a,b \ q) =  [aqr)~n\ / w r(a; b \ q) c ( l /aqr; a,b \ q) ( l  +  0 ( q n)), n —> oo. (B.23)
This implies h.(x-,a,b \ q) G €2(N0) for x  in the discrete spectrum. The expression for 
hn(fi(bqk)-, a,b \ q) follows from (B.23) by interchanging a and b in the right hand side. We 
can also reformulate (B.23) as
hn (/i(s);a,b \ q) =  s n J  Res °^W j  (l +  0 ( q n)), oo, (B.24)
w w = s  w  c(w; a,b \ q)
for s G D(a, b \ q), assuming such zeroes of the c-function are simple.
In this paper we need a certain contiguous relations for the Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials. 
The contiguous relation can be looked upon as an operator that can be used for a Darboux 
factorization of the Jacobi operator J.
Lem m a B.14. The orthonormal basis functions hnix^a^b \ q) satisfy
V l — 2bx +  b2 hn(x ; a, b \ q) =  \ J  1 — abqn hn (x ; a, bq\ q) — &\A _  Qn hn- i(x; a, bq \ q), 
for x  G I(a ,b  \ q).
Proof. From the connection coefficient formula [4, §6], [17, §7.6] it follows that
Pn(x ; a, b | q) = Pn(x ; a, bq \ q) -  6(1 -  qn) Pn-i(x] a, bq \ q). (B.25)
This can also be obtained directly from the second explicit expression of Pn in (B.6 ) by writing 
out the 2</?i-function as a sum, and using the identity (by, q)k = (bqy; q)k — by( 1 — qk){bqy, q)k. 
Rewriting (B.25) for the orthonormal basis hn(x-,a,b \ q), x  G I(a ,b  \ q), gives the desired 
relation. For x  = costp this follows directly from (B.10), (B.18), and for x  in the discrete 
spectrum this is a consequence of
wr(a-,bq\q) (1 — abqr)(l  — q~rb/a) wr-i(bq-, a \ q) (1 — b2qr)(l  — q~r)
wr(a; b | q) 1 — ab ’ wr(b; a \ q) 1 — ab
Here we use the convention that hn(x-, a, b \ q) =  0 for x  ^ I  [a, b \ q). □
B.5. L ittle  g-Jacobi functions. In this subsection we collect the results and notations for 
the little g-Jacobi functions needed in this paper. The little g-Jacobi functions are the kernel 
of an explicit transform pair that is related to the spectral analysis of the hypergeometric 
g-difference equation, and they arise as matrix elements for the quantum SU(  1,1) group, see 
[45]. References for this subsection are Kakehi [23], Kakehi et al. [24], and also [33, App. A], 
[29], [32],
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The hypergeometric g-difference equation, see [17, Exerc. 1.13], can be rewritten as
(c — abz) u(qz ) +  ((a +  b)z — c — q) u(z) +  (q — z) u(z /q)  =  0 (B.26)
for a function u(z)  and one explicit solution of (B.26) is u(z) = 2 iPi{a, b\ c; q, z).
Using the hypergeometric g-difference we find solutions to
1  ~\~k i k 
2x f k{x) =  (1 -  ^ - )  fk+i(x) +<f ~ d ^ f k(x ) +  “  ~^ ~z ^ k~l ^ } B^ '27^
where we assume from now on that z <  0, c > 0, and d G R \{0}. For more general sets of 
parameters, see [33, App. A], Indeed, we find the solution,
f M y ) )  = (c> Q/z ’> q)ood~k 2 <pi ^ dy,^ y  ; q, zq~k j^ , (B.28)
where we from now on assume 0 <  c < 1 in order to avoid complications for c G q~No. 
We use the notation fk(x) = fk{x]c,d]z  \ q) if we want to stress the dependence on the 
parameters. Note that replacing c and d by q2/c  and qd/c  leaves (B.27) invariant, hence 
f k(x-, q2/c , qd/c, z  \ q) is also a solution to (B.27), as can also be checked directly from (B.26). 
These solutions are linearly independent for c /  q.
The equation (B.27) can also be viewed for k > 0 as the recurrence relation for the (suitably 
renormalized) associated Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials, and the description of the solution 
space matches Gupta, Ismail and Masson [20].
Next we define
=  f i r " ,  (B.29)
then, for y ^  ±1 , Fk(y) and Fk(y~l ) define two linearly independent solutions to (B.28) as 
follows easily from (B.26). We use the notation Fk{y±l) =  Fk(y± l -,c,d]z \ q) if we want to 
stress the dependence on the parameters. Note that Fk(y±l) are invariant under replacing 
c and d by q2/c  and qd/c. Since the solution space to (B.27) is two-dimensional there are 
relations between the solutions; in particular,
t  ( ( \ t? ( \ f \ (c/ d y , d / y , d z y , q / d z y , q ) ^  
fk {Ky) )  = c(y) Fk(y) +  c{y ) Fk(y ), c(y) = ------------[y~2-q)--------------   ^ '
which follows from [17, (4.3.2)] for y 2 ^ q1. As in the previous subsection we extend this 
c-function by continuity to all points of C where possible. We use the notation c(y; c , d \ z \  q) 
if we want to stress the dependence on the parameters. Note that this c-function is different 
from the one for the Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials in Section B.4. In this subsection c(y) is 
defined by (B.30).
The corresponding orthonormal recurrence relation, i.e., the normalization which makes the 
corresponding Jacobi operator symmetric, is
2x Uk{x) &k Uk-y\{x) bk Uk(x) © Clk—\Uk—\{x),
Note that we assume z < 0, 0 < c <  1, (¡G R \  {0}, so that the square root is well-defined. 
We put
2 (cq1+k/ d 2Z] q)oo f  c \ ~ k {zq~k,d2z /c ,c q /d 2z-,q)c
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2   ^  Hjoo _ I \ 5 ^  ~ / '■o ^  I ^  Hjoo /-p
Pk (q1+k/z-,q) oo \ d 2)  (d2zq~k/c ,z ,q /z- ,q )OD
where the second expression follows from the ^-product identity (B .l), then U k (z )  =  pkfk{z) 
satisfies (B.31) if and only if f k(z ) satisfies (B.27). We use the notation pk(c,d-,z \ q) if we 
want to stress the dependence on the parameters. Now the following orthogonality relations 
hold;
/  pkfk (x)p if i( x ) du(x-, c , d - z \ q )  = 5k,i, (B.33)
J  R
where the measure du is defined by
f  g(x )du (x ;c ,d ;z  \ q) = ^ ~  f  g (cos ip) df  +  V  g(p(ql~r / dz))vr 
M  2 t t  J o  c  2 ^
\q1~ r / d z \ > l
r S N 0 r S N 0
\cqr / d \ > l  \dqr \ >l
with
c(y) = c(y ;c ,d ;z  \ q),
- ( 1  -  q2~2r/ d2z 2) { d z f ^ q - ^ - 2^ - 1^
V r =
(q,q, cq1~r/ d 2z , q l~rjz ,  czqr~1,d2zqr~1; q) CO
w ______________(d2/ c2; q)op____________(1 -  c2q2r/ d 2) (c2/ d 2, c; q)r ^_r
r (q, c, d 2/ c , c z ,  d 2z / c ,  c q / d 2z ,  q / z c ,  q)oo (1 — c2/ d ? )  (q, c q / d 2] q ) r ’
__________ id 2;q)oo__________ (1 -  d2q2r) (d2,c;q)r
{q,c ,c/d2,d2z , z , q / z , q / d 2z-,q)ao (1 -  d?) (q, qd2/c; q)r
If we want to stress the dependence on the parameters we use the notation wr(c,d]z \ q), 
w'r(c,d;z  | q) and vr (c,d;z  \ q) for the weights in (B.33). Note that at most one of the last 
two sets of discrete mass points can occur, since we assume 0 <  c <  1. The first set of discrete 
mass points always occurs. The orthogonality measure (B.33) can be rewritten in terms of 
the c-function;
ƒ* ƒ* 7T el'll) 1
/  g(x) du(x;c,d; z  \ q) = —  /  g ( c o s +  Y ] #(M s))Re s ----  (B.34)
J R 27t Jo |c(e^ ) | 2 w=s w c{w)c{w *)
where we assume that the zeroes of the c-function are simple, and where the set D  is defined 
by
D  =  D(c, d; z  | q) =  {s G C | |s| >  1, c(s) =  0}.
See Kakehi [23], and [33, App. A] for a bit more general situation, [29] for an introduction, 
and [32] for a general scheme of function transforms with basic hypergeometric kernel of which 
(B.33) is part.
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Denote by L  the corresponding (doubly infinite) Jacobi operator on £2(Z) with orthonormal 
basis {efc}fcez, i.e.,
2L e k =  afc efc+i +  6  ^efc +  afc-i efc_i, (B.35)
with ak and bk defined as in (B.31), and L  initially defined on the dense domain of finite 
linear combinations of the basis vectors. We write L = L(c, d, z  \ q) if we need to stress the 
dependence on the parameters. The operator L  is unbounded, because the coefficients tend to 
± 0 0  as k —> —00 . Its adjoint is given by the same formula (B.35) with its maximal domain,
i.e. V* = {v = J2kvkek e  ¿2(Z) I J2k(akvk+ 1 +  bkVk +  ak- i v k- i ) e k G £2(Z)}. From Section 4.5 
of [29] we have the following result. Note that we need to switch from the basis ek to e - k of 
£2(Z) for the correspondence with [29].
T heorem  B .15 . The operator L is essentially self-adjoint for  0 <  c < q2. In this case the 
resolution of the identity E L for the unique self-adjoint extension of L is given by
{EL(B)u ,v ) f2 {z) = / JrLu(x)JrLv(x )du(x - ,c ,d]z \q ) ,  T Lu(x) = V ]  u kpkf k(x),
J b  k = - C O
for any Borel set B  C K  and any u = ^2k u kek,v = J2k vkek G f 2( Z).
In [29, Prop.4.5.3] it is also proved that L  has deficiency indices (1,1) in case q2 < c < 1, 
c /  q, hence L  has self-adjoint extensions. In the proof linear independence of certain functions 
w f ( z ) and wg(z) (see [29]) is used, which is no longer valid in case c = q. The special case 
c = q is also needed in this paper, and we treat this case in Appendix C.
In this paper it is convenient to rewrite the orthogonality relations (B.33) as orthogonality 
relations on L2(/(c, d\ z  \ q)), where I(c, d\ z  \ q) is the support of du(- ;c,d; z  \ q). So
I(c, d] z  | q) =  [—1, 1] U d; z \ q )) ,
D ( c , d ; z  | q) =  { d f  | r e  No, |a<f| > l }  U | r  e  No, >  l }  (B .36)
v KJjA/ KJjA/ s
in accordance with (B.34). On [—1,1] we take the Lebesgue measure, and on the discrete part 
we take the counting measure. We now define the function j k[x\ c, d\ z  \ q) G L2(/(c, d\ z  \ q)) 
by
• / 1 7 I n Pk{c,d]Z | q) f k(cosip;c,d;z \ q) n ^ i / i ^j k(cos Ip] c,d]Z I q) = ----  m  --------------— , 0 <  1-01 <  7T,
sm-^l |c(e^; c, d\ z  \ q)\
j k { M ~ r/ d z ) \ c , d ; z \ q )  = y /v r(c,d]Z \ q) pk(c, d; z  \ q) f k(/i(q1~r/dz); c , d ; z \ q ) ,  (b .37)
j k(/i(cqr/d ) ;c ,d ; z  \ q) = y /w r(c,d;z \ q) pk(c,d-,z \ q) f k(p(cqr/d);c,d; z  \ q),
j k(p(dqr)-, c ,d -, z \q ) = \Jw'r{c,d\z \ q) pk(c, d \ z \ q )  f k(p(dqr)-, c , d ] z \ q ),
so that { jk ( - ; c, d] z \ q)}k&i  yields an orthonormal basis for L 2(I (c ,d]z  \ q)). We use the 
convention that jk{x] c, d\ z  \ q) =  0 for x  ^ I(c, d\ z  \ q). In particular this implies that
Y j k(p (x);c ,d;z  \ q)jk(p(y)]C,d; z  \ q) = 6x,y, x , y  G D (c ,d ;z  \ q), (B.38)
fcez
so that z); c,d]Z \ q ) } k & has £2-norm 1 for x  G D(c, d\ z \ q).
The asymptotic behaviour of j k (x-, c, d\ z \ q) as k  —> —oo follows from
P k f k { x )  =  (sgn(d)v/c)fc { c , d 2z / c , c q / d 2z;  g ) o o ( l  +  0 ( q ~ k ) ) ,  i G C ,  (B.39)
which is an immediate consequence of (B.28) and (B.32). For the asymptotic behaviour as 
k —> oo we use (B.30), (B.29), (B.32), and we proceed analogously as in the derivation of 
(B.22). This gives
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/ 2 3?(c(e^; c, d; z  I q) elk^) , / , ,
M c m M z  | q) =  ^ |siiWi| |c(e,>;e A z  | g)| (1 +  Ofa ) ) ) ,  i ^ o o ,  (B.40)
for 0 < [ p \  < 7r. Note that the expression is symmetric with respect to ip  — ip .  The 
asymptotic behaviour in the discrete mass points as k —>■ oo follows similarly as (B.23). The 
behaviour is f 2, and for k —> oo we have
j k(n(ql~r/ dz)\ c,d] z \ q) = (ql~r/dz) ky /vr (c,d] z \ q) c(qr~1dz-, c ,d ; z \  q) ( l  +  0 ( q k) ) , 
j k(n(cqr/ d)\c,d] z \ q) = [cqr/ d)~k\Jw r(c,d-,z \ q) c(dq~r/c; c ,d ; z \  q) (l +  0 ( q k) ) , 
j k(/i(dqr)-, c , d ; z \ q )  = (dqr) ky /w'r (c,d]Z \ q) c(q~r/ d ; c ,d ;z  \ q) (l +  0 ( q k)).
(B.41)
We can rewrite (B.41), cf. (B.24),
jk(fJ>(s);c,d;z\q) = s fc^ /R es^ W ’ C’ ^  Z | ^  ( l  +  0 { q k) ) , k ^  oo, (B.42)
>' w=s w c(w, c ,d ;z  \ q)
for s G D(c, d-,z\q)  assuming the zeroes of the c-function are simple.
We will need a contiguous relation for the normalized little q-Jacobi functions, which can 
be obtained from the g-derivative of the 2</?i-series.
Lem m a B .16 . The orthonormal basis functions j k(x-, c,d\ z  \ q) satisfy 
\ J  1 — 2x / d  +  d~2 jk{x] qc, qd; z \ q) =
1 qk / cqk
d V ~  — j k - i { x ; c,d ;z  \ q) -  W 1 -  — j k{x;c ,d;z  \ q),
for x  G I(c, d] z  | q).
Proof. A direct calculation, or see [17, Exerc. 1.12], shows that
f k{x\ c ,d ; z \  q) - -  f k+i(x-, c , d \ z \ q )  = z(  1 -  2dx +  d2) f k(x-, qc, qd-, z \ q ) .  (B.43)
a
Rewriting (B.43) for the orthonormal basis j k(x ;c ,d;z  \ q) then gives the desired contiguous 
relation. For x  =  cos ip this is immediate from (B.37), (B.32) and (B.33). For x  in the discrete
spectrum it follows from
m  . ( n r  n r h  r  I n \  _ _
d z (1 — cqr)( 1 — d q~r/c),
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wr(c, d] z  | q)
d2z 2( 1 — <i2( f ) ( l  — q~r),
w >r_ 1(qc, qd] z \ q) 2 2 2 r
w'r (c, d ] z \ q )
^ d2z 2( l - d 2zqr- 1) ( l - q 1~r/z) .  □
v ^ i q c ,  qd] z \ q) 2 2 2 r-1  1-r
wr(c, d]Z \ q)
Yet another result for the little q-Jacobi functions needed in this paper is related to a 
symmetry property that follows from Heine’s transformation [17, (1.4.6)] and analytic contin­
uation;
.. (  <iv. d / y  , A  _  (z d 2q~k/ c ,q ) x  f  cy /d ,  c /d y  . (p  ,m
2iH  c ' q' Zq ) -  (zq-^q)*,  2iH  c ' q'q — )■ (&44)
Together with (B.28) and (B.32) this implies the symmetry
c zd c zd
Pk{c, d ] z \ q )  f k ( x ]  C ,d]z \q )  = p k {c, - ; ----  | q) f k (x] c, - ; ----  | q). (B.45)
d  c d  c
The action on the parameters is an involution, and I ( x ] c , d ] z  \ q)  =  I ( c , c / d ]  z d 2/ c  \ q).  
Moreover, we have
c zdP
c{y] c , d ] z \ q )  =  c{y] c, - ; -----  | q),
a c
c zd?
vk(c,d]Z | q) = v k( c , - ] —  | q),
c zd?
w k (c, d] z  I q) = w k ( c , ~ ] -----  I q),
d  c
which implies
j k (x] c , d ] z \ q )  = j k (x] c, c/d] zd2/c  | q). (B.46)
This shows that in the special case d2/c  G qz , we can transfer the multiplication by a power 
of q in z to a shift in the index k. Using (B .l) we obtain for p  G Z
p k (c, d] zq~p | q) f k (x] c, d] zq~p \ q) =  { - d z ) p q~^p[p+l) pk+p(c, d ] z \ q )  f k+p(x] c , d ] z \ q ),
c (y ,  c, d] zq~p \ q) =  { - d z y f  q~^p[p+l) c (y ,  c , d ] z \ q ),
vr (c,d] zq~p | q) = (dz)~2pqp{p+1) vr- p(c, d] z  \ q),
wr (c,d] z q ~ p | q) =  ( d z ) ~ 2pqp<'p+1') wr(c,d]Z \ q),
w'r (c, d] zq~p | q) =  (dz)~2pqp(p+1  ^ w'r (c, d] z \ q).
Moreover, I ( c ,  d] z q ~ p \ q) =  I ( c ,  d] z  \ q) and so
j k {x] c, d] z q ~ p | q) = (sgn[ d ) )p j k+p{x] c ,d ]z \  q). (B.47)
Combining gives the following special case
j k (x] q, q ^ l~p)]Z | q) = j k+p(x] q, q^{l+p)]Z \ q), (B.48)
fo r all x  G I(q, z  \ q) = I(q, z \ q ) .
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B.6 . Explicit formulas for th e  function A.  Here we write out explicitly the functions 
A  = A{ ■ ; p , m , £ , rq), p  G q1, m  G Z and £,rj G { — ,+}■ These functions are used in §9.2 for 
the description of the polar decomposition of the elements Q(pi ,p 2 , n) G M , and they are used 
later on in §10.1 and §10.2 to describe explicitly the actions of the generators of M  on CPtX 
in the discrete series and principal series corepresentations. The functions A  are essentially 
special cases of the c-functions for Al-Salam-Chihara polynomials and little g-Jacobi functions, 
divided by their absolute value. We only give the formulas for A (A) with A =  G T0.
For £ =  + , / ] = —,
A(X;p ,m , + , ~ ) =
( _ ] ) m x i - m - x (p) / 2 (qX/p, —q1 2mX/p]q2)oo ( ________ (A±2; q2) ^
Y tt| sin-01 (A2;g2)oo ^ (q \ ±l /p, - q l~2m\ ±l /p\ q2)c
and for e = —, r] =  + ,
, 2  (pqX, - p q l+2m\] q2)oo (  (A±2; q2)
A ( \ ; p , m ,  - ,  + ) =  A
7r| sin ip | (A2;g2)oo y { p q \ ± l , — p q l+2m\ ± l -, q2)c
For e =  rj = — ,
A(X;p ,m , - , - )  =
( _ 1)™+!A 1 2 (“ W A ,-p g 1+2mA; g2)co /  (A±2; q2) ^
vr | sin if) | (A2;g2)oo \  (-pgA ±1, -p g 1+2mA±1; q2)c
for xip) + rri> 0 , and for xip) + rri < 0,
A ( X ; p ,m , - , - )  =
(_ l)m + iA1-m-x(p)( I 2 { - q \ / p , - q l 2m\/p-,q2) oo (  (A±2; q2)oo
7r| sin0 | (A2;g2)oo \ { - q \ ± l / p , - q l~2m\ ±l /p-,q2)c
For £ =  rj =  + ,
,l(A;p, m, I , I ) =  ( (~ g A ~ l V +2m^ P g 3+^M > ¿ T ^ A /p ;  g2)c
(A2; q2)oo
v , . (A±2;g2)oo
X
7r| sin ip| \ (—gA ^/p, — pg1+2"7-A±1,pg3+2m-A±1, g_1_2mA±1/p; g2)c
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for m  > 0, and for m  < 0,
, 2 ( - p q \ , - q l 2m\ / p , q 3 2m/ \ p , p q  1+2m\ ; q 2) c
/ i  ( A , p , m , - \ - , - \ - )  — i ;
x
7T| s i n |  (A2; g 2) c
( A ± 2; g 2 )o o
( — p q \ ± l , — q l ~ 2m\ ± l  / p ,  q 3~ 2mX±1/ p , p q ~ 1+2mX ± 1 -, q2) c
A p p e n d i x  C. S p e c ia l  c a s e  o f  a  J a c o b i  o p e r a t o r
In this section we study the special case c = q of the Jacobi operator L = L c = L(c, d, z  \ q) 
defined by (B.35). For special choices of c, d and z, the operator L  is a certain restriction of 
E^E q or the Casimir operator (see Section 8.3). The operator L{q ,d ,z  \ q) that we consider 
in this subsection corresponds to the case £ = rj = +, m  = 0.
Let T {Z )  be the space of complex-valued functions on Z. We study the linear operator 
L c : T (Z) —> T (Z), given by
2 (Jucu)k cïfc_i(c) Wfc—i bk(c) u k -\- ük(yC) Uk-|-i
for all u G J-’(Z) and k G Z. The coefficients afc(c) and bk(c) are given by (B.31), and we write 
ak(c), bk(c) instead of ak, bk to stress the dependence on the parameter c. Recall from Section
B.5 that ( Î G l \  {0} and z G (—oo, 0), so that both terms in the square root are positive, and 
cik > 0 and bk G R. We define the linear operator L: K (Z) —>• /C(Z) as the restriction of L c to 
/C(Z), the linear subspace of finite linear combinations of basis vectors, i.e., the subspace of 
compactly supported functions in T (Z ) .  Then (Lc, K(Z))  is an unbounded symmetric operator 
on the Hilbert space f 2(Z). Moreover, the unboundedness occurs as k —> —oo, since in this 
case the coefficients cik(c) and bk(c) grow exponentially. Note that for k —> oo the coefficients 
afc(c) and bk(c) remain bounded.
In this subsection we need the Wronskian associated to the Jacobi operator L;
[it, v\k dk (^ fc+l^ fc f^c f^c+l) > (^'t)
see [29, (4.2.3)]. Two eigenfunctions u, v of L  are linearly independent if and only if [u, v\ ^  0. 
The remainder of this subsection furnishes the proof the following result.
T heorem  C . l .  Consider u G £2(Z) so that L q(u) G £2(Z) and so that there exists a function
k
ƒ : R>o —> C that is differentiable in 0 and satisfies ƒ(0) ^  0 and u -k  =  q 2 f ( q  ) for all 
k G N. Then there exists a unique self-adjoint extension T  of L q so that u G D(T) .  Moreover,
i f  v G i 2{Z), L q(v) G £2(Z) and i f  there exists a function g: R>o —> C that is differentiable in
k
0 and satisfies v_k =  (P g(q ) for all k g N,  then v G D(T)  as well.
The resolution of the identity E t  for the self-adjoint extension T  of L q is given by
r, OO
{ET(B)u ,v )f 2 (Z) = / JrTu(x)JrTv(x) du(x-,q,d-, z  \ q), T t u { x )  =  V ]  u kpkf k(x),
Jb ,k = —oc
for any Borel set B  C K  and any u = ^2k Ukek,v = ^2k Vkek G f 2( Z).
Observe that the resolution of the identity is the same as in Theorem B.15 with c =  q.
For the proof we need the eigenfunctions of the operator L c. For c G (0,1) and y G C \  {0}, 
let us denote
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f( .c,y)k = pk(c,d-z  | q) fk(/i(y)-,c,d-,z \ q), ^
9(c,y)k = Pk{c,d-,z | q) fk{ii{y)-,q2/c,qd/c-,z \ q),
where f k and pk are defined by (B.28) and (B.32), respectively. From Section B.5 we know 
that ƒ and g are both solutions of the eigenvalue equation L cu =  p(y)u.  Another solution is 
the function
F (c ,y )k = pk(c,d;z \ q)Fk(y;c,d; z  \ q), 
see (B.29) for the definition of Fk.
In [29, Section 4.5] it is shown that the operator L c has deficiency indices (1,1) in case 
q2 < c <  1, q ^  c. The proof of this fact relies on the fact that the functions f ( c , y )  and 
g(c, y) are both in the space {u \ L*u =  zu, J2°k=-oo \u k\2 <  °°}  f°r  ^=  n(y)  G C \ R .  In case 
c = q, we have f ( q , y ) =  g(q,y),  so we must provide another eigenvector for L q.
Definition C.2. Let y G C \  {0}. We define h(y) G J-’(Z)
% ) fc =  lim f ^ y ^ k ~ 9 ^ y ) k  f o r a l l k e Z .
C^q c — q
For c G (q2, 1), we have
£ ( h c^ y) ~ g{c,y) A = ^  h c,y) - g{c,y)
\  C ~ q  J  c - q
Since the coefficients ak(c),bk(c) of L c depend continuously on c, and p(y)  is independent of 
c, the above equality together with Definition C.2 imply that L q h(y) = p(y) h(y).
Let us establish the asymptotics of h(y)k as k —> —oo.
Lem m a C.3. Consider y  G C \  {0}. Then there exists a convergent sequence (rk)^=1 in C
~ k
and a differentiable function f  : R+ —> C such that ƒ(0) ^  0 and h(y)_k =  q 2 (rk + k f ( q  )) 
for all k G N.
Proof. Define the C'°°-functions B, C: (q2, 1) x [0, 00) —>• C such that
75 / \ ( d y ,d /y  \  ( qdy/c ,qd/yc
B(c, x) = 2<~Pi I c ; q, z x j  and C(c,x) = 2<~Pi I ; q ,zx
for all c G (q2, 1), x  G E + . We have for c G (q2, 1), k G Z, that
ƒ  (c, y ) - k -  g(c, y )_k = w_k(c) ( B(c, qk) -  (q/c)k C(c, qk) ),
where
wk{c) = (c, z, q/z\ q)ood~kpk(c, d \ z \ q ) .
Therefore,
h{y)~k = w-k{q) ( (diB)(q,  qk) -  (diC)(q, qk) +  (k/q) C(q, qk) )
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Now define the C'°°-function D:  (q2, 1) x [0, oo) —> C such that
n / n / n { z x ; q ) 0 0 { d 2z c , q c d 2z , z , q z ; q ) 00 ^  / 2 n  _ to>+
D(c ,x)  = (qgjooW---------------TP)---- 1---- ;-----------------  for all c G (q , 1), x  G .
y (d2z x / c ; gjoo
Now (B.32) shows that w_k(c) =  ct D(c ,qk) for all c G (q2, 1). Thus,
h(y)-k = D(q ,qk) ((5 iB)(q ,qk) -  (dl C)(q,qk)) +  q~l k q % D(q, qk) C(q, qk) .
Note that q~l D(q, 0)C(q, 0) =  q~l D(q, 0) =  g_ 1(c; q )^  \ J (d2z / q , q2/ d 2z , z, qjz\ q)!X> > 0. So 
the lemma follows. □
Lem m a C.4. Let y  G C \  R ; \y\ <  1. Then F(q,y)  belongs to f 2(Z) and there exists a
convergent sequence ( r ^ )^  in C and a differentiable function h : R+ —> C so that h(0) 7  ^ 0 
~ k 
and F(q, y )-k  =  q 2 ifk +  k h(q )) for all k G N.
~  A;
Proof. Definition (B.28) and (B.32) imply that f ( q , y ) - k /q*  converges as k —> 00. Since 
~ k ~ k 
f ( q , y )_ k / k q 12 converges to 0 as k —> 0 and, by Lemma C.3, h(y)_k/kqz converges to a non­
zero number as k —> 0 , we conclude that f ( q , y )  and h(y) are linearly independent.
Because f (q ,y ) ,  h(y) and F(q,y)  belong to the eigenspace of L q for the eigenvalue n(y),  
and since such an eigenspace is always two-dimensional, there exist complex numbers A and 
v  so that F(q,y)  = A f (q ,y )  +  vh{y).  Clearly, this gives [ f(q ,y ) ,F (q ,y ) \  = u[ f(q,y),h(y)} ,  
see (C .l). By [29, last Eq. of (4.5.4)] we know that [f(q,y),  F ( q ,y )] ^  0, implying that v ^  0. 
Hence, Lemma C.3 and the remarks in the beginning of this proof guarantee the existence of 
a convergent sequence (r^ ) ^ 1 in C and a differentiable function h : R+ —> C so that h(0) 7  ^ 0 
and F{q,y )-k  =  q 2 (r  ^+  kh (q k)) for all k G N. So we immediately get that F (q ,y )k is £2 as 
k —>■ — 00. Definition (B.29) and (B.32) imply that F(q,y)k  is £2 as k —> 00, since \y\ < 1. So 
we conclude that F(q,y)  G £2(Z). □
Note that Lemma C.4 applies to y = (1 — \ f2  ) i, so /i(y) = i. Since F(q, y) belongs to £2(Z), 
the vector F(q,y)  belongs to D(L*)  and L*(F(q,y)) = iF (q ,y ) .  This implies that L q is not 
essentially self-adjoint.
Lem m a C.5. Let f , g : R —>Cbe functions that are differentiable in 0; ( r ^ ) ^  a sequence in 
E such that ( r ^ ) ^  converges to 0. Then ( f (q k~l ) g(qk) — f  (qk) g(qk~1)) ) fc_ 1 converges 
to 0 .
Proof. For k G N, write
r k ( f ( q k- 1)g(qk) - f ( q k)g(qk~1)) =
f i q ^ 1) -  f ( q k) , fcN g{qk) -  g{qk~ l )(rkq ) ( -------3-------g{q ) + f{q  )
and observe that
qk  qk
f i q ^ - f i q ^ V  and ( 9 (qk) ~  g ^ 1)
qk J k=1 V qk /  k=i
are bounded because ƒ and g are differentiable in 0 . □
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We are now ready to prove Theorem C.l.
Proof of Theorem C.l.  We set y  =  (1 — y/2) i, then /i(y) = i. Consider A G T. We define a 
linear operator T\  in 12{Z) such that
D (T\) =  {  w  G i 2(Z) | L q(w) G i 2(Z) and lim [w , \F ( q ,y )  +  A F(q,y) \_k = o )I fc—S-oo J
and T\  is the restriction of L q to D(T\).  Here we use the Wronskian [•, •] defined by (C.l).
We know by [29, Lemma (4.2.3)] that T\  is a self-adjoint extension of L q and that every
self-adjoint extension arises in this way.
By Lemma C.4 there exists a convergent sequence (rk)^=1 in C, a differentiable function
h: R + —> C such that h(0) ^  0 and F(q, y )_k =  q£ (rk +  k h(qk)) for all fcGN. Take v G ( 2{Z)
such that L q(v) G £2(Z) and such that there exists a function g: E + —>• C that is differentiable
k ~ 
in 0 and satisfies v_k =  (P g(q ) for all k G N. Let us calculate lim ^oo [v, F(q,y)]_k.
For fcGN,
q~k+% (v - k+i F(q, y ) - k -  V-k F(q, y ) - k+i)
= g{qk~l ) (rk +  k h(qk)) -  g(qk) (rfc_i +  (k -  1) h{qk~1))
=  ( g ( q k~ l ) r k ~  g ( q k ) r fc_ ! ) +  k  ( g ( q k~ l ) h ( q k ) -  g ( q k ) h ( q k~ l ) ) +  g ( q k ) h ( q k~ l ).
The first term converges to 0, since g is continuous and {rk}k is convergent. Since ( kqk)^=1 
converges to 0, Lemma C.5 implies that the second term of the above sum converges to 
0 as k —> oo. Therefore the above expression converges to <7(0) h(0) as k —> oo. Since 
a~k{c) = ql~k^jf|(l +  0 ( q k)), this implies that lim ^oo[v,F(q,y)]_k = ^ g ( 0 ) h ( 0 ) .  Since
F(q,y)k  =  F(q,y)k  for all k G Z  by the assumptions z <  0 and d G R \{0}, we see that 
lim [v, AF(q, y) +  AF(q, y))_k = g(0) (A h(0) +  A h(0))
oo d\z\
2 q (C-3)
=  ^ -r  fl'(0)3fi(A/i(0)) .
d\z\
If we use this equality for v = u and g =  ƒ, we see that u belongs to the domain of T\  if and 
only if 9fi(A/i(0)) =  0. Notice that such a A clearly exists and is determined up to a sign, but 
that T\  =  T_\.  So we have proved the existence and uniqueness of the self-adjoint extension 
T.  Equation (C.3) also guarantees that an element v satisfying the properties described in 
the lemma belongs to D(T).
The spectral decomposition of a self-adjoint extension T of the Jacobi operator L C1 for 
0 < c < q2, is determined in [29, §4.5] from eigenfunctions and (f)y for eigenvalue n(y),  
0 < \y\ < 1, such that $(y) G £2(N) and <p(y) G £2(—N), see [29, §4.3.2], Here (fi(y), extended 
to f 2(Z) by setting (f>(y)k = 0 for k > 0, must be an element of the domain of T.  In case 
0 < c < q2 we have $(y) =  F(c,y )  and cf>(y) = f ( c ,y ) ,  and these functions determine the 
spectral decomposition of L c from Theorem B.15. In order to find the spectral decomposition 
of T\  we need to find the right choices of $(y) and cf>(y) in this case. Note that there is only 
one eigenfunction of L q for eigenvalue n(y)  in £2(N), namely F(q, y), so $(y) =  F(q, y). There 
are two eigenfunctions in l 2(—N), namely f ( q , y )  and h(q,y),  so cf>(y) is a linear combination
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of these two functions. We show that cf>(y) = f ( q , y ) is the right choice for cf>(y) here. This 
implies that the spectral decomposition of T\  is the same as the spectral decomposition of L  
from Theorem B.15 (with c = q, of course). We only need to show that (f>(y) G D(T\) ,  so 
it suffices to show that there exists a function g : E >0 —> C, differentiable in 0 , such that 
f ( q , y ) - k  = qk^2g(qk) for all fcGN. But this follows directly from the definition of f{q ,y ) ,  see 
(C.2), (B.28) and (B.32). □
A p p e n d ix  D. P r o o f s  o f  s o m e  l e m m a s  
D .l. P ro o f  o f Lem m a 7.6. We prove the following result. Let P\,P2 E Iq and n G Z .  Then
{ J Q ( p i , p 2, n ) J v , E l w )  =  ( J Q ( p i , p 2 , n ) J E 0 v ,w) ,  Wv,w  G /C0.
Proof. Assume first that v = f mpt and w = firs for m, I G Z and p , t , r , s  G Iq. Then (4.6), 
(7.13) and the last symmetry of (6.2) imply
( q - q ~ 1) ( J Q ( p l ,p2, n ) J v , E l w }
=  ^x(piP/P2t),-m-n <W n-U s^gn(pi)(p2/pi)g-™+lS,r \ p m /p \  (~  1)™ Sgn(p)x(p) Sgn(t)xW 
x sgn( s ) q ~ ^  \r/s\* \ / \  +  k (s ) \qs\~1 aPl(t, qs) aP2(p,r)
— sgn(r) q~^ ~ \s / r \2 \ / l  +  n(q~lr) |s |_1 aPl(t, s) aP2(p, q~lr)
Because of the presence of the three Kronecker deltas, we can replace \r/ s\q~l~l by [p/t\ql~m. 
This gives
( q - q  :) ( J Q ( p l ,p 2 , n ) J v , E i0 w}
- ^ x ( p i p / p 2 t ) , —m —n ^ m + n — l , l  ^ sg n (p i)(p 2 /p i)g ~ \p i p 2/ p \  ( - l ) msgn(p)x(p) sgn(t)x(i)
X sgn(s)q  m2 \ p / t | 2 y / l  +  k ( s )  |gs| 1 aP l (t ,  q s )  aP2(p, r )
-  s g n ( r ) g iV t \ t / p \ i  y / l  +  n ( q ~ l r )  | s | _1 ap i (t ,  s )  aP2(p, q ~ l r )
(D .l)
For the other side of the required equation we similarly derive from (4.5), (7.13) and the 
last symmetry of (6 .2) that
(Q - Q  *) ( J  Q(pi ,P2 , n ) J E 0v,w)
^x(p ip /p2t ) ,—m —n  ^sgn(pi)(p2/pi)g_m + 1
X
\pip2 /p\ ( - l ) msgn(p)x(p) sgn(i)x(i)
- Q ~ ~ ^  \ p / t \ *  \J \ - +  / i ( q ~ H ) |s |_1 a P l ( q ~ H , s ) a P2( p , r )
+  QTJ1j1 \ t / p \ * V 1 +  k (p ) \qs\~1ap i( t,s )a p2(qp,r)
Comparing this expression with (D .l) we see that we need the g-contiguous relations of Lemma
B.2. Using the first equality of Lemma B.2 for aP l ( q ~ 1t,  s )  and the second equality of Lemma
B.2 for aP2(qp,r) gives
(Q ~  Q~l ) { J Q ( rPi,P2 , n ) J E 0v ,w)
^x(pip/p2t),—m—n ^m+n—1,1 $sgn(pt)(p2 /pi)q~m+1 s,r \P1P2/P\ ( 1) Sgn(p)X^  Sgn(t)X^
x sgn(s )q~TJ^ 1 \p/t\? V/ 1T k (s )  \qs\~1 aPl(t, qs) aP2(p,r) 
-  ( s t / q p ^ q - ^  \p/t\* Is !“ 1 aPi(t, s) aP2(p,r)
-  sgn(r) \t/p\? \ J \  +  n(q~lr) |s |_1 api(t, s) aP2(p, q~l r) 
+  (pr/qp2) q ~ ^  \t/p\* |s |_1 aPl(t, s) ciP2(p, r)
Comparing this expression with (D .l) we see that
(q ~  g“1) { J Q ( p i ,P 2 , n ) J E 0v ,w)  = (q -  q~l ) { JQ('p i ,p2, n)Jv ,  E j0 w)
+  X^ ( p i p / p 2 t ) , - m - n  S m + n - i , i  5sm{pt){p2/pl)q-m+is>r \pip2/p\ ( - l ) msgn(p)x(p)sgn(i)xW \pt|
x \qs\~1 apl( t , s )a P2(p,r)  -sg n (i) (s/pi)  q ~ ^  +  sgn(p) (r /p2)
If the Kronecker (^-function fiSgn(Pt)(P2 /pi)q- m+1 s,r is non-zero, then the term in square brackets 
equals 0, thus ( J Q ( p i , p 2 , n ) J E 0v ,w)  = ( j Q ( p i , p 2, n ) J v , E l w )  for v =  f mpt and w = firs. 
By linearity the lemma holds for all v , w E /Co. □
D.2. P ro o f o f Lem m a 8.9. Here we prove the following result: For u , v  G /Co, Pi,P2 E Iq 
and n  G Z, we have
{Q(pi,p 2 , n ) u , t t 0v) = sgn('pip2) {Q(pi,p2, n ) t t 0u,v).  (D.2)
The proof depends on properties of the functions ap(-,-). One of the properties is the second- 
order g-difference equation from Lemma B.3. The other properties we need are essentially the 
contiguous relations from Lemma B.2. We state these relations in the following lemma.
Lem m a D .l .  Consider x , y , p  G I q, then
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pyV 1 -I- K{'y/q) ap\,x,y/q) =
and
\A + n(y/ (x ,y /  —  ap(x,y)  +  y / 1 +  n(p) aqp{x,y),
qx
\A  +  «(y) aP( x ,  q y )  =  ^  ap ( x , y )  +  y / 1 +  n { p / q )  ap /q( x , y )  .
Proof. One uses the last equation of (6.2) to write ap(x ,q~1y) in terms of ax (p, q~ly). Then 
apply the second relation of Lemma B.2 and use (6.2) again to obtain the first equality. The 
second equality is proved in the same way using the first relation of Lemma B.2. □
Proof of (D.2). Let l , m , n  E Z and Pi,P2 ,P, r, a, r  E Iq. We will establish
(Q(Pl,P2 ,n) f m,p,tMo fi,r,s) =  sgn(pip2) {Q(pi,P 2 , n ) Q 0 fm,p,t, fi,r,s) • (D.3)
by writing out both sides of this identity in terms of matrix coefficients (7.13) of Q(pi ,p 2 , n).
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Let us first consider the left hand side, which we call S l for convenience, of (D.3). 
the explicit action (4.8) of Qo on f mpt we find
2S L = (ql~lr |s| +  q~l~l s \r \) {Q(pi,p2, n) fi,r,s}
- s g n  (rs) y / ( l  + «(r))( 1 +  k(s)) (Q(pi,p2, n) f m,P,t, fi,qr,qs}
- s g n  (rs) y / ( l  + K,(q~lr)) ( l  +  K,(q~ls)) {Q(pi,p2, n) f m,P,t, fi,q- i r,q-is)- 
In terms of the matrix coefficients (7.13) of Q(p\ ,p2,n),  we have
2S l  ^\pip/p2t\,qrn~ n $ m —n , l  &sg n (p t)(p 2 / p i)q m s,r
(■ql~lr |s | +  q~l~1s \r\ )x
-  sgn(rs) v ( l  +  «(r))( l +  K(s ))
at (pl , s ) a p(p2, r )
at(Pi,gs) ap(p2,qr)
a t (p i , s /q )ap(p2,r /q)
t
qs
-  sgn (rs) y / ( l  + K(r/q))( 1 +  « ( s /? ) )
From the g-contiguous relations of Lemma D .l it follows that
V (1  +  « ( O X 1 +  « ( s ) ) a t ( p i ,g s ) a p ( p 2 ,? i ')  =
f  — at(pi, s) +  V 1 +  « ( i /9) at/q(pi, s))  ( —  ap(p2, r) +  V 1 +  «(p/ 0  ap/q(p2,r ) )  
\ p i /  \ p 2 '
and
( —  at (pi, s) +  \ A  +  «(*) a«i(Pi, s)l  ( —  ap(P2, r) +  V 1 +  «(p) «<jp(P2, r ) )  ,
V0391 /  VC/J99 /
V^ 1 +  « (r /g ))(l +  « (s /i) )  at(pi ,s/q) ap(p2, r/q) 
ts
<U>\ ' - - /  y q p 2
which implies
2 S l  — 3\p1p / p 2t\,qm - 'n $ m —n,l  ^sg n (p i)(p 2 /p i ) g ”
t
(ql V |s| +  q 1 |r
— sgn(rs)
at (pi,s) ap(p2,r)
— sgn(rs)
— sgn(rs)
q 1 y / ( l  +  «(i/g))(l +  «(p/i)) at/g(pi, s) ap/q{p2 , r )
Q\ / ( 1 + «COX1 + k(p)) a q p ( p l >  S )  a «?p( p 2, r )
— A t {jpi, s ) a p (p2 , r )  +  — A p (p2, r)at(p i,s)) 
q p 2 av i  /
where
Ax(y, z) = —  ax (y, z) + y / 1 +  «(»/?) ax/q(y , z) +  q y j  1 +  k(x) agx(y, z).
y
From
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The expression of A x(y,z)  simplifies by Lemma B.2 to
— A x (y,z)  = ( k ( z )  -  K ( x ) ) a x ( y , z ) .
y
Since 5\pip/p2t\iqra-n 8m-n,i ¿sgn(P t)(P 2/P l ) g ^ s , r  =  0 unless pr = sgn(pip2) qm+lstpl/p\ ,  we now get
—  ^ \ p i p / p 2t\,qrn~ n 8 m —n,I  ¿ s g n (p i) (p 2 / p i ) q ras,r
t
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(■q1 V |s| +  q 1 1s |r| ) 
— sgn(rs)
-  sgn(rs)
-  sgn(rs)qm+l~1
-  sgn(rs) q -m~1- 1
at (pi, s ) ap(p2,r) 
q - 1 y / ( l  +  K(t/q))( 1 +  K(p/q)) at/q(pi, s ) ap/q(p2, r) 
q V(1 +  «(*))(! +  «(p)) a«p(Pi, s) agp(p2, r)
( k ( s )  -  k ( î ) )  a t ( p i ,  s )  ap(p2, r)
{n{r) -  k { p ) )  ap(p2, r) at (pi,s)
t p 2
sp i 
tpi
SP2
Unless sgn(pip2) =  sgn(rs)sgn(pi), \p2 / p i \ q m  = V'/ s \ and Ql \p2 / p i \  =  \ p / t \ , the above expres­
sion is zero. Thus,
2 S L = ¿ |p i p / p 2 i | , ç m n à m —n, l  ¿ s g n (p i) (p 2 / p i ) ç m s ,r sgn(p!p2)
(.qm~lp  |i| +  q~m~H |p|) (hipiyS) ap{p2, r) ^  ^
-  sgn (pi) q ~ l y / ( l  +  n ( t / q ) ) ( l  +  n ( p / q ) )  a t/ q ( p i , s ) ap/q(p2 , r )
-  sgn (pi) g V (1 +  K(i))(i +  K(p)) aqp(rp\, s) aqp(p2, r) .
Next we write out the right hand side S r  of (D.3). Using the action (4.8) of Qo again, we 
see that
2 S R = (qm~lp\t\ + q ~ m~lt |p|) {Q(pi ,p2,n) f mtPtU f hr,s)
~  s g n i p t )  y j { \  +  K ( p ) ) (  1  +  K ( t ) )  { Q ( p i , p 2 ,  n) f m , q P , q t ,  f i , r , s )
~  sgn (pi) y / ( l  +  K{q~lp)){ 1 +  K(q~H)) (Q(pi,p2, n) f m,q-iP,q-H, fi,r,s)■
Writing this out in terms of the matrix coefficients of Q(p\ ,p 2 ,n),  see (7.13), we obtain
25'« ¿ |p i p / p 2 i | , 9m _ n  ^m —n, l  ¿ s g n (p i) (p 2 / p i ) ç m s , r  “
(gm_1p |t| +  q~m_1p\t\) citijpi, s) ap{jp2 , r)
-  sgn (pi) q~l y /{ l  + K(q~H))( 1 +  k ( ç _ 1p ) )  ag- i t(pi, s )  aq- ip(p2, r)
-  sgn (pi) q y / ( l  +  k(î))(1  +  /c(p)) açi(pi, s) agp(p2, r) ].
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Comparing this with (D.4) we see that S l  = S r ,  hence (D.3) holds. □
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D.3. P ro o f o f L em m a 9.3. We prove the following result: Let ƒ: J ( p , m , £ , rq) —> C be 
bounded, and consider the function
g(w) = ( - 1  )m (ri')xipip2)+m qn+mp\ ----\w\
^   ^ ƒ  (^0  / \ / TO / / 7Y>* \x 2 ^  aPl{z,w) aP2{e rj q p z , £ r j q  p w ),
z£j (p,m,e , r])
for w £ J(p, m l , e', ?/).
(1) If f ( z )  ~  A t ~x^  as z —> 0 for some A  £ C and t £ C, \t\ > 1, then
g(w) ~  A t ~ x(-W^ rjn s(e, e') s(rj, rj') S(erj/t-,pi,p2 , n), as w —> 0 .
(2) If f ( z )  ~  as z —> 0 for some i e C  and ip £ E, then
g(w) ~  rf1 s(e, e') s(rj, r]f) 3?(Ae_^ x(-w')S'(er7e_^ ;p i,p 2, n ) ) , as w —> 0 .
Here we use the notation /(z )  ~  g(z) as z —> 0, for lim^^0 ( /(z )  — g(z)) = 0. The function 
S(-',Pi,P2 ,n)  is defined by (B.2).
Proof. The proof is based on splitting the sum in g(w),  and taking limits in both parts of the 
sum using Tannery’s theorem, i.e., the dominated convergence theorem for infinite sums.
First of all, the boundedness of ƒ together with Lemma B.5 implies that the sum by which 
g(w) is defined is absolutely convergent. Let us denote 9 =  er]qmp, 9' =  e'rj' qm p  and r =  
min{g, q/\9\}. Now we split the sum for g into a part with \z\ > r and a part with \z\ < r. 
First we consider the part with \z\ > r. We define, for y £ J(p, ml, e’, rj'),
B(y)  = --------- j - j ---------  E  -TAaPi(z > y ) aP 2 ( 6 z > 6 ' y ) f ( z ) -
z£j (p ,m,£ , r i )
\z\>r
By Lemma B.4 there exists a constant D > 0 so that
\aPl(z,y)  aP2(9z,9'y)\ < D u (p i / y )  u(p2/9'y) \z \x(-Pl/y) \ez \x(-P2/d'y) (D.5)
for all z G J ( p , m , £ , rq) and y £ J(p, m', e ' , rj') satisfying \z\ > r and \y\ < r. Since, by 
assumption, ƒ is bounded, inequality (D.5) and Tannery’s theorem imply that B(y)  —> 0 as
y —■v 0-
Next consider the remaining sum over z G J ( p , m , £ , rq), \z\ < r, for all y £ J { p ,m l,e',rj'). 
We go over to a new summation parameter x  = z / y , so that it follows from sgn(z) =  e that
sgn(x) =  sgn(pi). This gives
----  E  r j aPi(z , y ) aP2^z , ^ y )  f ( z )
x£j (p ,m,£ ,r i )
\z\<r
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(D.6)
\x\<r/ \y\
Let F  : J(p, m, £, rj) —> C be a bounded function such that
. . if f (w )  ~  A t~ x<yW\  as w —> 0 ,
~  \ ^ ( e - ^ x(-y)F(y) ),  if f (w )  ~  $ t (A e - ^ x(-w)), as w —> 0 .
Observe that this implies limy^ 0 F(y)  = A. Now for y G J(p, m f , e', rj') and \t\ > 1, we define
c { y \ t )  = ^ Y ~—  E  r ^ i aPi(yx , y ) aP2(0yx , 0ly ) t ~x{x)F(yx ) • (D -7)
y  x £ s g n ( p i ) q z  ^
\x \~w\
We now consider the asymptotic behaviour of C(y; t) as y —> 0.
Let us first see that we can take termwise limits in (D.7). For x  G sgn(pi)gz satisfying 
M < |^|, we have by Definition 6.2,
^ 2^1 «pi (yx, y) aP2 (6yx, O'y) t~x{x) F(yx)
= c2 s f£ £>\ ^  v '\ (_iyc(piP2) ( _ e')x(yx) , y(0yx) , ,2 r xW p ,
\y x \
w I /  ^ I n / s\ n — ~ ------- 1  ^ ^  /  ( - « ( ? / )> - « ( ^ y ) ; g 2)co
x v(pt / x ) ^ p 2g / x W i - K(Pl ) , - K(P2y , f u  y (_ K W , _ K ( e r t ; i 2)oo
;)
, i -i i ' n^fcYscrn frii V
q2K{yx/p\) ’ ’ y \ q 2 n{9yx /  p2)
= ( - l ) x^ +m s(e,e') sfarj ')  (^ )x(p)+m c ^ V ( - « ( P i ) , - « ( P 2) ;92)
) c o  
Joe
/ v ; / v » ; » / v » / y v N ' \
x (e'rj'/t)xi-x] F(yx) v(Pi / x ) u{p2qn/x )  J ^
V { - K { y x ) , - K { ° y x n Q .
00x |ar| 1 (q2K ( y x / p i ) , q 2K ( 9 y x / p 2)-,q2)
x >” > f e S S  -«*■ «’» w )  «» { qM » y x PM  ‘M w ^ y r * ) )  ■
(D.8)
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Assuming for the moment that we can apply Tannery’s Theorem, we see from the last expres­
sion that C ( y , t ) converges to
(^_\^x{plP2P)+r, qmp
\PlP2\
(r]')x{p)+m sgn(p2)n s(e',e) s{rf ,rj) S(er]/t;ph p 2, n )
as y —> 0, using (B.2). This proves the lemma.
In order to be able to apply Tannery’s Theorem, we need to estimate the summand by a 
term independent of y. For small x  such an estimate follows from (D.8), since F(y)  —> A  as 
y —> 0 and the functions v  are small. It remains to give an estimate for large x  uniformly for 
\y\ < ql for some I G Z. By (6.2) we have
\aPl(yx,y) \ \aP2(6yx,6'y)\ \t~x{x) F(yx)\
\y2x\
1
\y2x\
K i ( y , y x ) \  \aP2{0 'y ^yx )  \ \t x(x) F(yx)\
c2 \9xt x[x)F ( y x )  | \ j (—n(pi), - n(p2); q2)^  v (p xx )  u(p2 q n x)
x
x
( - K ( y x ) , - K ( 6 y x ) ] q 2) c 
( - « ( y ) , - « ( ^ y ) ; g 2)co
- Q  / « P i  2 2 / / \
2 f /  , \q , q  / k {x ) 
q K(y/pi )
- Q 2 / k ( p 2 ) 2 2 / / N n ,  N
; Q , Q «(sgn(pip2) q /x )
q , then using the
t f n i O ' y / p d
The 'I'-functions are bounded for |x| large and \y\ < ql . Put \x 
boundedness of F  and the ^-product identity (B.l),  we find
|xt~ xi-x) F ( y x ) | v (p ix )  v (p2 q~n x )  V ( - / i( y x ) ,  - k {6 yx)\<?2)°o
<  Di\xt~x<yX^ | v{p ix )  u(p2 q~n x )  \J (- q 2l~2k,-\9\ q2l~2k)]q2)oo
= D 2\tqn+l+l/ p lp 2\k \d\^k V { - q 2- 1, - q 2~l/ \0\ ;q2)k
< D 3\tqn+1+l/p 1p2\k\9\12k,
where the constants D i  are independent of x. We see that for I large enough this gives us the 
desired estimate. □
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